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By adopting "the recommendations of the West

Indian Inter-colonial Sanitary Convention of 1P04, re¬

cently held at Barbadoes, the British colonies in these

parts have at one leapus* emerged, in the matter of deal¬

ing with infected ships, from practicesnot altogether j
unlike those prescribed by the Venetians of the-14th

century to a modern system of marine sanitation based

upon the present day knowledge of the causation and mode

of spread of infectious disease. It v/as certainly

fitting that this change should htave taken place at a
1

time Yfhen the epidemiology of our tropical colonies is!

receiving special attention, and when excellent work

is being done, under the aegis of the Colonial Office,

by the Commissioners of the London and Liverpool schools

of Tropical Medicine, towards improving the public

health of the more notoriously insalubrious portions of

the Empire, thereby facilitating the development of
i "

commercial resources hitherto exploited with difficulty

on account of the prevalence in thbse regions of strange
i

and fatal diseases, the nature and origin of which,

though noYf becoming apparent as a result of untiring re-
|.

search, have been, unfortunately, but little understood
- ■ P ■

in the past. This removal of the barrier of Quarantine

from the path of free inter-colonial trade, in times of

epidemic disease, and the substitution for it of the

more rational methods of dealing with infected ships
!

no?/ agreed upon, is remarkable as be.ing one of the

most striking instances yet afforded of the application

of modern sanitary science to .the principles-of "the-

•v.v-: • -i/.-- ■ new F -
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new Imperial idea, the mainspring of* Yfhich, as I under¬

stand it, is to foster closer and freer commercial

relationships, not only between the Mother Country and

the res$; of the Empire, but between the various colonies

themselves. It was also fitting that the Delegates to

that Convention should have been guided in their de¬

liberations by a medical expert from the Local Govern¬

ment Board of England, specially commissioned to do so

after visiting the different islands, and making him¬

self personally acquainted with local conditions affec:

ting the Public Health. The appointment of this Imper

ial officer may be taken as something in the nature of
/V

an atonement on the part of Downing street for having

allowed to enure, during a period of forty years after

its disuse in the United Kingdom, a mischievous practice

introduced in this Colony fifi. by an Order in- Council

dated 10th November 1318, which "proclaimed and declared

that the same Regulations, Provisions, Pains, Penalties

and Forfeitures for the due performance of quarantine

shall be held to be in force within this island, its

Forts, Harbours, Maritime Jurisdiction, and its Depen-j

dencies, as are now in force in Great Britain, in vir-j
i %

tue of several Acjjs of Parliament of the United Kingdom,
- j

and of the.Order of *His Majesty in Council".

The immediate reason for the promulgation of

this Order as recited in the Proclamation issued at j

the time was as follows:- "Whereas information has been

"obtained that the smallpox prevails is the neighbouring. -- J

"provinces of Spanish America, and it becomes necessary
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for the preservation off the Public Health to provide

"against the contagion thereof in this island, either

"from the vessels that now have arrived or hereafter may

'arrive at this port, either from the said Provinces or i

"elsewhere wheresoever". Information is wanting as to

whether the quarantine regulations successfully fulfilled

-jheir object on that occasion; certainly they failed to

do so a year ago when, as a result of infection from

Venezuela, Trinidad was the scene of an out-break of
I I
smallpox in which upwards of four thousand cases were

ecorded.

Whilst quarantine was introduced here nearly a j

century ago with the object of warding off smallpox in¬

fection from Venezuela, it is curious to observe that

its abolition this year resulted from intolerable evils

in the system demonstrated beyond all doubt in the course

of its application during another epidemic of the self¬

same disease, imported, as chance would have it, from

the self-same Provinces of Spanish America. The history
■ i

of quarantine in Trinidad is similar in many respects

to that recorded in England. The weak points of the

ystem mainfested themselves on almost every occasion

that an opportunity arose to enforce it, with the result

that a large number of amending ordinances had to be

uccessively introduced, each one merely serving as a

make-shift until the next epidemic when further short¬

comings were revealed, and the necessity for fresh

legislation felt and supplied. The first change of that

u kind C~



kind took place in ldSt when the Order of 1810 was re¬

pealed and replaced by "An Ordinance for Altering and
j
Amending the law relating to the performance of Quaran j

I

!tine". The object of this enactment was the better

I to provide against importing the contagion of "Spasmodic

jCholera" which then prevailed nearly all over Europe.

It was a wholesale adoption of an English statute
'

of 18S5 (6 Ceo.IV.c.78) entitled "An Act to repeal the

several laws relating to the performance of Quarantine,

and to make other provisions in lieu thereof". Accord¬

ing to Its terms, all vessels coming from, or having

touched at any place from whence the Privy Council de- !

lared it probable that the plague or other infectious

disease or distemper, highly dangerous to the health

of His i/iajjesty' s subjects, might be brought^ and all
all persons, goods, wares and merchandize, packets,

a,

packages, baggage, w^ering apparel, books, letters or

other articles on board such vessels, were declared

liable to quarantine, and on arrival at any port or

place in the United Kingdom might be obliged to perform:.
I

quarantine in such place pr places, for such time, and i

in such manner as should from time to time be directed

by Order in Council notified by Proclamation or published

in the London Gazette. It is a matter of interest that

before the passing of this Act, plague was the only

disease against which quarantine.was imposed in the

United Kingdom, and while the long immunity with which
j

the shores of Britain were blest from this scourge had,

in a measure, diminished the popular terror associated

with

SjUr
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nil
with it, yet is the westward spread of commerce, and

improvements in the rapidity of ocean transit, the

risk of importing hitherto unknov/n diseases from the j
colonies to the Mother Country had to be reckoned with,

and a clause was introduced in the new Act making Yel-j

1ow Fever and "other highly infectious disorders" quar-

antinable diseases in addition to plague.
\

Six years later, in 1851, and shortly before the!

adoption of the 1825 Act in Trinidad, Cholera was inclu<i£-
fced in the list. It had invaded the whole of Europe

from the East, and in England, as elsewhere on the con

tinent, quarantine precautions were strictly enforced.'! .

j

But the general experience was the same as in Trinidad,

and,the preventive measures however rigid or severe

! failed, and failed repeatedly, as they were bound to
" I

do vfhen their -success 'depended upon the pebfect effi- !

ciency of a cumbrous machinery, the slightest fault in

the operation of which entailed not only the possibility

tut also a very reasonable probability of shore infection.

This was an object lesson which was not lost on the

English people who are nothing, if not practical. They

saw the folly of attempting to stave off foreign infect—
■^ion by futile attempts to seal their ports and they M"
wisely refrained from doing so during the succeeding j

'

I
| Cholera epidemicsof 1849, 1855 and 1865. - ['
I , .

_ • /;

Indeed even the old dreaded ememy, plague, came !

to be looked upon as a:contagion that could be met

with and dealt with in a more confident and practical i

fashion than had hitherto been the case, so much so, ; .

that f
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that in 1847 the "ban which had been imposed on the

Levantine traffic, for more than a hundred years pre¬

viously, was removed by a stroke of the pen, and ships,

coming from the epidemic seats of the plague in the ft
i
I

near East with clean bills of health were no longer re¬

quired, before leaving the Mediterranean, to callfttj>
Venice, Genoa, Marseilles or other recognized stations

to undergo their preliminary quarantine. Such vessels

were under the new arrangements, admitted to free

pratique, provided that no case of plague had occurred,

on board during the voyage. This was one of the last

nails in the coffin of the old system, for thereafter ,

the British Lazarettes began to fallinto disuse, and

when the Cholera broke out in 1049, the English Gener-t

al Board of Health declared against quarantine, and the
|

regulations were not enforced either during that epidem
!

ic or in the subsequent one of 1055. By this time thej
i

mature of the quarantinable diseases had begun to be

better understood, and the more rational methods of die

infection with chemical agents,isolation of the sick, ,

and other measures which later on culminated in what

are now known as the "Cholera regulations" were employ

ed to prevent the introduction of infection from abroad.

Although the good practical results obtained with the;

new measures against plagued and cholera had inculcated

a certain amourvt of contempt in the minds of the Eng¬

lish people for the old system, it is curious to note

that on the advent of a less familiar enemy in the shqpe

of Yellow fever, coming from America with a terrible

reputation y
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Ireputation for evil, -they felt diffident in holding their

iground, and for the last time they retreated from the
these

advanced position they had taken up in this matters'. In

fact the quarantine laws were enforced for a short time

|in September, 1865, at Swansea, on the occasion of a

jlimited out-break of Yellow fever introduced by aft.old

wooden brig hailing from Santiago de Cuba. The disease

was confined to the immediate neighbourhood of the ship1
|
berth, and ceased after the death of some fifteen members

!of the crew. Since then the practice of quarantine,
.

such as it was at that time, fell into abeyance, and every
'

Subsequent amendment of the various Acts which still re-

i
mained on the Statute book was rather m the drection

♦

of enlarging the powers of the local authorities, with e.

yiew to enabling them to deal specifically with each cas

Coming under their notice, than of encouraging the prin-
I

Ciple of treating alike all ships technically or otherwise

infected, under the old hide-bound system of a rigid quap>I . - - ■ .. . *
I r
antine for a fixed period, without any reference to the

actual necessities of the particular case in point. Thus
a

we find that in 1866, the quarantine Act of 1825 was ex— "
.. . - .... . . .. :. - |

tended so as to give the local authorities power to deal
i

frith every vessel having on board any persons affected if.

with a dangerous or infectious disorder, whether the ship

bailed from abroad or not. Provision was also made for

Obliging masters of vessels to give notice when they had

nfection or board, and for enabling the Customs' officers

to inquire into all suspected cases. following this,

•-*c4. ; x-. several
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several min©r acts f giving further powers were passed

until 1075 when they were repealed and codified by

the Public Health Act of that year. By section 130 of

this Act, power was given to the Local Government Board

from time to time to make, alter, and revoke regulatior

with a view to the treatment of persons affected with

Cholera, or other, epidemic, endemic of infectious

disease, and to prevent the spread of such disease, as

well on the seas, rivers and waters of the United King
■

dom, and on the high seas within three miles of its

coasts, as on land.

Section 134 further provided that vrhenever any

part of England appeared to be threatened with, or was

affected by an$ disease as described above, the Board

could make special regulations for guarding against the
I

spread of the same, and also, by order, declare all or

any of the regulations so made to be in force within

the whole or any part of the district of the Sanitary

Authority, and to apply to any vessels whether on inlan

waters, or on arms or parts of the sea within the juris

diction of the Lord High-Admiral, for such period as

they deemed fit. Section 136 made it obligatory for

the Sanitary Authority of the district in which regular

tions were declared to be in force, to superintend and i

see to the execution of the same, and by the section

next in order, pother of entry on any vessel for the ^ :

purposes of the Act was given to them and their officer

In the following year, 1876, the Customs' Laws Consoli¬

dation Act (3P & 40 Vict.c.36.s.234) was passed further

empowering
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empowering the Privy Council, by Order, to require that

no person coming from or having touched at any place

abroad where they had reason to believe that Yellow

fever or other highly infectious distemper prevailed,

should quit the vessel before the state of the health of

the person on board should have been ascertained on i

examination by the proper officer appointed for the pur-j-

pose»by the Commissioners of Customs, and before per¬

mission to land should have been given by such officer.|
Twenty years later, in 18P6, this power to mahre orders

was alieiiated from the Privy Council and vested in the

Local Government Board. The original Act of 1825, the

1866 Act, and portions of several other Acts were also

repealed in 1896, and new machinery provided in the Pub¬

lic Health Act of that year. An attempt made in 1869

to give certain powers f, under the Acts of 1866 and 187E

bo officers of customs and others now (1896) received

the special sanction of the law, and provision was made

for the enforcement and execution of orders and regula

ions relating tto infected vessels made under the Public

Health Act, by the officers of the customs, and the of¬

ficers and men employed in the coast guard, as well as

by other authorities, always, however, subject to the

consent of the Commissioners of Customs, the Admiralty,

and the Board of Trade. These regulations among other

things,, provided for (a) signals to be. hoisted by vessels

having any infectious cases on board, (b) questions to

be answered by masters of vessels and others as to casei

of disease on board, (c) the detention of vessels or per¬

sons it
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persons, (d) "the duties to be performed in cases of

such disease by masters, pilots and other persons on
iMv<ltv [virw/ty CrfydhjiMtX, VH Sic.iyc T*

board vessels. In 1890 the well known regulations as:
cL A>

to Cholera, repealing these previously in force were , ,

Cw mcvA^u vj"<\ U pvovi/Jviwj fc, P-tf-A, &{■*£<* H
made. They were amended in 1896 and, as the culmina-

*• K
tion of modern sanitary forethought, new form the basis

upon which infected vessels of all kinds are dealt wit]

in £n.cj{ii JunrfIn these regulations the term
"infected" means infected with Cholera, Yellow fever, or

Plague: Provided that every ship shall be deemed infec
s

ted in which there it or has been during the voyage.or|

during the stay of such ship in port, or in the course

of such voyage any case of Cholera, Yellow fever, or

Plague. But what was the position of affairs in Trini¬

dad whilst all these prodigious changes were taking

place in England ? Prom 1852 to 1871 the local authoti

ties appear to have been strongly impressed by a pro¬

viso to one of the sections of the 1852 Act which or¬

dained that "until otherwise suspended or repealed** the

ordinance should continue to be in force notwithstand¬

ing any suspension or repeal within the United Kingdom

of the said recited statute, or any part thereof"for
t

they allowed the enactment in force un/a^ered, regard¬
less of the progressive measures which meanwhile had

been adopted in -England. At last, however, with the

smallpox epidemic of 18'71 a change came over the

spirit of their dreams, and abandoning the apathy to

which their predecessors in office had given such con

spicious proof, they assumed their responsibilities in

the
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uhe matter of marine Sanitation, and proceeded to set

uhe legislative wheel in motion with an impetus that

'ras destined to keep it rolling for many years on an

active. career during which it never came;

to a stop until, so to speak, it struck up£MHB« againsjt

iphe Cholera Regulations. In fact passing on from the
Order in Council of 1818 and the adoption of the English]'

1825 Act in 1852, we find that no less than ten Ordinances

relating to quarantine on the statute "book in Trinidad.

Qfaking them in chronological order they are as follows

Ho 5 of 1871 An Ordinance as to Quarantine.

5 of 1877 An Ordinance to amend the law

as to quarantine.

£0 of 1886 An Ordinance to amend the

Quarantine Ordinance 1071.

4 of 108& An Ordinance to amend the law

as to Quarantine.

18 of 1093 An Ordinance to amend the la#

relating to Quarantine.

52 of 1894- An Ordinance to amend the

Quarantine jDfct irxcyncd

2 of 1895

7 of 1896

27 of 1902

al If^3
An Ordinance to amend the

Quarantine1- (amendment) Ordin

ance of 1894

An Ordinance to amend the

Quarantine Ordinance of 1895J
• 1

An Ordinance to amend the

Quarantine Ordinances of
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Besides "this giddy list, there were two quasi-quarantine

Ordinances viz:-

25 of 1902 An Ordinance to provide for

the compulsory vaccination off

persons arriving from places

infected with smallpox,

( Pasengers' Vaccination Ordijn
I

ance)

SI of 1905 An Ordinance to amend the

Passengers' Vaccination Ordin

ance.

Truly a remarkable record of Quarantine legisla-

ion in a little over tlieedecades, testifying eloquently

o the innat| faultines-s of the system. The salient

points of these Ordinances are briefly as follows:-

No 9 of 1871 repealed 9 of 1852 which rescinded

uhe Order in Council of 1818. It provided (sec.5) for

the formation of a Quarantine Board, of not less than

phree and not more than five persons, and gave power to

he Governor in Council (sec.5) to make regulations for

the more effectually carrying out of the law. An in¬

fected place (sec.2) was defined as "any port or place

There the Yellow fetoer, the Plague, Cholera or any epid

4mic disease, in fact, prevails, or any port or 'place
hich the Governor with the advice of the Executive Coun--

il may declare to be an infected port or place ? Curioup

y enough although there was a severe epidemic of small-

ox in Trinidad, and indeed throughout the West Indies in

that

\ • ' '<1 'i /'
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that year, the disease is not specifically included in

the schedule • Section 6 empowered the Governor to

declare any place, from which it was possible that

disease might be imported, an infected place. B$i sec¬

tion 7 liability to quarantine was incurred by "every

vessel arriving at this Island, together with all persons,

goods and merchandize whatsoever therein, coming from
i
any infected place, or having on board any person v/ho

had come from any infected place, or who is ill with any

contagions or infectious disease, or on board of which

vessel any person shall have died, or shall have been

ill from any such di^sease during the passage to this

Island". The Harbour Master (sec 8) or other visiting

officer of the port had power to put"no less than 21

questions to the master of the vessel with a view to

eliciting any history of infection, the master fi being.

bound under penalty to answer truthfully.

Section 16 limited the duration of quarantine to 14
(

days where a death or a case of sickness occurred on

board during the voyage within 14 days of the vessel's

arrival in port, the period of quarantine to reckon from

the date of the death, or the cessation of the sickness

ho information is given as to how it was proposed to

determine on what date the sickness could be said to

have ceased. By the same section vessels that were

mere contacts, that is to say, had only touched or com-

h- municated
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communicated with an infected place, but were not in¬

fected in fact, vfere liable to quarantine for not less

than ten days, and not more than fourteen days. If a

case of sickness broke out on board during the period

I of quarantine, the vessel was liable to an extra term

of fourteen days also commencing from the date "on which
j
: such sickness shall have ceased." Further clauses made

J it compulsory for infected vessels to fly the Yellow flag

; by day and hoist a distinctive lantern to the masthead

by night; gave povirer to the Governor to establish

Lazarettos; forbade the landing of any cargo from in¬

fected vessels from the expiration of the quarantine 'per¬

iod, and provided heavy penalties for breaches of the

Ordinance, No 3 of 1077 was an extension of the prri>-

| ceeding Ordinance providing for a definition of the '

term "infected vessel" which (sec.2) was interpreted

as "every vessel on board of which on any given day

there is, or, on any of the preceding 14 days, there was

a person suffering from a. contagious or infectious disease

(within the meaning of sec.2 of Ordinance 9 of 1871), and

also every vessel on board of which on any given day any

article or thing vrtiich was on such given day, or on any
TV

| day of the preceding 14 days, i$ an infected place,- is r
*

' ; -

an infected vessel on puch given day. By section 3,.,

vessels getting infected in port v*ere liable to be
vessels

treated as infected romihg foreign. Next in order comfes

Ordinance 20 of 1886.. -. It was a short Ordinance passed

with the object of repealing sec. 16 of. Ordinance 9 of

1871 relating to the duration of the period of quarantine.
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It enacted (sec,l) that "all vessels on board of which

any person shall be sick or shall have been sick of any
I

:

! contagious or infectious disease, or shall have died of

such disease within 16 days before his arrival at this !

island shall remain in quarantine until the expiration

of not less than 16 days, and not more than 21 days

from the day when such sickness shall cease or shall have

ceased, or from the day when such death shall have oc¬

curred. There, was no statement of "Objects and Reasons'

published with the bill, and it is difficult to compre¬

hend why this extravagant increase in the previously

fixed term of quarantine was imposed. It appears, how¬

ever, that the whole spirit of the Ordinance was direct¬

ed towards effecting such a change for in section 2 we

also find it laid down that "all vessels which have

sailed from, or touched at an infected port, or have any
i '

person on board who shall have come from any such place
- : - - -

shall remain in quarantine for a period not exceeding

|21 days. Follov/ing on the same principle it goes on

to say, in section 3, that "if during quarantine a case

of sickness break out on board the vessel, the latter

|shall undergo a further period of quarantine for any

itiine between 16 and 21 days after the sickness shall ha^e
r - • '■ : " ■ '" * "'"T
ceased'.' By this clause the length of time that a vessel

could be made to remain in quarantine under favourable or,

I should say, unfavourable conditions, was almost indef¬

inite. The next Ordinance 4 of 1888 was brought irjmere -;
ly to settle some doubt about the construction to be

placed
Pi BBS
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placed on a certain section (20) of the quarantine Ordin*-

nance of 1021, the meaning of which was doubtful. In

1093, hovrever, a brand new Ordinance, Ho 10 of that

year, was passed wjiith a schedule of repeals. including

9 of 1071, 3 of 1077: 20 of 1066, and 4 of 1000 "small¬

pox" was substituted for "plague" in the definition of

infectious disease (sec.3) which was now interpreted to

mean Cholera, Yellow fever, Smallpox and any other epid¬

emic disease declared by the Governor and Executive Coun-
t

cil to be infectious." "Infected places! was defined as

"any port of place

(a) where an infectious disease exists

(1) at the time of the arrival of any

vessel therefrom (2) or at the time

when the vessel sailfcttherefrom (3)

or within a period of 30 days previous

to such departure, or

(b) which has been declared by the Cover*,

nor and Council to be an infected

place.

It will be noticed that, the legislators were steadily

increasing the period of.prevention which had formerly

been considered safe, and it may be well to point out

here that in 1894 an Ordinance, Ho 18 of that year,

jwas passed rescindt*«j sub-seetion (a) of section 3 above
quoted, and fixing the time on the more rational basis

of the incubation period of the particular disease for

which the vessel should be quarantined. To return how- .

*

ever to the 1893 Ordinance, "Infected Vessels." meant' w
-WW' . WWW-t -f; WW
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(q,) Every vessel arriving from an infect*—
et

ed place after an absen£ therefrom

of less than thirty days, or
*

(b) Arriving at"this port less than 50

days after having communicated with

an infected place or vessel, or

(c) On board of which there is any per¬

son or article which was in an in¬

fected vessel or place within the

preceding 50 days

(dj or u board of which there was^or hac.
been a case of infectious disease

during the preceding 50 daysj ct
(e) on board of vhiich there is any ar'ti

cle or thing which has been, or may I

be susnected to have been, handled by

by anfi person^ suffering from an in¬

fectious disease, and which has not

been cleansed or.disinfected, or

(f) Every vessel ballasted with sand or

mud, wholly or partly containing any

insanitary matter liable to cause

disease, including rags and water ffpm

a Cholera port, or

(g) Every vessel suspected to be from any

cause whatsoever in an insanitary coh-

dition likely to be prejudicial to

the health of the colony.

. V- ■ The . -
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The terms of the 1G93 Ordinance were in a large

measure influenced "by the decision arrived at by the
I

British West Indian Conference on Quarantine held in

Demerara in 1898. This inter-colonial meeting took

place under the auspices of Lord Knutsford, the Secre¬

tary of State for the Colonies at the time, and was

called to determine the advisability of establishing

a unifrrm system of quarantine throughout the several

British Colonies in the West indies in lieu of the vari

ous systems of quarantine then in existence. On this

being approved it was also resolved that the time had

come to modify the system of quarantine now in operation

in the colonies under consideration, by the addition of

a system of Medical Inspection, isolation and disinfec—
I; ; -

jtion. A model Ordinance was framed for the guidance

of the various colonial Governments, and its terms were

accepted by the delegates, but no sooner did

the opportunity arise to put the new rules into practice

than each colony struck out on its own, and enforced

such fantastic regulations as the imagination of the

legislators and the uninformed clamour of the public

press required. By section 2 of Ordinance No 32 of

1894- the following enactment# was substituted as the de¬

finition of an "infected place" in lieu of paragraph" a"

of section 3 of Ordinance 18 of 1093 viz. "any place

where infectious disease as defined in the principal Ord*-

inance (18 of 1893), exists at the time of the arrival i

he colony of any vessel therefrom, or where any such

disease

n



disease has existed at the time of the departure of any;

vessel therefrom, or / within the incubation period ofj
the disease in question". Prom this necessarily fol¬

lowed the repeal of the latter parts of paragraphs b.c.

and d, respectively and also of g in section 3, the words;
'

"within the incubation period of the disease in question"

taking the place in each case,# of the 30 days limit, and;

for this purpose the incubation period of Cholera was
I

deemed (sec.4) to be 12 days, and Yellow fever, 16 days.i

In this connection free use was made bf the Governor of

the power vested in him to declare any epidemic disease

to be infectious, and to assign a particular number of
'

I
lays as its incubation period, for in the very next

I

year we find him introducing an Ordinance No 2 of 1095, \

repealing section 4 of the 1894 Ordinance, and enacting j
that "the incubation period of Cholera (sec.2) shall be :

(in.
deemed to be six days, and Yellow fever( tne- days". That
however was merely a return to a previously existing state

j
of things, for in the principal Ordinance of 1093, now

j
again under consideration, the incubation period of Cholera

■firas deemed to.be 6 days, Yellow fever 10 days and small-;
I

pox 14 days. An attempt was made on this occasion to

discriminate between different classes of infected ves- j.
sels.

-

.... . ; . | - .
Those coming under a.b.c, but not otherwise infected

(sec.17) were to be kept in quarantine until the incuba»~

iion period of thex particular disease in question was
7 • ... |

over, reckoning from the day of departure from the in- :
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infected port.

Under d, e, after removal of all passengers and

goods, and through, cleansing and disinfection, the ves¬

sel could "be released on the completion of a term of

quarantine equal to the incubation period of the disease.

The same applied to those coming under f. The

jOrdinance also provided for the disinfection of cargo |

| baggage apd
\ ■ '
k

'

A ' • !
' \ -

V
\
\ - -

\ •
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and mails. Clothing and "bedding were to "be destroyed

by tire *if. necessary**. Fags were not to be imported

from an$ infected place under any circumstances, but
•

■ ■

animals not liable to convey disease- could be landed

(with proper precautions. Section 34 required the

Health officer who went on board an infected vessel or

jvisited a quarantine station to change his clothes at
■

a place appointed by/i the quarantine authority. By sec¬

tion 47 any vessel arriving in the port without a Bill
an

of Health was to be treated as infected, vessel. Section

30 required that a certificate of non-communication

by a vessel coming foreign should be signed by a British

Consular Authority, or Chiefj6 Executive officer vfhere

there was no such Consular authority, and also that the

certificate should contain a statement of the actual pre

cedure adopted. Pains and Penalties were provided in

various clauses for the benefit of those who infringed

the regulations.

Ho 7 of 1896 was an amending Ordinance to fur

jther extend 18 of 1893 and 2 of 1095. Its purpose;., was

(repeal section 50 of the 1893 Ordinance, and enacted

that a certificate of non-communication given by the

port authority of any foreign port shall be valid if coun¬

tersigned by the British Consular agent or Chief Execu¬

tive officer. In the former Ordinance the foreign port

authority was ignored.

Ho 27 of 1902 is the last quarantine Ordinance

passed in this island. It was brought on during the

artificial v



;artificial panic caused, "by the recent epidemic of smallj-
pox in Barbadoes, and was decidedly of a retrograde

; character, its principal object being to prevent the

importation of ground provisions, poultry, animal stock*

(including pigs and goats^ and also quick-lime, either'

_ j

in barrel or i'n bulk, from Barbadoes. It was framed

as an extension of the quarantine Ordinances of 1093-94,

and gave povrer to the Governor to prohibit (sec.2)) the

importation into the colony of animals, goods and articles

of every description, except letters and passengers* per-

sohal effects from any port or place declared to be an

infected place.

No 23 of 1902, was entitled the "Passengers' Vaccina-

ftion Ordinance, and was introduced to provide for the
any

compulsory vaccination of^person^ landing in the colony
from a place infected with smallpox, unless he could
i

satisfy the Health officer that he was vaccinated withir

two years. Three or four months later an amending Ordi
'

ance, No 31 of 1902, was passed extending the above men-
'

tioned period from two to ten years. It must be admit-
I
ted from the foregoing that if the object of the proviso

already referred to in the 1832 Ordinance was to encour-

age the local ..authorities to work out their own salvar-

uion, the result was a dismal failure, for with a law

still on the statute book enforcing a strict quarantine,

xn the case of small-pox, for example, against protected

4nd unprotected persons alike, and with fresh legisla¬

tion to prohibit the importation of pigs, potatoes and

n

poultry, .



poultry, they were manifestly as far removed from the

promised land of rational marine sanitation at the end

of 1902 as they were in 1010 when the first quarantine

Ordinance was introduced. In point of fact matters were

now much worse than at the commencement of the last cen-
i

» . }

jtury.
For while at that period quarantine was believed

in with a faith that was almost religious in its staunch

tess as the best means of staving off foreign infection,
f i
i .

now with the enormous extension of trade and commerce in

the West Indies as compared with what existed a hundred

■[years ago, new considerations, unhappily having no rela-

tionship with sanitation, came into play, and the ques-
!
!tion,of declaring a place infected or not, as well as
i

the duration or the rigidity of quarantine depended larg

ly upon the manner in which trade was likely to be af-

jfected. For example owing to the important necessity

[of unrestricted communication with the Honth American

jand European markets the quarantine laws were made to
I ' '

[apply to vessels coming from the United Kingdom and

America, even during the prevalence of smallpox in epid

emic form in such contres as New York, Halifax or Londori,
j-i
,and although passenger steamers from the States and Canada

inow make the run down to the West Indies in a week or
i . " ,
I - - . • • ' - i

jless, and from some of the English ports in ten or eleven

idays. That this uncontrolled -intercourse, however desir-
I - . - ■ - . - . ' •' ■ - '
i - .. - • . - •: . .

lable from a commercial point of view, is not without

risks just as grave as those against which inter-colonial

quarantine



quarantine is provided, is indisputable, for the recent

epidemic of smallpox in Barbadoes which was instrument

al in bringing out the worse features of the quarantine

| system, owed, its origin to a case directly imported from
I Halifax. Conversely, during the epidemic in Trinidad, a
i
i

j gentleman who left this colony for Efagland, took ill onI

j board, and was landed with smallpox at Falmouth. ITever-

| theless the exigencies of trade make it inexpedient that
i '

J quarantine should apply to vessels coming from Home and
I

American ports. Among the colonies themselves, however,

the case is viewed from a different standpoint. Take

any two colonies supplying the same commodities: it is

clear that restrictions placed upon the trade of the

one must benefit the other; and the longer the infected

place can be kept under quarantine, the longer the othei

is likely to benefit. As regards the considerations

which influence the duration of quarantine, we may take

a concrete instance. During the smallpox epidemic in

Barbadoes, Deirrorara increased the quarantine to twenty-

one days irljspite of the fourteen days period agreed up¬
on at the Conference of 1888. What was the effect of

j that action ? Trinidad ran the' risk of being declared
j ' ■ - - . ■ - - " • -

! an infected port by Demerara for releasing vessels hail
j ; - ; f " - g '-v-- •
i ing from Barbadoes after fourteen days detention only.

The result was that a boat leaving, say St Lucia, with

a large cargo or several passengers for Demerara, would

refuse an offer to include a smaller cargo or a lesser

number of passengers for Trinidad on her way down south

because she would thereby become liable to three weeks

quarantine



quarantine on her arrival at Demerara for having touched

At Trinidad. Not; in order to prevent this circumstance,
Vtv

the feeling Trinidad would-be, and as a matter of

fact, was, though the attempt was defeated)to fall in
j

line with Demerara, and increase the period of quarantine

to twenty-one days. Some years ago whilst assisting Dr.

Leslie McKenzie, the late Medical officer of Health for

Leith, now Medical wvt fcif u<vL>r the Local Government i

Board for Scotland, trade between Venezuela and Trinidad

was very much disturbed owing to its being found necessary

to quarantine several important Venezuelan ports for

smallpox. Prom some papers sent to me I was struck with!

the disadvantages of the system in force* and I set out

bo prepare a monograph on the subject^ but for one reason

or another it remained unfinished until last year when I

took up the question afresh. On this occasion I not only
i

had ample opportunities of observing the practice as it

applied to others, but I also had personal experience of!

it, having been isol\^d for the statutory period on my
return from Barbadoes, after a visit to that Colony dur;

!

ing the smallpox epidemic. As this paper gives a fair I
> t

picture of the manner invwhich the system was worked and

had the merit, if any, of being the first public attempt

made in the West Indies to denounce the old fetish, and

advocate a new method of dealing with foreign infection

on lines similar to those recommended at the Conference

which subsequently took place .in Barbadoes, I think it

ijaay not, perhaps, be out of place for me to quote a portion
of it here. The paper was read at the Victoria Insti-

'

tute
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Institute in Port of Spain, and on that occasion, after

[tracing the history of Quarantine in Europe and America,

and pointing out the reasons why its practice was aban-
i
jdoned in the United Kingdom, I proceeded as follows

["Coming nearer home, we find that in the West Indies

[we are nearly as far back as the three original guard-

jians of the public health. The ban is placed upon a
■

Inumber of diseases such as Plague, Cholera, Yellow fever

and Smallpox, each having a different natural history,

each capable of spread in its own way, requiring a dif-
and

ferent method of prophylaxis^the adoption of special
. i

m§,e^ures to prevent its propagation.
Though the latent period of these diseases

ivary, jtsver-fpfaaa period of quarantine is fixed for every I

[ ship ?fhether actually infected or merely deemed to be |
so within the meaning of the Ordinance. As the subject1

[
I

of quarantine is said to be the protection of the commun-

[ity from foreign infection, I propose to go over the
j
:scheduled diseases one by one and to point out in what

|respect quarantine falls short of its purpose. "\As far
I ' . ■ ■ - . • ' - .

|back as 1852 a Royal Commission was appointed by the

I late Queen Victoria to investigate the question of quar-
.

Iantine in regard to its application during the epidemic
h '

iof Yellow fever.

Evidence was taken from the English, French,

Spanish

olkJl

Z
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and Danish West/ Indies, and from America, Africa and

Cib$rai'ta"t?. in "the voluminous report- present-ed "bo both
Houses of Parliament, "the Commissioners conclusively

showed the non-contagious character of "the disease, and

the mischievousness of quarantine as applied "bo i"t. Dr

Reece of New York who gave evidence before the Commis¬

sioners stated that the Yellow fever never was, nor ever

will be, imported into this port by sea or land in the

persons of the sick, for the reason that it is not a

contagious fever as smallpox is, - that is, it is not

communicable from the bodies of the sick to the healthy

It can only be imported in the holds of vessels, nor is

there any danger of cargoes or persons. The Yellow-

fever is not communicated by personal contact, but by
•

an infected atmosphere" We now know that the infected

atmosphere means infected mosquitoes, but to that I

shall refer later. "I have lived, Dr Reece continues,

"in the midst of the sick and dying of Yellovr fever who

had been removed into a healthy situation, without wit¬

nessing a single instance of infection among physicians
(jut

and nurses, and for the antiquated superstition of the
A.

time, there would be as much reason for prohibiting a

passenger whose leg was broken from being brought into
o

the city as one sick of yellow fever. Dr Milr^y, an

English physican, speaking of his experience in Jamaica

and Havantta^r two renowned sources of yellow fever in
Sa*5l

past times|yv "There is one circumstance in the history
of yellow fever vrtiich has made a strong impression upon

my
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my mind as regards its general mode of diffusion, and if

'is this, fhe unanimous conviction^ of the medical men in

Jamaica and also these in Havanna whom I met, that the

disease is not contagious or communicable from^sick to j

the healthy. I had the opportunity of conversing with

resident medical men in every part of Jamaica and nowher

did I hear any difference of opinion on that subject.

"Dr Blair, a Scotchman, speaking of his experience in

Bemerara, says: "The yellow fever cases in their worst

orms were never separated from other patients in our1
hospitals wardf- such a thing was not deemed necessary

and never thought of. Our hospitals nurses never got in¬

fected although in closest connection with the sick and
'! ■ ■ ■ • *

cjften smeared with their ejections. „ and these nurses

'were generally German and Portuguese immigrants". Dr

Gillkrest a British Inspector General of Army hospitals

who not only had large experience of yellow fever in

different colonies, but who carried out a thorough in¬

vestigation of the subject on behalf of the General Board

of Health, thus expresses himself.

"Quarantine laws in reference to yellow fever are

not only unnecessary, but cruel and unjust, often pro-

jducing great privation and suffering, and frequently,

instead of checking the progress of the disease, increas¬

ing the number of victims by confining people to ships

of infected localities ashore, thereby rendering escape

from the real source of disease impossible, and finally

acting most injuriously on commercial intercourse".
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With abundant evidence of this kind the Com¬

missioners summed up as follows: "There is no evidence

to prove that yellow fever has-been imported from one
place to another, and that consequently the means of

protection are not quarantine restrictions and sanitaryi
!

p#rdons, but sanitary virorks". Some of you may be in-
I

clined to say "All this is tale of the early fifties^.

Science progresses by leaps and bounds. We want some¬

thing fresh. Tell us what the opinion of recent obser¬

vers are". Gentlemen the searchlight of the present day
j
;science throym back upon the recorded observations of the

^distinguished pioneers whom I have just quoted only serye
to illumine and bring out in strong relief the truths

that have too long remained obscure in the West Indies.

In 1900-01, an Army Commission appointed by the

ijnited States Government to conduct researches concern¬

ing the etiology, progagation and prevention of yellow

ever, carried out its expBfltlments in the island of Cuba].

The non-contagious character of this disease was one of

phe first things vfhich impressed the Commissioners. The;;

ifeaw, as they said, with some surprise, that patients in
i

all stages of yello~w fever could be cared for by non-immune

y

nurses without danger of contracting the disease. Stru
with this fact they proceeded to find out how the diseas

was propagated.

Attempts were made to isolate a specific mi|cro-

ck

e

prganism, according to the usual bacteriological methods.
/ w-r -'-v. .

.......... . . ......... . •- ..

but these failed to gwe satisfactory results. ,

^Inoculations with the excreta of persons suffer- iiMSift
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ing from yellow fever showed, that, the disea.se waS not

transmitted from the source. Attention was then turned

I to the blood', and it was found that a small quantity of
*

blood taken from the vH^is of a yellow fever patient
would produce an attack of the disease if injected into

:a healthy non-immune person. This vjus the first great j
:step towrards success *'?■ The question was how, under or¬

dinary circumstances, did the blood of one individual

find its way into the tissues of another. The brilliant

Works of Major Ronald Ross, of the Liverpool School of j
!

Tropical Medicine, and of G-rassi and others in the field
v.

of malarial research, paved the way for the American

Commissioners' line of thought. They observed that the
j
Spread of yellow fever appeared to depend upon the tem¬

perature of the air and other meteorological conditions

just as malarial fever was known to do, its endemic curv

in HavannaLand epidemic curve in the Southern States of

America rising and falling with the annual temperature

curve. With these points of resemblance, it seemed to

them that if the / malarial poison was transmitted by

a particular kind of mosquito from sick to sound, it wras

not unlikely that a similar thing took place in the

lease of yellow fever,*! At any rate they res\c^ved to
try and find out. To exclude the possibility of the

disease being communicated by fomites, thejconstructed
an almost air-tight room 14 X 20, ventilated by two

small windows protected with mosquito proof netting. In

■ ~
. this
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this room were placed three large boxes packed in the yel

low fever hospital near Havannah with soiled sheets, pil¬

low slips, and blankets purposely contaminated in a liber-

al manner with black vomit and other effete matter. Many

soiled articles were hung up about the room in order,

if possible, to thoroughly infect the atmosphere. At

six o'clock on the appointed day a surgeon and two

privates of the hpspital corps, all recently arrived

young Americans, entered the room and proceeded to un¬

pack the boxes. Taking off their own clothes they put

on soiled night shirts previously worn by yellow fever

patients, and gave each article removed from the boxes a

vigorous shaking. Finally they spread the clothes out

on the floor and slept on them.

Next morning they t packed the boxes, .and emptied

them out again at night. They carried on in this way

for twenty-one days after which they emerged from their

insanitary surroundings just as well and as lively as

when they went in. Experiments of this kind were repeat*

ed on many occasions, with invariably the same results,

thus showing the body discharges of persons suffering

from yellovf fever to be innocuous, and completely dis¬

proving the old theory of infection by fomites still so

fondly adhered to by the various West Indian Quarantine

Boards.

While these experiments ?fere being carried out,

the Commissioners were also giving their attention to

the

" ' ~i i r, i V
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the bipod-sucking insects, and more particularly to a

certain gnat, the stegemyia fasciata. commonly knovm

as the Scotch grey or "tiger" mosquito, and easily

identified by its greyish black body, spotted with sil¬

very white marks, and black legs decorated with white

b ands.

They found that this mosquito was the agent ":-

which carried the yellow fever poison from the blood of

the sick to the sound.'. To prove this fact, they built

a wooden hut in healthy surroundings, and made it clean

and comfortable inside. Fifteen contaminated mosquitoes

were set free in the room, and a young American soldier

followed. He remained there for a half an hour and

was freely bitten. He repeated his visit later in the

day, and again on the following day. From that time

he was kept under observation, and though all other.

sources of infection were excluded he developed- an at¬

tack of yellow fever within four days of his first con-
-

tact with the infected mosquito. The experiment was

was repeated on other subjects, and almost invariably

after a latent period of three or four days the disease

proclaimed itself, death resulting in one case. Thus

the yellow fever-bearing capacity 'of the mosquito was

definitely proved. The result of those investigations

pointed in the direction in which preventive measures

against the spread of yellow fever ought to be taken, f

thatyi is, towards the destruction of mosquitoes vfhere-
0 '

ever the disease is known to exist, the protection of

the
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■the beds of the sick by mosquito—proof*»netting to pre-
i
vent the uncontaminated insects from being infected,

and the use of the netting by the healthy to prevent the

|bites of such mosquitoes as do acquire the poison.

These measures were not only sound in theory,

but efficient in practice, for they were successfully

carried out in Savannah, with the result that not a
I ' j
single case of yellow fever occurred in that city dur-

jing the following year, though the disease had previously
been known to break out there with unfailing regularity:

for the preceding hundred and forty years. This^gentle¬

man, has been one of the greatest triumphs of modern

preventive medicine. Solid work of that kind we cannot!

J ignore if we are to be looked upon as a progressive
people, and the ipost practical manner in which we can

acknowledge its worth is to abolish the obsolete methods

of prevention now in force and to substitute such mea¬

sures as the circumstances demand. I have dealt on

■

;this subject of yellow fever at some length primarily be-
j •

;cause it is the disease against which quarantine^ was

first adopted in the Few World, and also because the

!idea of the utility of^quarantine is more closely asso¬

ciated with it, than with any of the other,diseases on

the schedule.

If therefore, I am able to convince you of its

uselessness as agsLnst yellow fever, the task may not be

as difficult as regards the other quarantinable diseaseis

to which I shall now refer. We have already seen that

sanitary



sanitary cordons and other quarantine measures failed

time after time to keep out Cholera from the Continent

of Europe. The first report of the Royal Commissioners
to
whom I referred in a preceding part of this paper

dealt with quarantine in its relation to Cholera, and

the following is a short summary, of the verdict arrived

at:- "On the first eruption of the pestilence (cholera)
-t

into Europe in 18S1-32, every nation successively m^n-

aced "by it end^voured to bar it from passing its front-
h

ier of rigorous quarantine, and by military cordons, but

in every instance without avail. Again 'the like attempt

was made in 1847-48, and again it vra,s everywhere admitteld
to be thoroughly ineffectual. Though many medical men

in Great Britain had long ceased to place confidence in

these expedients, yet the constituted medical authorities

Appeared still to regard themselves in some degree as

securities, but, founded on recent experience, the Royal

College of Physicians of London have changed their for¬

mer belief, have declared an opinion in accordance with

that previously expressed by the General Board of Health

and have recorded their conclusions in the following

words:- Cholera appears to have been rarely communicate

by personal intercourse and all attempts to stay its pro¬

gress by cordons or quarantine failed. Prom this car- '

cumstance the Committee agree in drawing this practical

conclusion: that in a district where Cholera prevails

1.0 appreciable increase of danger is incurred by minisher-i
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ministering to persons affected with it, and no safety
*

afforded to the cummmnity by the isolation .of the sick

I hasre concluded the last sentence SO as to put the

vrtiole case fairly before you, but we now know that by

isolating the sick we restrict the sources from which

infection may spread, and thus help to check the spasead

of the disease.
■so

"Recent jfjxperiemce^, the report goes on to say
a

has rendered the fallacy of quarantine so palpable tha-

the attempt to avert the visitation of epidemic Cholera

by such an agency has been aptly compared to that of the
uh ;

<4 b A
countryman who endeavoured to pound hut the crows by

shutting the park gates". Since Professor Koch's gre&h

discovery of the Comma bacillus, we know that cholera :.s

propagated by the micro-organism present in the alimen¬

tary tract of these suffering from the disease, and that

n
1

|ft in order to contract it we require to swallow the specific

3'germ in our feed or drink. "You can eat cholera, you

;v£drink cholera", said the late Ernest Hart, "but you can't
■" catch cholera". While we keep bur water pure, and ouif

r'feed uncontaminabed there is no danger of infecting

ourselves. As recj,<jrds importing the disease, quarantine
is no preventive, for long after the period of detention

s
is ever, a person, who have suffered from cholera, and

is to all appearances quite well, may carry the germs in

his body, and should his dejecta contaminate the water*

supply^11 these who drink from the polluted source are
liable to infection.

On
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On -the other hand, by isolating the sick, by

|disinfecting the discharges and soiled linen, by boil-
i .

ling and filtering the drinking water, no risk ?/hatever

is run.

Under the quarantine system great mischief may

;be wrought by compelling the passengers and crew of.an

!infected vessel to remain on board ship during the

quarantine period drinking the contaminated water or

eating the infected feed. Now that we know the 'causa¬

tion of cholera, and the manner in which it is spread, it

is our duty to adopt the reasonable methods which present

lay science dictates, and to abandon the old, system

which was founded in ignorance upon false and mischiev-
r\J)

bus premises. Regarding plague,^the disease is endemic
in India and frequently epidemic in certain of the South

American ports, we are liable to invasion from it in

rinidad owing to our maritime intercourse with these

arts(and to our coolie immigration. Though cases of
plague are imported infethe United Kingdom from time to

time, nevertheless we have a fine object lesson in the

manner in which Great Britain with her enormous mari¬

time traffic and her numerous ports of entry keeps out

the contagion without enforcing quarantine. The

disease has a latent period of 2 to 7 days and is caused

by a specific germ, the bacillus peslis.- Infection tak#s

place chiefly by inoccjiulation and contact.

'vRats
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Rats .are very susceptible of it, and are regard¬

ed as carriers of the disease which may be conveyed to

man through the agency of fleas, or from the inhalation

or swallowing of the specific bacilli derived from

fomites. The measures of prevention are such as the

knowledge of these facts demand, and include the destruc¬

tion and satisfactory disposal of rats on board ships,

the disinfection of all rags, infected clothing and other

fomites, v.rd the isolation^during the latent period of
the disease^, of such of the passengers and crew as are
supposed by the Health Officer to be incubating it.

Such are the measures which protect the public health

without hampering trade in the way that our primitive

quarantine restrictions now do.

Lastly we come to smallpox^, and, in the light df

present events, the most interesting of the series.

It may be said at the outset that if quarantine

could be shown to have any justification at all, there

is no disease in which its application would be more up-

called for than smallpox. More than a century ago

Jenner showed us how to prevent smallpox, and with sucl

a weapon as vaccination in our hands, combined with

isolation and disinfection we can confidently fight

smallpox in the open, and not behind the hedge of quaran¬

tine , Thank Heaven we have no anti-vaccinationist

faction in our midst. We all acknowledge the blessing

which vaccination brought to mankind, and mest of us

are ready, not only to have ourselves and our children

vaccinated,
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vaccinated, but, to submit, to re-vaccination as well. Yo

have heard how Barbadoes has suffered during the present
I

epidemic of smallpox, which would in all probability

have been stamped out long ago if a certain section of

the people had not set themselves against the teachings
of

of medical science and refused the boon vaccination.
A

But while we are able to pin our faith to vac*—

cination for the prevention of smallpox, the same reli¬

ance cannot be placed on quarantine which most of you wjlll
admit does not afford us any reliable security against

the importation of infectious disease. The present epid¬

emic is a case in point. While the authorities were

busy keeping their weather eye on Barbadoes, the "NEW

DISEASE*', or rather the old disease in its new guise

quietly came unnoticed from Venezuela and spread itself

throughout the island. There is nothing to prevent

infection coming here from America in the same way. The

Barbadoes quarantine laws are similar to ours, yet the

man Miller landed there from Halifax; and spread smallpox.

And even if the enforcement of quarantine did afford any

reasonable protection, the lack of discretion conspic¬

uous in its appliaction must often lead to obvious absurd-

cities and hardships, r Take my own case, for example:

I had a mild attack of smallpox in infancy, and I was

vaccinated in 1395 during an outbreak oft smallpox in

Edinburgh; last December I had myself re-vaccinated for

the purpose of my trip to Barbadoes. On my return to ,

Trinidad I was quarantinelfor the usual period. Now, dc

the authorities who confined me to Craig Island believe

r; ■ - .In



in vaccina-tion ? We may safely say they do. That, being

the case I should like to knovf^fn the name of common sense

was I kept on the station any longer than was necessary

to disinfect my baggage and wearing apparel T Having a].

ready had smallpox, and being well vacinnated I could

not possibly be incubating the disease, and my detention
1st.

on^uarantine station was nothing but a senseless pro¬
cedure which had to be carried out in order to conform

with existing laws which no forward country should main>-

tain. In these matters we require to be practical: if

where are any sick with smallpox on an infected ship,

remove them to a proper hospital, vaccinate all those

who need it, isolate suspicious cases, but by all means

let the others go free after their clothes and#baggage
Su.tvcilla.ticc

aave beefa. disinfected; keep them under medi©alAif needs

be, but don't detain susceptible and insusceptible, in¬

fected and uninfected alike for the statutory period

in the belief that you are doing what is necessary for

he protection of the public health. There was a time

when the enforcement of strict quarantine soothed public

anxiety and acted as a sop to popular recollections of

past epidemics, but now-a-days professional scepticism

as to the merits of quarantine has percolated into the

minds of the lay public, and anxiety is no longer allayed

by Wain attempts to seal our ports. In 1893 we suffered

here from the nuisance of having to quarantine several
0/W

Venezuelan ports for^eruptive fever similar, I am told,
to the "mew disease"/ the local merchants grew - very

irritable over the inconvenience to which the protective

measures .



measures subjected them, and they began to ask them-

whether all these restrictions ?;ere really necessary.

The matter interested me at the time, and from the

Leith Public Health office where I was then engaged I

sent out circularsto the Health Officers of some of the
'

principal ports of England and Scotland, setting forth

I the West Indian practice, suggesting alterations and

I asking their opinions on them. Here are the-papers:-

Public Health Office,

Leith,

7th September, 1090.

Dear Sir,

I am engaged in preparing a monograph on

the quarantine system now existing in the West Indies,

especially in regard to its practice in the island of

Trinidad, where all vessels coming from or having

touched at an infected port (plague, cholera, yellow

fever and smallpox being included among the quarantine

diseases) are de facto deemed infected, and are subject¬

ed to a rigid quarantine of 14 days duration whether

infectious disease has, or has not occurred on board.

As it is my intention in so far as I am able to counsel

the abolition of this practice, I would be greatly ob¬

liged if you would favour jd me with your opinion as to

(1) Whether it is necessary for the public

safety that vessels coming from or having touched at an

infected port should be deemed infected on these groundjs

alone.
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alone.

(2) Where a vessel is actually infected whether

on due precaution being taken, such, for example as

are recommended by the Cholera Regulations of this coun-
I
try, the vessel may not yi be allowed free pratique, and

the passenger and crew who appear free from infection

allowed to land with safety to the public.I

(3) Regarding smallpox in particular, where
|
•there has been.an outbreak on board, whether after the

removal of the sick, and the vaccination of those direct

ly exposed to the contagion, the ship may not after dis
i
infection be allowed pratique, and the rest of the passen¬

gers and crew given the option of vaccination and allowed

Bo land, care being taken to disinfect kits and luggage

and to put down their names and addresses for purposes

of medical supervision. The following replies are from

Plymouth, Liverpool 'and Glasgow respectively

Health Department,

Municipal Buildings,

Plymouth 12th Oct.1888
I
I u
I

Dear Sir,
!

/■ '

I must apologize for having mislaid your circular

in reference to quarantine in the WT.T. I am quite at

one with you. I am of opinion that the same system.

Should be adopted as in England, medical inspection, re-
j

uioval of the infected sick, disinfection of cabins, clotlk

jing etc. In reference to smallpox, I am agan with you.
- '

- ' - ' J \

Having
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I Having had some eight, years experience of quarantine

;work, I feel confident, that the present system adopted
I
I in England is a sufficient safe .guard.

Yours faithfully,
i

(sgd) F.M.Williams.

! 0.Masson, Esq.M.D.

Heckley, Essex.

Public Health Department,

Municipal Buildings, Dale St

Liverpool.

50th Sept, 1S98.

Dr G.H.Masson.

Constitution St,

Leith.

My Deaf Sir,

In reply to your letter dated 10th September,

my opinion is that the measures which have been found

effective in this country in regard to dealing with ves

sels

(1) Coming from infected ports

.•
. (2) Actually infected ;

are
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are quite adequate to meet the necessities of the res¬

pective cases. So far as actual experience goes, I

would append that the cholera regulations relating to

passengers and crew leave little if anything to be

desired. I agree with you in regard to (5) relating

to smallpox and am of opinion that your paragraph- sets

forth all that can reasonably be ashed.

(sgd). E.W.Hope,

Medical Officer of Health.

Sanitary Chambers,

Glasgow,

15th October, 1893.

Dr George H.Masson.

Hdckley, Essex.

Quarantine

My Dear Sir,

Your letter of the 10th September, dated

from the Public Health Office, Leith, was forwarded to

me in Ballater where I was just beginning my month's

holiday. Although itjrf was not convenient to tahe it

up just then, and although I have been, and am much

distracted by demands on my time incidental to my appoiijt.
ment on the Scotch Local Government Board, the essen¬

tial reason for the delay in my reply to which your re-

■/. minder
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reminder of the 11th inst directs my attention was this:

This country has long and persistently adapted

and advocated a policy antagonistic to that which is

involved in quarantine. I, of course, entirely con¬

cur in the national policy. It has been repeatedly

discussed at international Conference®, more particular¬

ly at that held in Venice in 1892, supplemented by a

"subsidiary Conference in Paris specially to discuss

British objections to details of quarantine precautions,
and at Dresden in 1893.

The subject fa matter of these conferences you

will find fully discussed and described in the reports

of the medical officer of the Local Government Board of

England from 1892-93 onwards.

Great Britain has throughout these conferences uni¬

formly maintained one policy, and has been successful

in very much breaking down the quarantine practices of

European nations.

In these circumstances I did not see that your

letter could be answered except by discussing again the
ou/f~

whole question of tiie summational policy just as if

I had any dubiety about it, whereas I have none. Of

course I think the practices of this country on all the

points you put to be the best and I adhere to them.

The system of quarantine cannot be discussed

solely with reference to what goes on at the port of

arrival or departure. It involves a reference to the

whole sanitary system of the country.

I
. .
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I'am afraid you will not consider this a very

satisfactory and useful reply, but after very careful

consideration, I cannot give any other.

"Yours truly,

(sgd) James B.Russell. M.D. LL

These letters speak for themselves, and as

regards the practicability of the suggested reforms I

would say that in a small colony like this with a singl

port of entry and a not overwhelming traffic it would h

far easier to prevent the importation and spread of di¬

sease than in a large port like Liverpool or Glasgow

where the trade is enormous, and where passengers and

crew land in hundreds every day. With our portal sys¬

tem of entry and our comparartively small trade, I

think Tire have an ideal foundation to work a modern sys¬

tem of maritime sanitation based upon what now obtains

in Great Britain but modified to suit local conditions.

So far, gentlemen, we have been viewing chiefly the

negative effects of quarantine, and I must now draw youfr

attention to its positive capacity for mischief. Most

of us understand in a more or less vague manner that

quarantine hampers maritime traffic, but within recent

years we have had no actual experience here of how

the hoisting of the yellow flag damages the trade, ruins
-■~r.

the" commerce, kills the industries and blights the

happiness
Y.t

-_C. "

"~:rp
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happiness of the people over whose country it flies,

One needs to go to Barbados just now to see and realize
I
the picture. An empty shipping where stately merchantmen

i

bristling iron clads and proud liners once rode at anchor

in Carlisle Bay, giving employment to fussy tugs, and
•! i
hundreds of lightermen , boatmen, business clerks and
Oustoms Officers; desolate ^uays where goods from all

parts of the world once lay piled in apparent confusion;
fresh heaps regularly taking the place of those removed;

idle "wharf rats" and begging loafers in the place of the

busy labourers and stevedores who justled and chaffed
!

each other in the rollicking times before the quarantine,

filling the air with boisterous laughter. Their faces
I

Are thin now, and though they laugh and quarrel just the
|

s;ame, their spirits are not so high, and against their
i/ou. »tolTc£

white teeth^their gum&n are pale^— Dinner was short -

last night, and this morning we are pretty empty buss,

rying to raise the wind".
Empty stores, clerks idle at the doors, the -

re
quarantine, We did well

i masters sullen and preoccupied. Approach one; he will
' i
i speak of nothing- else but the
^ enough in ordinary times, but the quarantine has "playec

[he devil* with our business, and we don't know what wi^l
"happen if it continues. We use to do a good business wfth

t. Lucia, Demerara and Dominica, but its all stopped y
■" 4T * " -■ ■ ' ' Ilk " i'Sl
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At one time every table in the dining hall was oc¬

cupied by tourists and business men, by the military

and their friends. Now there's barely half a dozen

seat* and the landlord is glum. He cant afford to

keep the trim and smart waiters of better days; one

or two lazy boys and an old hand to drive them are all

you meet. The once full stables are now partly emptyy
the carriages are there, because they don't eat any¬

thing, but most of the horses are sold for there's no

one to drive, and their upkeep would mean more losses

until the bright days come back again. Go to the

tenantry.,- there you will see the Bartiadian house
wife at her best. Her little hut is tidy and clean.

She is trim in appearance, and her lace-bordered apron

is as white as her teeth. She has a little plot of

land besides foef house, every inch of which is culti¬

vated. Here is the lettuce for the market, there the

cabbage and parsleyj the pigeon peas are also in evid¬
ence and the yams, potatoes and eddoes, are not wanting.

Hot/ she manages to crowd so many plants in her

minature garden, hoy/ she succeeds -in getting so much

food out of her little bit of stong; ground, bountiful

Nature only knows. Her husband is a store porter, she

will tell you, but he is out of v/ork now; - the quaran¬
tine. Nevertheless, "wid de help ob the Lord^ and de
little bit ob ground" she manages to keep him and the

children from starving. .

."The
Sit

ISSi

flip®
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that quarantine casts on everything warps the mindS of

men who are otherwise excellent fellows, and influences

their good judgment in a manner which they themselves

would hardly credit in less arduous times. "Smallpox"

"they sayj "why there isn't much of it here. It's not

interfering with anybody, and besides,there's something
conceited in every one of those islands imposing quar¬

antine upon us. The yellow fever, we know for a fact,

is raging in St Lucia now, and as to the "black measles

in Trinidad, why its nothing else but smallpox"! The

best that can be said of quarantine is that from the

very beginning it was a crude measure brought forward

at an age when sanitation as a science did not exist,

and when the causation of infectious disease was ex¬

plained by superstitious theories rather than by the

facts which the compound microscope and modern research

have revealed to us. In spite of its manifold disad¬

vantages and its many failures it served for many cen¬

turies as well as a make-shift could, but, gentlemen,

its day is done, and we must give it up as we have had

to do mapy other old institutions which we found un¬

suitable to the requirements of the gge we live in. If

it were even a fairly reliable method of keeping ofct

infection we would be very loath to abandon its practice

in favour of new fangled methods of which we have no

sxperience, but it is notorious that while the regulations

nay look well on paper, in practice they don't work

satisfactorily. They are broken again and again, not

necessarily through ill-will or disloyalty, but-
■
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but because the machinery is cumbersome and requires

a good deal of1 drilling into before the officials en¬

gaged in working it, and those against whom it operates

can get into the 'way of doing what is required of them.

The universal manner in which the model regulations hav

been altered, added to and generally tinkered up on the

outbreak of smallpox in Barbadoes is proof of that. It

nay not be pleasant to contemplate the fact, but on the

present lines we are fast drifting on to the applica¬

tion of shot gun quarantine, the only .goal to which the

course we are pursuing can lead us. . But granting for a
depended

noment that quarantine could be depndod upon to keep ouit

infection, if we could find a practical method on which

equal reliability could be placed but which did not ham

per trade, naturally it would be our duty to adopt it,
ere

for if ever the yellow flag was?' hoisted over this port,

and kept flying for a long period, our suffering would
be far greater than in Barbadoes. The possibilities of

Trinidad with her expanding trade becoming an infected

place are real, and we must not on account of our long

immunity and our good luck think it a far fetched idea

for a case of quarantinable disease to land in the islapd

and spread, hence it is our bounden duty to try and

aring about the universal abrogation of these laws in

the West Indies, and to fall in. line ttbfte not with

;prejudice and ignorance, but with -the teachings of* ,scien^je
to which •we who live in the twentieth century already

me so much. We shall not go wrong if we follow the
■

"hi:;.;''.-■./ y. example
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example which England, our mother country, ever fore¬

most in the domains of Preventive Medicine, has set

out to all nations of the manner in which infectious

diseases coming from foreign lands may be met and

dealt with. With your permission I shall make a rough

sketch of the manner in which I conceive that a system

of modgfcn Marine Sanitation may be worked here. Eirst

of all we would require a Medical Officer of Health who

would give the whole of his time to the duties of his

iffice. In busy times he would probably require an

assistant. A Public Health Jetty with a house on the

sea end would be a negcessity. This building would be

divided into what we might call an infected side and a

disinfected side. It would be equipped with one or more

steam disinfectors, a set of lavatories, and a supply of

disinfectants. Another requirement would be an in¬

fectious disease hospital within easy reach of the land¬

ing place with pavilions for the different quarantinable

diseases, and also one for keeping suspected cases under

observation, and an intelligent staff of Sanitary In¬

spectors, stiffened perhaps with one or two trained men

Prom England, under the direction of the Medical Officer

of Health. A ship coming from an infected' port would be

required to fly the yellow flag, and to anchor in a

part of the harbour reserved for such arrivals. The

Health Officer would be the first to go on board. Let

us suppose the case where there is actual disease, say
•- vV VVK

tfrt • - .



smallpox, on board. The sick would be removed to the

smallpox hospital, and their belongings to the disin-

fector. Of the others, vaccination would be carried

out on all those not recently vaccinated. Contracts
suspected to be incubating the disease would be sent tb

the observation pavilion and kept there during the in¬

cubation period. The remainder would be landed on the

infected side of the pierhouse. There they would be

furnished with overalls while their clothes were being

disinfected. They would then emerge into the non-in¬

fected department and thefe receive their clothes. Tie

luggage and kits of passengers and crew would also be

passed through the disinfector, and Customs officials

would be stationed in the non-infected side of the house

to look after revenue matters. Before going away every

person so landed^ would, if necessary, be made to sign
a declaration setting forth his name and address for

the purpose of medical supervision. He would bind him¬

self under a heavy penalty to make known without fur¬

ther delay and not to conceal any symptoms of disease,

and to answer truthfully all questions put to him by
K

the visiting doctor. On the bacjt of the declaration
5

could be printed in several language! the leading

symptoms of the particular disease for which tiae, per¬

son is to be kept under observation. Having mad© his

declaration, the traveller goes about his business. He

visits or is visited every day by the doctor, and thus

if it turns out that he was really incubating the

disease at-tho time of landing' the fact is discovered
'

at
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at, the earliest possible time, and the spread of -the

infection prevented. Passengers and crew being re¬

moved, the ship could be disinfected by the spray ap¬

paratus, or by fumigation, and allowed pratique immedi¬

ately af'terwards. As regards cargo except in special

cases, such as infected rags, there is nothing to fear,

and ordinary merchandize could be landed as in England

without any attempt at disinfection. When the vessel

comes from an infected port but has no disease on

board, the Health Officer would vaccinate all who re¬

quire it and allow the vessel immediate pratique.

Passengers and crew would land through the pierhouse

and have their clothing and such other articles as the

doctor may direct disinfected. In the case of yellow

fever, attention would be paid to the destruction of

mosquitoes by fumigation, not only of the cabins and
*

berths, but of the ship's hold as well. For this pur¬

pose the port could be provided with the portable

plant for carrying out the Clayton process, of disin¬

fection which consists in driving sulphur dioxide into

the lower part of a ship's hold and exhausting the air

from the upper parts until the whole of the air-space
t

of the vessel is filled with the gas. It is a higher '
efficient method,and has recently been recommended to

the French mercantile marine by the Pasteur Institute of

Lille. Hot only are such virulent germs as those of
A

plague, smallpox and cholera killed by the gas, but

rats and cockroaches, and mosquitoes, bugs, fleas and
other
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other blood-sucking insects are destroyed.

Other means of

prevention such as the emptying of bilge water, the

landing and protection of the sick with mosquito nettirjg

would all be adopted where necessary and the ship

granted pratique. As regards cholera, the Health

Officer would see to the destruction of any food con¬

taminated or suspected to be so, the emptying

out and cleansing with disinfectants of all tanks wate::

tanks, cooking and other utensils, the efficient dis¬

infection of soiled clothes, linen and other fomit^es
and the isolation of the sick. Those allowed to go

free would be instructed as to the precaution necessary
to be taken during the latent period of the disease

and besides undergoing medical supervision they might

even be furnished with some disinfectant which they

could be instructed to make use of in their homes. In

the case of plague the destruction and disposal of
. f -

rats would be attended to. Rags and soiled clothes

would receive special attention, and the usual precau¬

tions of isolation and registration for the purposes op

medical supervision taken. In this way, each disease

would be treated on its merits and we &feould know

exactly what we are doing instead of groping in the

dark as we do now under the quarantine system. Although
in allowing persons who might possibly be incubating

disease to land we would be incurring a certain amount
■■■■-J'--.". -V ■ :U"U'r; . -Vv-.',;«■•=> i\,.....

of risk, yet these persons would bear the same re.la-
• tion
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relation to the medical officers that ticket-of-leave

men bear to the Police, and the chance of their spread¬

ing the disease would be small indeed as compared

j with that which we blindly take under the quarantine.

And, further, even if for argument's sake we regard

the chances under both systems as being equal, which

they are not, we must bear in mind the important fact

that under the new system trade would practically 'go on

as usual. So it is quite clear where our interest as

well as our security lies. Of course there are many

other details in connection with the modern system of

Marine Sanitation which require elucidation, but which

I cannot take up your time with to-night. I have mereiy

attempted to give a rough general outline of the way in

which things could be worked and I am well aware that

the scheme needs fuller explanation. Such a plan could

not be worked by us alone. It would necessarily require

to be adopted by all the other British West Indian

Colonies. Now, as most of them are more rabid quaran¬

tine than ourselves the question is: how could we

succeed in obtaining their co-operation ? It seems to

me that in an important matter of this kind, where the

regulations laid down in any given colony seriously

affect# vital interests in every other colony, and

where these regulations are not the outcome of any

medical or scientific reasoning but the product of in¬

dividual prejudice| and trade considerations which

vary in different places, we have a condition of thing^
■' in
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in which the tact ot our being Crown Colonies could far

once be turned to advantage. We should, in fact, make

an appeal to the Secretary of State for the Colonies

I and say:-

"Here we are in the West Indies practising

quarantine pretty much as Venice did in the

fourteenth century. No sooner does an epidem

ic break out in one Colony than she is boy¬

cotted and blockaded by all the

others. If the epidemic only lasts long

enough the unfortunate colony is ruined. We

are all in the same boat, running the same

risks. This Barbadian epidemic^has been a

terrible eye-opener. We no longer believe
♦ f

in our antedjalu^jan system. It doesn't give
any adequate protection and it ruins us. We

want to adopt a modern system of marine sani
f

tation, but being inexperienced we should

first like to know whether such a thing is

practicable in these parts. Send us out a

Baaat Health Commission composed of experts

in sanitation and preferably men who have

been Port Health Officers. Let them visit

all these Colonies, see the local conditions

take evidence> and report their opinion. If

they think we can adopt a system based upon

the present practice in the United Kingdom,

then we beg you to issue an.: order to every

British West Indian Government to do so at

once"; > v
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once .

The abolition of quarantine would mark an epoch in

the progress of civilization in the West Indies, and

Trinidad should be eager and proud to take the lead

in such a forward move. With the present ineffectual

and insecure first line of defence removed, improved

sanitation would follow as a matter of course. Our

Medical officers and sanitary inspectors would become

more vigilant and alert. The time that our legislators

now spend in devising fresh tat?*- quarantine cruelties

would be devoted to enacting new Public Health laws. By

introducing a Building Ordinance and the complusory

notification of fevers and infectious diseases, "plague

spots would be brought to light and made to disappear.

It is no use deluding ourselves into the belief that

we are quite &$ terrified of epidemic^ disease as we
enrVL

appear to be. Indeed we have had^in our midst for the
past six months and anybody studying the situation must

be struck with the fact that far greater energy is

being in futile attempts to show good cause to our

I
neighbours why they should take no precautions against

importing the infection from us than in serious endea¬

vours on our part to stamp it out. When properly

managed epidemics do not spread broadcast and kill the

people OiSd they usedto do in the days gone by. It is

the idea of quarantine which really terrorises us.-What

Ls true for us,is true for the other islands, and the

abolition of quarantine would not only remove a

.• ' v. J-sgVvr ;
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barrier from the path of free trade and commerce, but

would also prove a blessing to the public health of

the entire West Indies.. The change once made in the

British West Indies, it is not improbable that the
Home Government might at some convenient time arrange

with the Governments of the foreign West Indian Colon¬

ies and the South and Central American 'Republics to re¬

cognize our system and give us reciprocal treatment.

Such, gentlemen, are a few of the facts bearing upon

this important question of quarantine which you have

been kind enough to consider with me. It is a matter

affecting our health and our wealth, two of the weight-

est factors governing everyday life. It affects the

rich equally with the poor, and to all it should be a

matter of interest. Since this paper was written some

of the evils which I contemplated have come to pass,

and the yellow flag has been hoisted against us througli-

out the West Indies. Somewhere it is written that

"Men often die for fear of death". Of us it may be said

that we have had ourselves quarantined for fear of

quarantine. Had we been able to isolate the earliest

cases of the disease now prevailing here, and carry

out the other sanitary measures indicated, as well as

prevent the continued influx of fresh cases from

Venezuela without creating uneasiness in the neighbour¬

ing colonies and running the risk of quarantine, I can

say without fear of contradiction that this epidemic

would never have spread in the wild and formidable

manner it has done. The influence of quarantine in

■- U.u--:-•»■■■ . hampering •y&.t
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hampering the action of the Health Authorities, and in

lpreventing them from having a free hand in carrying out

I of legitimate sanitary measures is one of the greatest

curses of the system and should be sufficient to condemn

lit, and as there are good grounds for believing that the
!

(Government is seriously considering the question of get—
I " I
iing out a medical expert from England to pronounce the

I final word on the nature of the disputed disease, per- j

!haps it would be an opportune moment to secure the ser-

|vices of a Commission such as I have suggested, who cou
.

I study locally the question of West Indian Quarantine an

make such recommendations as may safeguard us one and

all from a repetition of the disaster which ha® recentl

been experience in Barbadoes.

This lecture was reported in extenso in the lo¬

cal press and reproduced in Barbadoes and Antigua. In

most of the other colonies it was freely quoted and dis

cussed, generally in a favourable spirit. It was offic

ally noticed by Sir Gerdld Strickland, Governor of the

Leeward Islands, now Governor of Tasmania 'who had it

reprinted in pamphlet form, and circulated among the

various local authorities in the British West Indies.

Two months later, a Commission appointed by Sir

Frederic Hodgson, to inquire into the West Indian Quaran .

tine system published its report,and in that document

the views expressed in my lecture found ample support.

In one of the principal clauses (4) the Commissioners

in¬

stated that "In our opinion the present quarantine laws
<MA_CLla/U-<fW t

rules and regulations of Barbadoes are the result so far
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island from abroad of infectious and contagious diseasejs
with special reference to Cholera, Plague, Yellow fever

and Smallpox, the exigencies of trade and commerce

being subordinated thereto. While extremely drastic

and often almost paralyzing in the inconveniences and

hindrances inflicted on commercial intercourse,they

were found&on what was considered necessary by the
*Jb

Medical profession, which^must be remembered^was not
then in possession of the results of the valuable in¬

vestigations since made into the manner in which quaran-

tinable diseases are really spread. The laws under

consideration err in the direction of excessive and un¬

necessary precautions, whilst if fully and rigidly

worked they form an elaborate and formidable weapon of

offenceagainst the trade and commerce of other places,

and especially neighbouring colonies. They also leave
CrC

too little to the disreetion of the Health officers who
i

I

are fettered by hard and fast rules and regulations as

regards details", and in clause (5) they went on to say

that "their effect has in our opinion been hampering

to trade and often injurious to the interests of ships

calling at the Port of Bridgetown, and the full and

efficient working of them in all their severity, in

many respects, as it is now shown, unnecessary severity,

tends to call into existence a spirit of retaliation
on the part of those neighbouring colonies which may

be inconvenienced thereby. Their laws are similar to

and
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and based on the same conclusions and policy as ours,

and placed them also in possession of1 what was intended

as a weapon of defence but which may also operate as

one of offence". In conclusion they recommended the

adoption of measures similar to those employed in Eng¬

land and the port of Hew York. There can be no doubt

that this commission did excellent work and that it

was mainly through its recommendations and the persever¬

ance of Sir Frederic Hodgson that the Secertary of State

for the Colonies issued instructions for holding the

Sanitary Convention which under the guidance of Dr

Theodore Thomson was instrumental in bringing about the

abrogation of the reign of King Quarantine in the West

Indies.



THE. a SMALL-POX EPIDEMIC.



SMALL-POX.

Before dealing with the controversy on the

recent epidemic of small-pox, it will be necessary to

say a few words regarding the disease itself. I

would like to mention that what follows is not a

collection of facts made up in the light of informa¬

tion acquired after the disease had been widely dis¬

cussed in all its aspects, and authoritative opinion

favourable to my contention finally accepted, but in

beality an extended copy of notes made at an early ,

stage of the controversy, and intended for publication

in the British Medical Journal.

ORIGIN OP THE EPIDEMIC

Up to the time of the publication of a pa-

er entitled "Varioloid Varicella in Trinidad" by Drs.

Dickson and Lassalle in the autumn of 1903, it was

generally believed that the five cases of the disease

reported by me from No.45 Duncan street in Port of

Spain, were the first to occur in the Colony. It cer¬

tainly was a revelation to learn from the official re¬

port that cases had occurred at the St Ann's Lunatic

isylum as early as April 1902, and in various parts of

of the town all through the year until the alarm was

aised in November. It is difficult to locate the

source
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source of infection of the early cases, but as it

happened that a strict watch was kept over arrivals

from Barbadoes, and no control exercised over those

from the Spanish Main, at both of which places the

disease existed in epidemic form, it is more probable

that the latter was introduced from Venezuela. Cer¬

tainly there was no doubt about it in respect to the

Duncan street cases where two of the patients declared

that shortly before their illness they had lodged some

friends recently recovered from the disease who had

arrived from Rio Caribe, a hamlet near to Carupano
t/W ijwlct&rrUC »

where the disease then existed. Other Venezuelan sea¬

ports were subsequently infected, and it is not unlikelir
what the majority of the cases imported have hailed from

yrapa and G-uiria which are nearer to, and in daily com¬

munication with^. Port of Spain, but it seems clearly

enough established that the infection of the Duncan

street cases, which were the first to be publicly heard

6f, is traceable to Rio Caribe.

HISTORY OP INDIVIDUAL CASES

In the majority of instances the patient does

not know how he got the disease. Frequently there

is a history of having visited someone who "suffered

from the same thingV or of another case in the same

house, or on the same premises. Not uncommonly per¬

sons occupying the same bed with a sufferer, either

parent .» .
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parent, or child, "took the disease after a certain in¬

terval of time.

PERIOD OP INCUBATION

It was usually a difficult matter to fix the

time at which infection took place. The general im¬

pression, however, which one formed from the statements

of various patients was that the incubation period

ranged somewhere between twelve and fourteen days.
'i.

This was borne out in a few instances where there was a

history of having once visited someone suffering from

the disease, and after excluding other possible sources

of infection for the purpose of arriving at an approxi¬

mately correct result, the incubation certainly did not

appear to be less than twelve, nor more than fourteen

days

AGE INCIDENCE

Prom an analysis of 50 cases taken at random from

the notes of 70 cases which at that time had come under

my observation I found the average age at which the

disease occurred to be 23.2 years. The oldest in the

series was a man of 42, and the youngest a child of 4.

The following table shows the period of maximum sus¬

ceptibility to be between 25 and 30, and the minimum

to be the 0-5 and 40 periods.

Table
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Table 1

Showing incidence of the disease at the different age

periods
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It is interesting to note that v/hen the Health officers

compiled their statistics several months later as a re-

vt
suit of an analysis of ovir 4000 cases, although the

figures varied, the proportions were similar to those

which I obtained from my cases (vide Appendix Varioloid

Varicella in Trinidad, Age Incidence p.4).

SYMPTOMS OF INVASION

The disease commences with what was usually des¬

cribed as a'"bad feeling", followed by high temperature

aeadadhe, pains all over the body, particularly in the

joints and in the back, nausea or vomiting- weakness in

the knees, stiffness of the facial muscles, marked sleep¬

lessness and in many cases, prostration. Not uncommonly
wtt-

there was hallucinations of sight and hearing, or deli¬

rium, -the latter sometimes taking a muttering form, and

ah other times a wild character. Of three cases which I

have recorded, one

(a) was a child of six. His mother said

"He was talking out of his head last

"night, jumping out of the bed, and

"wanting to fight everybody".

(b) A man, aged 42. His wife said he

talks

lots



lots of nonsense to imaginary persons, and

tells me to put out the people who are stand¬

ing round his bed, when there's no one pres¬

ent but myself".

(c) A man, aged 28, whose nurse told me "he looks
to

quite terrified and shouts to me put out an
. A

Chinaman whom he says is in the room, and has

come to kill him". A day later this same

patient in a state of frenzy attempted to

commit su^icide by cutting his throat with a

razor, and'had to be removed to Hospital.

In this stage which usually lasted from three to foir

da^rs the patient's bowels were confined, and his tongue

foul. The temperature not infrequently rose to 104 F

or higher, and the symptoms as a whole were generally

at.their worst the first day or two after the onset, j

very constant symptom at this stage was pain in the

epigastrium, at times it was extremely severe and was

the immediate cause for which the doctor was called in

THE RASH

On the first appearance of the rash the sever:

ty of the pains diminished and the temperature either

dropped to normal, or diminished two or three degrees

subsequently falling to normal when the eruption was

well-established. As a rule the pains, then cetased

and the patient felt great relief, though from time to

time cases were met with in which the backache persist}
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persisted and a feeling of emptiness or uneasiness about,i

"^he heawas complained, of. Usually the eruption

appeared between the third and fouth day from the on¬

set; in some instances as early as the second day, or

as late and the fifth; - first on the face, wrists, and
and

on the dorsum palms of the hands, as minute papules,
A

more or less coneshaped, slightly raised above the sur¬

face of the shin and surrounded by a tiny red blush.

They faded under firm pressure, but quickly re-appeared

when released. Rapid application and removal of the

Iressure from the papules, continued for a few minutes,ensibly enlarged the area of the red blush, and by that

means it was possible in a very short time to establish

the true character of a minute and doubtful lesion,

tfhese lesions gradually increased in size and numbers

for two or three days by which time in a typical case

they were distributed all over the body, including the

palms of the hand and the soles of the feet. Indeed

they were rarely, if ever absent from these sites; cer¬

tainly I never found them wanting even in cases where

the total number of lesions on the body did not aggre¬

gate more than a dozen, In this stage the eruption was

ery itchy, and gave the skin a rough feel. In many

ases especially those which in my experience subsequent

ly turned out to be severe, the papules were larger

than usual from the time of their first appearance;

they presented a broad flattened surface and from the

centre: *
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centre of the lesion which was usually slightly raised

above the rest of its surface, fine ridges radiated
Ov

to the periphery giving the papule.stellate appearance.
A

These papules were hard to the touch, and left no doubt

in one's mind as to their being deeply situated in the

tissue of the skin. On the other hand they frequently

aborted and dried up in this stage without going cm

to vesicular formation. About the third or fourth day

the papules became vesicular. This transformation did

not take place all at once in each separate lesion, but

began in the apex of the peck which then showed a

slight depression, and became darker in colour than the

rest of the lesion. In ordinary cases the appearance

at this stage was not unlike that sometimes presented

by acne vulgaris. By the fifth or sixth day the

vesicles were fully formed. In every case which came

under my observation I nbticed that their contents

were turbid from the beginning, and never at any time

clear lite a recent water blister. In this stage the

cuticle was usually transparent, and in many cases,

especially on fair skins, and on the palms and soles,
LVCti

the fesi: loculation in the interior of the vesicles oa.
. - a

plainly visible. Around each vesicle there was an

areola of inflammation clearly seen on the light

coloured subjects, but with difficulty on the black

ones.

MATURATION
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Trinidad, smallpox.

Period of maturation. Photo taken a few hours before

death.



MATURATION

From the sixth day onwards, sometimes earlier

if abortion did not take place at this stage, matura¬

tion commenced, and the contents of the vesicles be¬

came yellow, light in shade at first, but deeper as

the process advanced. By the eighth or ninth day,

they.w.ere mostly all yellow; some however were brown

and contained a dark,sanious fluid. In one case, when
the lesions ruptured, dai® red blood oozed out instead,

of pus. This was a female, V. D. aet 37. I saw her

on the tenth day of the rash, blood was oozing out front

the pocks in quantities sufficiently serious to necessi

tate a change of garment two or three times.a day. In

spite of the exhibition of hcemostatic drugs these

hcemorrhages continued for nearly a week after I first

saw

fchci
<i ' * i

ITU
with whitish particles of flocculent matter suspension

. A

At the height of maturation the pustules

differed in shape and size. Most commonly they were

convex, but here and there concave ones were seen.

These increased in number after the ninth or tenth day,
hJr

antil the majority became umbilicated. It was uncom-

non to see small pustules or aborted vesicles side by

3ide with large pustules, owing to the fact that some

if the elements ran on to their fullest development,

and others did not. In this stage the transparency^

and
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and the gloss of the cuticle diminished considerably,

especially at the apex of the pustules which now became

unilocular. Looking down upon their dome-shaped sur-
|

faces, one saw a dark central disc surrounded by a ring

of lighter shaded cuticle.

After the eighth or ninth day, sometimes earlier

sometimes later, the pustules began to rupture, and

their contents escaped.

B
D^SSICATION

The cuticle dried up in papery scabs which fell off

leaving more or less circular patches, stained brown,

with ragged egges which went on exfoliating for several

days, sometimes for weeks. The centre of these macules

was often depressed; frequently, however, especially on

the face, the site of the lesion was marked by a raised

wart-like exerescence. These growths.so-called "Wart-

pox" gave the face a rough and unsightly appearance.

After some months they wore down to skin level, and in

many cases absorption continued until a pit was left.

Scabbing as a rule began first on the face which was

usually in advance of the rest of the body throughout

the entire course of the eruption. On the forehead,

the bridge of the nose, the malar region and the exter¬

nal ears, the pustules often exuded thick bhight yellow

viscid matter which soon caked up into granular crusiis,

having a "stuck on" appearance, not unlike impetigo

contagiosa. Frequently the pustules did not rupture at]
*

all



Francisco Camaldo, during the scabbing period.

Note the circular disc-like scabs and the pigmented sp|ots

Duncan Street^, case.
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all, but, their contents underwent absorption. The

same thing often happened to the vesicles which dried,

up in that stage without becoming pustular. In these

cases thick .brown, sometimes black, circular,disc-like
l4t

scabs were felt. These subsequently fell off in
*

large numbers on the bed, and in each case exposed

either an irregular pit surrounded by a small zone of

discoloration, or more commonly a pigmented spot with¬

out any pitting; not infrequently one of the wart-like

growths already described was left. The last mentioned

rSsult however, was almost exclusively confined to the

face. The pocks persisted longest in the palms of the:

hands and soles of the feet where their inspissated

contents were to be seen imbedded beneath the epidermis

for weeks after desquamation was complete on the face.

Frequently they did not rupture at all, and had to be

dug out by the patients with a sharp instrument. In

ordinary cases desquamation was complete in from four

to five weeks after the appearance of the rash.

In complicated oases the disease lasted longer.

The period at which a case could be declared free from

infection was often hastened by digging out the in¬

spissated matter from the lesions in the palms and

soles* During the stage of maturation, by pricking a

hole in the base of the pustule, and drawing a needle

firmly across it, the contents were partly extruded,

and the walls collapsed. The lesions often appeared

to be superficially situated on the skin, but in most

cases this feature was more apparent than real, as

careful
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Buncanstreetcase-MariaGomez. Stageofdessication.



careful dissection of the cuticle, and gentle swabbing

out of the contents readily showed,*?, the base of the

pustule to be below the level of, and not on the same

plane with, the surface of the shin

DISTRIBUTION OF THE RASH

The rash in the majority of cases appeared all

over the body. In some cases hardly any space to

stick a pin was left unaffected. More commonly it

was discrete even where the lesions were distributed

on all the regions of the body. A peculiar feature

in these cases was that the pocks were^not dotted
about tub ?.Ccnvl:a7n./but Bf distributed «fflssse#ee» in
groups of three and five which further took, the shape

of crescents and circles. In many cases this interest¬

ing point of difference between variola and varicella

was very marked (see photos<3.in) As a rule the

parts most affected were the face, the upper and lower

extremities, the dorsal surface of the trunk, and the

hypochondriac and epigastric regions of the abdomen.

The eruption was generally spai^e on the neck, the
A

front of the thorax and the lower division of the aii-

domen. The arms^particularly the extensor surfaces,
were usually spotted like the back of the trunk. Where

the number of lesions on the body was not great, the^ ai}ms
eu- „

always c<j>me in for a fair share of the whole. It was

often noticeable that when the face was thickly pepperejd
and the distribution on the rest of the body sparse,

the
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"Sometimes "there was Wt space left unaffected to

stick a pin in".
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the arms exhibited a larger relative number of pocks

per square inch of surface than the trunk. Indeed in

several.; cases the distribution was practically con-

fined to the face and limbs with hardly any spots on

i the trunk. Generally the condition of the legs was

| very much like the arms, if anything, perhaps, a little

less peppered. The palms of the hand^ im between the
fingers;and the soles of the feet were invariably af~

i fected. In many instances of mild discrete cases where

i the aggregate number of lesions on the body was not

; more than twelve, the palms and the soles always came
.

; in for a small share of the whole. Wot infrequently

the pocks were confluent on these sites. The feet and

hands were on that account often steel lei* to a large

size, causing great.throbbing-pain, inability to stand^
and sleeplessness. It was not an uncommon thing to see

a broad mass of the bright yellow pus beneath the
i

transparent layers of the ^ epi^demis of the palms and
soles which, as the disease progressed, became separatee

from the thin skin in large patches, and occasionally

en bloc like a glove or a slipper. It frequently

happened that patients feeling quite we 11* otherwise,

/irere unable to get up and walk even in the third week

of the disease on account of their swollen and painful

feet. In the majority of discrete cases there was no

appreciable oedema of the tissues between the pocks,

but every now and then a confluent or semi-confluent

case was met with in which the face was tumefied and

disfigured
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Trinidad Smallpox.

To show typical distribution of rash.
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Trinidad Smallpox.

To show distribution of rash on face and limbs - Com¬

parative absence on -thorax-.
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disfigured.almost presenting the appearance of a corpse

which had been immersed in water for several days. In

these cases the eyelids were swollen and closed., the eyes
r

themselves inflamed and red, sometimes the lesions appear

ed on the conjunctive--and the cornea. In one or two

cases treated in hospital corneal ulceration, followed

by total destruction of sight, occurred. Hot infrequent

ly, and especially in the confluent cases, the lesions

appeared on the gums, the mucous membrane of the lips

and cheeks, hard and soft palate, nostrils and fauces,,

sometimes causing sore throat, at other times impeding

deglutition or respiration. Patients posed in the pos¬

ture suggested by Dr McConnell Wanklyn in the vaccina¬

tion number of the British Medical Journal (July 5th,

1902 p.48} viz, "sitting up in bed, stripped to the

waist, with hands crossed, backs outwards", exhibited

in a striking manner the abundance of the rash on the

face wrists and hands (and also on the feet as is shown

in some of the accompanying photographs) with the com¬

paratively light distribution on the trunk.

SECONDARY PEVHR

In most of the cases, especially the mild discrete
ones, there was no further rise of temperature after

the rash was well established. In the semi-confluent

and severe cases, however, the temperature often failed

to touch the normal when the rash came out, and swung

between 90* P and 100* P or so,,until the stage of sup¬

puration, when it rose again, frequently assuming a

sceptic ce-rmc
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septic character, perhaps falling to 99 F in the morn¬

ing and going up to 101*F or 102*F or more at nights.

FIn one instance I found the temperature as high as 103

on the 10th day. While it was a difficult matter un¬

der the stress of general practice to take an accurate

record of the morning and evening temperatures of my

cases, some of which I could not visit every day, and

others only coming under my care at an advanced stage

of the disease, still by systematically taking thei^

temperature whenever I visited the cases, I obtained

sufficient evidence to convince me that secondary fevenf
So-

was a factor m the disease, and was not^frequently
absent as was generally believed. Through the kind¬

ness of Dr Scheult I am able to present some charts

of cases treated in hospital showing the rise of tem¬

perature in the maturation stage of the disease

COMPLICATIONS AND SEQUELAE

In the period of invasion, and also when the

rash was making its appearance, the most important com¬

plications were intense headache and backache, vomiting,

severe pain in the epigastrium, costiveness, insomnia,

restlessness or delirium, and, occasionally, convulsi*
ctlred-clir rcfevred G

in children. , In one case.the patient attempted his
uy. .

Life with an old razor. In many instances these symp¬

toms were so severe that strong men were completely
never

prostrated and complained that they had such a bad time
A

Ln their lives before, "even during the hot stage of
an

. t ' • -
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an attack of malarial fever", - a disease, by the way,

for which the onset of smallpox was often mistaken. In

other cases the symptoms were all-mild and the patient

seemed comfortable enough. Duripg the period of matura¬

tion and dessication, the most important complication in

my experience was persistent insom^nia. Nearly every

patient complained of it, and not only that, bmt it re¬

sisted ordinary doses of hypnotics, ^ and I usually

found it necessary to administer comparatively large

doses of the Bromides and Chloral in order to get any

good effect. Delirium, usually of the low muttering kirp.
j was not infrequently associated with the sleeplessness.

Sometimes the delirious patient would insist in getting

out of his bed, particularly in the middle of the night,
.

and struggle violently with those who attempted to res¬

train him. This often happened with a normal tempera¬

ture. Very commonly these patients had shivering fits,

and complained of feeling cold ;"right into their bones"

his was a very common feature of the cases which I saw

at the Pelican Island in Barbadoes. There they often

had severe fits of ague, bodies huddled together and

teeth chattering as if in the cold stage of an attack

bf malaria. Pains and swelling of the joints were also

rery frequent, the shoulder, knee and ankle being common -

very
ly affected. These complications were marked in one of

A

the Duncan street cases. Whilst costiveness was usually

a feature of an early stage of the disease, diarrhoea,

in
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in some cases of a serious and. intractable nature,

threatening to carry off the patient, often supervened

during the second and third weeks. At this stage furun-

culi and small abcesses/more particularly on the back,
the legs and the face were a common and disagreeable

complication. Thetj were usually painful and in many
cases accompanied with pyrexia. Conjunctivitis and

keratitis often occurred-earlyife in the course of the

disease , and continued throughout its various stages
k

Corneal ulcer, followed by perforation with loss of sight

in one or two instances, was occasionally observed. I

got no chance to study the effects of the disease upon

pregnancy among my own cases, but Dr Scheult who had

exceptional opportunities for doing so states in his
I •

thesis p.64 "It would appear that the disorder in the

initial and early eruptive stage had little or no imme¬

diate effect upon pregnanby. It was usually four to

twelve weeks after the mother had developed the prodrom¬

al symptoms of the disease that gestation was interrupts

in its course. This was due either to the death of the

foetus caused by an attack of the disease in utero. or

to fatty degeneration of the placenta. In the majority

of instances pregnancy ran a normal and uninterrupted

course". I may mention that Dr Scheult very kindly

showed me through the smallpox wards on several occasions

when cases of special interest cropped up. Among other

features of interest I saw two male foetuses of between

six and seven months on whose bodies a fair number of

pocks
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Demerara Smallpox.

To show 5"ine "worm-eaten like" pitting
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pocks was distributed. These twins were delivered

twenty five days after the onset of the disease in the

mother, in whom, at the time of giving birth, desquamation

was taking place. In the majority of cases there was

very little pitting to be seen when desquamation was com¬

plete, even after a severe attack of the disease; where .

it did occur it was usually confined to the face and was

of a fine quality, mostly irregular in shape,
t
I

'worm-eaten like, and not very deep. A more common

sequela was the presence of pigmented spots on the site£s

of the lesions whether pitting resulted or not. These

stains as they appeared on fair skins were of a pinkish

hue at the centre, the colour deepening almost-to brown

towards the periphery. In the case of black subjects

they appeared brown. In some instances the maculae al¬

most entirely disappeared after a few months, in others

they have been persistent, and up to the present time I'

mot uncommonly observe them in persons whom I am called
0n

up^to examine. While the ft scars have in many cases be¬

come less noticeable than at first, they have, on the

whole, every appearance of being permanent

EFFECT OF VACCINATION \

In my experience the disease occurred exclusively

among unvaccinated persons, and those in whom the pro¬

tection afforded by vaccination had lapsed through time.

In not a single instance did I find anyone suffering

from the disease who could show evidence of having been

efficiently and sufficiently vaccinated within the pre-

■ reeding
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preceding four or five years. The following table will
*

show at an glance the age incidence among the unvaccin-
i '

ated of the fifty cases which I have already elsewhere

referred to

Table II
' 'it

Showing incidence of the disease on vaccinated and un-

vaccinated at the different age periods.

Agea
%u~*d>crc

top

yaceCnoJe^
C-C. coij&sn

^CLdturiA&J.
Ltn i*i.f~&>rvcis
ay r>~r\.e~r€--
)r**£ws. /va/"f

f~fa.

UryiA/X'Ctunl,
atHd-

YhrtcCnxfy VACC>»vfl.tW ofliy.

SwCCMofytL] WrvSU.COMi

0-5

O - 10

10 - Io

'..a — 2 0

,10 - 2b

ho - 30

30 -35

35 - 4-0

40 - -»■■

<5

3

7

&

11

12

1

a

2

I

I

0

5

1

3

I

1
j

2

e

5

0

7

0

3

1

5

2

I

Total 50 I? 31 2 iot

Tile rash appeared seven days after vaccination

4 Rash appeared eight days ^fter vaccination

^ "TCLt*- c v/^

£i,*» tfe Ccu-yMi*.
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It will ft be seen that the maximum susceptibility both

among vaccinated and unvaccinated was at the SO-SO age

eriod. Curiously enough in the paper on "Varioloid

Varicella" by Drs Lassalle and Dickson quoted above,
•

p.7. the same result is recorded; and, further, in an

analysis of 419 consecutive cases treated in hospital

54 were found to be unvaccinated and 165 vaccinated.

By reducing the total number of these cases to fifty,

gamely the basis upon which my calculations were made,
'

the proportion of vaccinated and unvaccinated would be

approximately represented by 19.06 and 30.5 respective¬

ly, as against 17 and 31 in my table. Two cases were
%bt

vaccinated after infection, and were^included in the
calculation. As the positive influence of vaccination

on the disease was at first denied, I cannot lay too
M

great stress on the error of tn$ view. In no case what-
f

ever did I find any exception to the fact that recent

successful vaccination protected against attack by the

disease. Indeed it was truly remarkable with what un¬

erring precision the disease would select a single un¬

vaccinated member in a household and pass by all the

protected ones. I observed this in private houses, and

also in barracks with six, seven, or more cases in differ¬
ent apartments.during which time little boys and girls

of all ages belonging to separate families would be runJ-

3ling about the yard, and in and out of the houses, but

3lot in one single instance did the disease occur to my

knowledge in any of those who had been vaccinated less

than four or five years before. Conversely I failed

in



in "ben instances at the time the table was compiled,

and in many more afterwards to successfully vaccinate

previously unvaccinated, persons who had contracted the

disease. In a few instances there was a peculiar re¬

action to vaccination after recovery from the disease.
Such for example was the case of Rosanna P: I vaccinated

her t on the 20th-March, four weeks after desquamation;

appeared complete. Eight days afterwards I examined

the arm and there was no sign of any reaction whatever*

and I recorded the case as being unsuccessful, the conf

trol used on the occasion having taken typically. But:

on the 7th April, about 17 days after vaccination she

came and showed me a purplish vesicle, the size of a

large pea on the site of one of the four insertions

which I had made. In appearance it vra,s not unlike a :

small hemorrhoid. I pricked it and some clear viscid!
I

fluid oozed. out. There was no inflammation around it;
i

and it caused no pain, neither was any feverish re¬

action associated with it. Strangely enough a similar

thing happened with another patient of mine who didn't1
Chinaman

have the smallpox at all. This one was a wrnftan aet. j

59. He was Tiaccinated in infancy and had two faint j
marks. I re-vaccinated him on March 27th. Eight

I
days afterwards I visited him there were no signs' of j

any reaction. On the 11th April, fifteen days after

the operation he came and showed me a vesicle similar

to that of R.P. on the site of one of the insertions.
j)

He said he had noticed it three days before. The same

viscid
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viscid fluid exuded when I pricked the vesicle. No

public vaccinator could by any stretch of the imagination
"iuw/C- „/JL
Arecord>fhis reaction as a successfiul vaccination. An¬
other peculiarity which came under my observation was

what appeared to be a recrudescence of the symptoms of

invasion followed by a fresh eruption in a patient who

was 4 already in the third week of the disease, and in

;the stage of dessication. I refer to the case of a wo-

'man, L.D. Whilst in the eruptive stage of the disease
i
she gave birth to a child at term. I vaccinated the

latter successfully, immediately after delivery, and it

did not subsequently take the disease. During the

third week after invasion and whilst the old scabs were

still adhering to her body, the mother-suddenly had an

an attack of fever which lasted for one day and a fresh

crop of papules appeared in betvreen the old lesions.

Some of them aborted, but a good many went on to maturi¬

ty. How she became as it were recharged with the poiscn

is not an easy matter to explain. I merely wish to

record the fact, and at the same time to state that

curious as it was, it did not appear to me to be a

reason why the diagnosis of smallpox should be negative^,
as many medical men who saw the case were inclined to

do. Drs Dickson and Lassalle, loc. cit., p.3., have

reported that during the epidemic twelve cases of secon<jl

attacks, - occurring from one to seven months after

complete recovery from the first attack, - came under

their notice. The symptoms of invasion, the character

of
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of "the eruption and "the resulting maculae were, they

state, similar in both attacks, and of the same nature

as those of other cases of the disease . In a small

handbook entitled "A concise history of smallpox and

vaccination in Europe" by E.T.Edwardes the author

replies affirmatively to the question "Can the same

person have smallpox twice ?" But he qualifies his

statement by introducing a limit of years between the

attacks. On the other hand Dr Grossheim out of

22,641 cases of smallpox treated in various military

hospitals had met a case in which a man suffered from

a light form of variola, three months after the first

attack. Wunderlich is also quoted to have seen six

cases of second attacks in 1727 cases in Leipsig, and

of these one occurred during the same epidemic. It

will be seen, therefore, that-while such cases are rw®
t

they are not unknown, and what perhaps is more

^striking in regard to the Trinidad cases is that they
Iju lift

should have occurred isi such comparative!^ frequency,

not that they should have occurred at all. In the

case of re-infection, or rather recrudescence, which

came under my observation, - (for the patient had not

yet recovered from the first attack,) - the old scabs

were still adherent when the new eruption came out. I

removed more than a dozen of them (old scabs) and be¬

neath each one there was a tiny drop of clear viscid

fluid. Whether the aggregate quantity of this variolous

exudation



exudation distributed all over her body and favoured,

perhaps by the puerperal condition, was enough, as it

were, to re-variolate the patient is, of course, only

a matter of conjecture; certainly as in Grossheim's

case, the symptoms of the fresh attackty were much

milder than those of the original ones. As regards

vaccination after.the attack by the disease, Drs Dick¬

son and Lassalle have recorded 15 instances of success¬

ful vaccination out of 135 convalescents operated upon,

"It is worthy of note" they remark "that in three of

these cases vaccination performed immediately on recov¬

ery from the disease was unsuccessful, but gave good

vesicles four or five weeks later". Of'vaccinated per¬

sons who contracted the disease they recorded four cases

as having occurred within one year of vaccination^ but
putting aside the question of impotent lymph, and in¬

sufficient vaccination^ and individual idiosyncrasies,
they are interesting as peculiarities which emphasized

N

the irregular character of the epfdemic without detract

Lng much from its principal features

SEX DISTRIBUTION

In their official report the Health officers do not
Co

make any reference ©C the sex distribution of the 4029

recorded cases. Personally more females came under my

care than Stynales; but of 564 cases treated in hospital,

Or Scheult recorded that 552 were Stymies and 212 fe-

males
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females. Whether any fixed conclusion can be drawn

from these figures is a matter of doubt, for removal to

hospital was not compulsory except when the domestic

surroundings were particularly bad, and, in any case,
I
men were more easily prevailed upon to go to hospital

'

than women.

RACE INFLUENCE

The brunt of the disease fell upon the native negro

population. It was noticed at first that the East Indian
i
|

(bodies of which there are eighty or ninety thousand in

his colony were peculiarly exempt, and also that the

disease did not occur among the white colonists or well-

o-do It was therefore concluded by many that

it was a filth disease, only affecting those who lived

in poor and squalid surroundings. Certainly it was in

accordance with previously recorded facts that the negro

population should show the greatest susceptibility, but

while the race factor must have had some influence in

determining attack^ by the disease, later experience

proved that the whole question of immunity hinged on

that of vaccination. The apparentSusceptibility of
A

jhe coolies was found to be due to the fact that they

dre a well-vaccinated class of people. The same thing

holds good for the whites and the other better class

residents amongst whom, by way of providing exceptions

-jo prove the rule, a fair sprinkling of cases occurred

before the end of the epidemic. In fact the first death

ertified as smallpox in Port of Spain was that of an

adult
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adult white of independent means. Whilst therefore it
5o

is probable that the whites were not^susceptible to the
contagion as the negroes and others, there was ample

evidence to show that no race was immune to attack.

INPLUENCE OP SEASON

I

In Trinidad there are two seasons, the dry and the

wet. Thekformer begins in January and ends in May; the

rest of the year is the wet season. During the recent

epidemic the dry weather between January and May fa¬

voured the spread of the disease which obtained its

maxim-urn in the latter month. It happened that during

the month of March owing to some friction between the

Town Commissioners and the Director of Public Works re¬

garding the supply of water for flushing the street

gutters, the Governor appointed a Commission of Medi¬

cal men composed of the Surgeon General, Drs Dickson m-.

Lassalle and myself to enquire into the matter,and re-

port whether dry sweeping was preferable flushing

with water. The influence of the dry season in spreac.

ing the disease was so much appreciated by the Commissic
Cx/y QXUyy\eArds

that we used the fact as one of the principal re-at-t&ns-

against the dry sweeping.and reported according-'

ly. The reduction in the number of the cases notified

after the rainy season had set in was very remarkable,

falling from 1123 in May, to 826 in June, and 329 in

July. This reduction was steadily maintained during

the rest of the year until the epidemic finally ceased

in
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jin the following January. It must be added, hoYfever,
that vaccination was extensively carried out during

these latter months

MORTALITY
J

The extremely low death rate resulting from the

disease was one of the most remarkable features of the

epidemic, i It is safe to say that even if the eruption

bore only a distant likeness to that disease, nothing

would more quickly impressed the people that it was
A

smallpox than a high death rate. On the other-hand
i ■ . ...

the most classical clinical pictures, unaccompanied

by mortality, were lost on those who had been through
I *

previous epidemics, or who entertained preconceived

ideas of what smallpox ought to be, and it became al-

jmost a matter of impossibility to. convince them that ar

epidemic which caused no increased pressure of work 7

among the local undertakers was one of true variola.
\

Of 564 cases treated by Dr Scheult at the isolation

hospital 13 died, and of these one was>a typical

hemorrhagic, case. The number of deaths recorded by

the Health officer during the epidemic was IB., out of a

total of 4029 cases, giving a case mortality of .44 per

cent.
# This of course was a phenomenally low death rate

and quite unlike what was experienced here on previous

occasions. In the epidemic of 1871, for example, the

death rate in Trinidad was 19$. Whether local conditions
of 8011

<w.

Before the close of the epidemic the number of deaths

increased to 28, and the recorded cases to 5154.
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and climate have been s factors in keeping down "the

mortali"by during the epidemic under review is a diffi¬

cult matter to decide. Certainly in Barbadoes where

the same type of disease existed, the mortality was as

high as G per cent. On the other hand from a total of

1021 cases reported in Demerara, 1434 of which were

treated in hospital, 14 died, thus yielding a death rate

of 0.76 per cent. Lastly in Jamaica, where the outbreak

was less widespread, there appears from the published

officials reports to have been only three deaths attri-j
butable to the disease from a total of 56 cases or a

death rate of 5.3 per cent. A good deal has been written

and might still be written in explanation^ of the rea¬

son why the death rate is high at one time in certain

epidemic diseases, and low at another time, or in an¬

other place^or among another people, but it is not my

purpose to dwell upon that in this brief sketch. It is!

only necessary for me to point out that medical public !
'

opinion has for several years been i j, pun! i.t'1, prepared

for these vagaries of smallpox which, coming as a wonder

from the United States, thatland of marvelp and Canada,!
have in course of time made themselves familiar to

epidemiologists in the United Kindom where not only the|
"Cambridge disease" has proved an object lesson of the

nild form in which smallpox may sometimes appear, but

''/here week after week the reports of Health officers^ in

various parts of the country chronicle a decreasing mortal¬

ity rate in local outbreaks of smallpox such perhaps
as was never experienced before. In an epidemic

i
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epidemic of what appears to have "been a similar "type
a-

of disease "to "that recently prevalent in the West

Indies which occurred in the United States in 1901, Dr

Montizambert stated that the death rate was probably

below l.Zl°/o (vide "Notes on a mild Type of Smallpox" j
B.M.J.May llth 1901, p.1134). On page SSI of the

same journal published in September Slst, 1901, refer¬

ence is made to the disease under the heading of "A
J

-

Sport ofi smallpox',' and a paper on the subject by Dr

Heman Spalding, Chief Medical Inspector of the Health

Department of Chicago is referred to. During the

Trinidad epidemic I sent photographs of some of my

cases to Dr Montizambert and Dr Spalding; accompanied
by a short clinical description of the disease. Both;

'

of these authorities replied that they had no doubt

in their minds that the photographs represented cases
I

of smallpox, and so convinced was Dr Spalding of the

fact that he requested my permission to reproduce somes

of the photographs in a work on smallpox which he was

then about to publish "Wherever the disease has

occurred in that mild form", said Dr Spalding, "the

same disputes have arisen regarding its identity, but

the invariable result has been to acknowledge it as

true smallpox". Since the cessation of the epidemic

in the West Indies, a similar type of the disease has

occurred in Cape Colony and was described by Dr W.E.

De Kote under the name of "Amaas". The conclusion ar-
-A

rived at . was that "Sine. Amaas was smallpox mitigated

by
. A* - .
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by some undermined factor or factors, but still small¬

pox.'''

DIAGNOSIS
i

There were several irregularities in the

disease which tended to make the diagnosis difficult

to those who were not prepared to accept

in any other than its VsJWN virulent form.j These were

principally the mild symptoms of invasion in many cases

the frequency with which abortive attacks occurred in

unvaccinated children or side by side with those suffe:

ing from severe attacks; the remarkable absence of

prostration and the mildness or absence of constitutioh-
IMA,

al symptoms in many cases exhibit** abundant cutaneous

ilesions; the low death rate and apparent lack of viru-

! lence of the materies morbi.' shown by the frequency
I -

|with which unvaccinated persons exposed to the disease
'

escaped infection. It was also observed in many cases

that adults vaccinated in infancy were severely attacked

; while others who had never been vaccinated at all wer$

only mildly affected. It is to be remarked, however,
!

that these features too frequently obscured the broad

fact that the disease only attacked those unprotected

by recent vaccination. Initial rashes were not noticed

if ever present, but the invasion was typical of small¬

pox in most cases, although in some instances not un¬

naturally in a malarial country - one was misled into

attributing the symptoms, particularly where there was
-

„ - ' * » ' * - . .v . " • . „L « .. ~ > -• ~

severe headache, vomiting and backache and a high tem-

. • - - perature
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! <yvvs*L£
■temperature to the of an attack of malaria^
The failure of quinine to relieve the symptoms, and. the

appearance of the rash in due course cleared up any

doubts. The marked sleeplessness,resisting hypnotics/

was often a useful guide leading to an early diagnosis

of aariola. The average age at which the disease

occurred, viz 23.2 years was unfavourable to^diagnosis
<4-

of varicella which is chiefly a disease is. children.

Vaccination being compulsory in Trinidad at or before

the age of three months, and having been so for many

years, the great susceptibility at the 20-30 age period.

coincided with what has been the usual experience in

vaccinated but not *£■ re-vaccinated communities." The

seat of election of the rash and its greater relatixe

distribution on the face and limbs, and its constant

presence on the dorsum of the hands and palms and soles,

rathertifean on the trunk, the physical character of the

papules and vesicles, the latter being turbid from the

beginning with a thick cuticle showing that they origin-'

ated deep down in the tissues of the skin, served to

distinguish those elements from the more fragile vesicle

of varicella with its clear blister-like contents. And

so also did the longer period of maturation, and the

characteristic arrangement of the pocks in threes and
I

fives, and in circles and crescents (see Colpand's
*%- .. . ' •

Dictionary of Practical Medicine, vol.3.p.811 sec.18)
The longer course of the disease, the circular disc-lilej

scabs in the stage dessication, the desquamation be¬

ginning
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beginning first on the face and finishing last on the

palms of the hand and soles of feet all pointed to a
• j

diagnosis of smallpox /as also did the occurrence

though not very commonly of secondary fever, and in many

cases of delirium during the maturation stage. Pit¬

ting though not the rule was extremely marked in many

cases, and though.the mortality was extremely low it
I '
would be difficult to get over the evidence of foetuses

;

infected in utero. and born with the specific cutaneous

lesions, and again of the rapidly fatal

haemorrhagic case which occurred in hospital. The his¬

tory of the disease in its relation to vaccination is

conclusive. It attacked only those who wereprotected

by recent vaccination. It never affected persons re¬

cently and sufficiently vaccinated, and previously un-

vaccinated persons who contracted the disease could not,

with rare exceptions/and somewhat inconclusively, be

successfully vaccinated.

INOCULATION

Owing to the fact that the disease was at first

ieclared by the local Health Department to be simple

varicella, a name which after some months vfas replaced

by "Varioloid Varicella"^ I undertook the inoculation
of a monkey with matter taken from one of the hospital

cases with the view of demonstrating that the term

varicella was altogether misapplied in regard to the

disease. The results were entirely successful, and I

attach hereto a copy of^a short letter on the subject

_.which j



THE TRINIDAD EPIDEMIC.
To the Editors of The Lancet.

Sibs,—With reference to the controversy regarding the
true nature of the epidemic prevailing in certain parts of
the West Indies and alleged in many of the islands to
be chicken-pox, I inoculated a monkey with variolous
matter taken from a case of so-called varicella at the
Colonial Hospital. Four insertions were made by a series of
cross scratches as in ordinary vaccination, two being with
matter from vesicles six days old and two from vesicles of
the seventh day. Four days later there was a distinct raised
papule surrounded by a zone of inflammation at the site of
each insertion. About the sixth day (the day on which the
photograph was taken) vesiculation, though not very perfect,
was apparent and scabbing commenced. As it is well agreed
that chicken-pox is not an inoculahle disease it is to be
hoped that in view of the success of this simple experiment
the last has been heard, among medical men, at any rate, of
the term "varicella" in connexion with the present outbreak
of small-pox in the West Indies.

I am, Sirs, yours faithfully,
Geobge H. Masson, M.D., B.Sc., M.R.C.P. Edin.

Port of Spain, Trinidad^ B.W.I., July 31st, 1903.
*** Dr. Masson incloses a photograph of the monkey

showing the vesicles very clearly.—Ed. L.

Variolated Monkey.

' '2—
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which was published in "the "Lancet," at the time. In

spite therefore of the exceptional cases mentioned in

the report on "Varioloid Varicella" in Trinidad^the
evidence appears to be conclusive that the recent epid

emic in Trinidad and other parts of the West Indies wa

one of smallpox.



THE CONTROVERSY.
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THE CONTROVERSY

Bearing in mind the uncertain protection af¬

forded by the enforcement of quarantine, it vias gener-i

ally feared that the epidemic of.smallpox which had bro¬

ken .out in Barbadoes during the summer of 1902 would

sooner or later spread to Trinidad, This feeling was

amply justified before the end of the year when, on Nov-}

ember 8th, I discovered five persons suffering from the

disease at No.45, Duncan street, in Port of Spain, the

Capital city of the island. The infected house was what

is known locally as a "barrack" and consisted of a one

storey building divided laterally into five contiguous

apartments, each one being further sub-divided into three
, I

rooms, a parlour facing the street, a middle bed-room,

and a back dining room overlooking the yard which com-
I

municated directly with the street by means of a gate
(JU.

.at the swethern end of the barrack.

The first patient was E.G.a young woman of 22

ffhom I found lying on a sofa in the parlour quite naked

3xcept for a thin muslin cloth loosely spread over her

body, which was covered with a yesico-pusjcular eruption.

Her face was swollen to disfigurement, and her eyes near

ly closed up and discharging muco-purulent matter. Sever¬

al characteristic lesions were present on the palms of

her hands,, and the soles of her feet wSSEh were swollen

and painful. In the next room I came upon the second

ase, a man E.G.aged 37, the brother of B.G.,lying in bed
and covered from head to foot with an eruption

: '• similar
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similar in nature to

tlie previous case, tout apparently in a more advanced

stage. The lesions on his face had already "begun to

scab, but on the trunk and limbs they ?/ere purulent,

some tense and convex, others depressed or umbilicated.|
The eruption was present on the palms of his hands and

soles of his feet, the latter being much swollen,fBoth

patients complained of great sleeplessness. The man

said he had'been vaccinated in infancy, the woman never;

in neither case were there any marks to be seen.

On enquiry I found the wife of F.G. aet 54, was in the

uhird room room with an eruption on her body. She had
t?T—

a few vesicles disrhibuted over her face, trunk and

limbs. The palms of her hand and soles of her feet

were also affected.. In her case the disease was

evidently in a much earlier stage than the two otherS.

She had beside her an unvaccinated infant of 9 months.

The child was apparently well at the time, and was

vaccinated on the following day. Five days later, after

a preliminary attack of fever, a rash similar to that
Df the others appeared on its body. In the next apart¬

ment but one to that occupied by the other cases, I

found two women L.G aet 18, and M.G.aet 28, both unvac-

oinated, and covered with lesions of a character similar

ho those which I had just seen. It happened that the

sufferers were all Venezuelans, and while I failed to
) ■

get any evidence connecting them with possible infec¬

tion from Barbadoes, I was told they had recently

acc ommodated



accommodated some friends from Rio Caribe, a hamlet on

the coafet of the Spanish main not far from Carupano,

and that a similar disease was epidemic at both places.

One of their relatives, they said, had load it very bad¬

ly, but they did not think it was smallpox for on fall-

ins ill he had placed a loaded revolver under his pillow

e-nd sent for a Medical man with the avowed intention of

committing suicide if he yjere told that he was suffer¬

ing from smallpox. Happily for his friends, the good

c.octor assured him that his complaint was nothing more

deadly than Chicken-pox, with the result that the des¬

perate sufferer gave up his weapon and lived to tell

the tale. Whether the doctor's diagnosis was influ¬

enced by the sight of the revolver's muzzle peeping

from beneath the pillow, or what would have been his

nedico-legal responsibilities under Venezuelan laws

if the patient had committed suicide as the result of

an erroneous diagnosis of Variola, are matters for con¬

jecture only. ' Fortunately in my case I was under no

such compulsion, and yyith the evidence before me I con¬

sidered I had quite enough reason to arrive at a diag¬

nosis of Variola which I accordingly did.

jsrxplaining the infectious nature of the disease to the .

,tenants, most of whom had followed me into the differ¬

ent sick rooms, I appealed,to them not to leave the

premises until the arrival of the Health officer to

whom I proposed to report the cases. But the majority

of them declined to remain, and as it was very undesir¬

able that contacts should disperse broad-cast. I pre¬

vailed
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prevailed upon a man who seemed more amenable to rea¬

son than the others to hold the gate while I went to

get a couple of policemen to keep 'them in check. This \
he Jfclt .successfully did, and when I returned an hour or

C o i

so later, I found not a feerge, but a squag of policemen
I

drawn up in front of the barrack and preventing any

egress, failing to find the Health officer I communi¬

cated with the acting Governor, Sir Clement Coulrbenay

Knollys, who directed Dr Knox, the acting Surgeon Gener¬

al, to investigate the matter. Soon afterwards I met

that officer at the infected house and after examining

the cases he declared his inability to agree with me

mainly on the ground that the patients did not appear

to be sufficiently prostrate.and that in the case of

the man F.G., in whom the rash was in the ninth day of

its development, the pustules were to a large extent

convex instead, as he said, of being umbilicated. It

so happened that a few months before this event, Dr

Mc Connell Wanklyn had published a paper on the

"Differential diagnosis between Variola and Varicella'

in the Vaccination number of the British Medical Jour¬

nal. In this paper which was read with interest among

the members of the profession here, most of whom in-r _

eluding the Acting Surgeon General, as he himself ad¬

mitted, had never had the opportunity of seeing a case

of smallpox, great stress was laid on the statement that

"in smallpox there is a general prostration with muscu-

/ »
"lar flaccidity and tonelessness. A perusal of the b®l-

^ta-per



paper (B.M.J.July 5th, 1P02, p.48) will show "that, "the

writer referred chiefly to the stage of primary fever/
a

for in connection with the above he goes on to say Tile

cases of smallpox are very few in which this phenomenon

n the stage of the -primary fever is not present; and

its absence in a suspected case tells-strongly against

smallpox".
I
j

It mattered not that the two principal cases

in which the lesions were well developed had reached the!

tth and the Pth day, respectively, of the appearance of ;

um
the rash; itftfes sufficient that there was an absence of

muscularb tonelessness, and the cases were declared not

to be ill enough to be smallpox. As to the other three

ases in which the rash -was just emerging from the papu

lar to the vesicular stage, they were dismissed by the

ealth officer, who had by this time arrived on the scene,

s being typical cases of chicken-pox. I suggested that
ah oM_ QA&rJji

the appearances were sufficiently unusual

to warrant the isolation of the' patients for precaution'

^ake, but Dr Knox replied that it was impossible to do

o without running the risk of being quarantined by the

cither colonies. I am bound to say that for the moment

I was a good deal taken aback by the assurance and im¬

pressive manner of the Acting Surgeon General and the

health officer, but when I returned to my house and pon-

ered over the matter away from their influence, I felt

that their arguments were lacking in force, and that,

qfter all, they had shown me no real reason why I should

alter



alter my opinion. Later in the day I revisited the

patients and after carefully examining them I acquired

the unshaken conviction that they were all cases of .

variola. I reported my visit to Dr Knox, and asked him

to see the cases with me on the following day, but he

said he did not think it necessary as he was quite satis

fied that they were nothing
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else "than chicken-pox/1, but. that if I cared to see
\

■them with, the Health officer, he would instruct the
i
i

latter to meet*me next day. I agreed, and the appoint¬

ment was made. We met at the appointed time, but to

my surprise we were told by the patients that the Act¬

ing Surgeon General had been there at the break of

dawn with Dr Lota, a Frenchman, who, previous to settl¬

ing in Trinidad, had been in the naval service of his

country. This fact encouraged me, for I interpreted it

to mean that after taking counsel of his pillow the Act¬

ing Surgeon General did not feel so confident of his
avJ

diagnosis as he had been the day before. After con¬

sultation the Health officer maintained his previous opin

ion and I mine.

About mid-day the Acting Surgeon General in¬

formed me that he had been to see the cases with Dr

Lota, and that the latter was of opinion that they were

unusual cases of chicken-pox. He added that he would

be glad if I would meet him at Duncan street next morn-
«

ing so that the four of us, himself, the Health officer,

Dr Lota and I, could hold a consultation. We met ac¬

cordingly, and after a long discussion the officials

adhered to their original opinion, Dr Lota agreeing witl

them as regards the mild cases, but expressing the view

that the two severe ones were — ;

cases
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cases of another disease altogether, neither smallpox,

nor chicken-pox, probably "indian-pox" or swine-pox.

Not having been persuaded by. any of the reasons, put

forward, namely that the patients did not look ill

enough, that the pustulating & case had no fever; (as

a matter of fact one of the apparently mild cases grew

very ill a few days later, and developed a marked at¬

tack of maturation fever), that the pustules looked

superficial,and most of them appeared to be unilocular,

and that the worse case of the lot was the man who had,

as he alleged, been vaccinated in infancy, whilst the

unvaccinated infant of S.G.showed no symptoms of the

disease,(another premature inference>since the rash ap¬

peared on the child a week laterJ- as I said, not hav¬
ing been persuaded by any of the reasons, I adhered to

the view that all five wewe cases of Variola,

little thinking that from that moment there would arise
'

i
a bitter controversy destined to last for nearly a yean

did was
After tre parted that day., the first thing I Wfrwmfe

afto return and get two the cases photographed, the others
\

refusing to.face the camera. I am therefore able to

present the photo of F.G. the worst case as he appeared

on the ninth day of. the rash and twelfth day of the

disease. Later on, during the scabbing period, I•again

had them photographed. By this time, the news had

spread over the town that I had reported some cases of

a skin eruption as smallpox, but on enquiring into the

matter the Health authorities had disagreed with me. ■
- - - / :■

The matter might have ended there, so far as I was con- \
v ; v" ■ - t'W P'vste

- ■ fterned - •-" - -
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concerned had not a no-bice appeared in one of the pa¬

pers on the following day, hearing evidence of inspira¬

tion from the Medical department, to the effect that

"There was an alarm of smallpox in Duncan street on

"Sunday last, but the public would be glad to hear that

''the disease was nothing more serious than the simple

fcutaneous eruption commonly known as glass-nox". Now

in order to understand the effect of this announcement

it is necessary to consider briefly a few points in

the political organization of this island.

; Trinidad is a Crown colony, worked under the crudest

form of that system of government, There is no popular

jjf representation properly speaking. The laws are made

(by a Legislative Council composed of ten officials
! chosen from the heads of department in the Civil ser¬

vice, and a similar number of private persons nominated
latter

by the Governor for a period of five years; theare

the un-officials. They do not hold their seats.in the

interests of any particular section of the community,

or of any particular district of the colony, but they ...

I ' . ;

I are supposed in a vague and general way to represent

the^public". The Governor as President of the Council
!
has a casting vote, and as the officials can at any

time be required to vote "solid", the government is in

a permanent majority, and is able to carry any of its

measures, or defeat any proposal from the un-official

side. ExprSience has shown that in filling un-officiali?
seats care is taken to add a little leaven of semi-of¬

ficial V .
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ficial members, i.e. men known bo have Official lean¬
ed

ings," %fes£s©;of course, are a source of weakness bo
bheir side of bhe house. Moreover owiflg bo bhe cosmo-j
poliban nabure of bhe community, and bhe existence of

cerbain racial prejudices.,nob necessarily associabed

wibh "colour", bhe government iB further able bo weaken!

bhe unofficial parby by making bhe members divided
■v

amongsb bhemselves. Thus vie find bhab of a parby of

ben ab bhe present bime, bhere are four Englishmen,

bwo Scotchmen, two Erenclimen, a Creole of Spanish

origin, and another of African descent. Officially

this process is called making the Councillors as re¬

presentative as possible of bhe different sections and

interests in bhe island. In practice it means a

divided "opposition". And even if this division did

not exist, politics#as they are understood in England

are ab a discount here. There is no true parby spirit

or esprit de corps, bred of bhe traditions and love of

free institutions which have made Britain great, and

j which colonists generally associate^, wibh bhe W^,
jof those called upon bo bake part in bhe government of
bhe Mother country. This is a comparatively young

colony bhe resources of which aee being eagerly exploited

Most of bhe colonists are busily bent on maknlpg money.
U '

and they bumble over each other .in jje mad rush. The
class from which councillors are recruited form, no

exception to the majority, and the result is that they
ifU

lack^chhesion of the well drilled officials in whose
hands, therefore, lies all the power. What is the

- -1- - effect
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effect of this ? Having always been in power the rul¬

ing class has grown to assume an attitude of superiority

over civilians, and although this arrogance is resented

by some, the bulk of the people take the officials at
i

their own valuation. With the mural thermometer rising
11 n

bove bloodheat^the man in the street frequently finds it
irksome to do more thinking -than is actually necessary

■

to consume a meal, or perhaps, in some instances, to

earn one. He will not take the trouble to exercise any

judgment in estimating the worth of those with whom he
■

t

comes in contact. Hence we find that so soon as an in-
;

dividual begins to draw Government pay, whether in a

department requiring skilled knowledge' or not, he is

at once taken as having a prestige over another individ

ual of equal fitness, but not officially employed. This

distinction is very much in evidence in the Medical Ser¬

vice and, all thing being equal, the opinion of a Govern

ment Medical Officer is considered to be of greater valu

than that of a private practitioner. And in this the

people are not entirely blameworthy; for while no public

ity, and very properly so, is given to the doings of the

general practitioner,it frequently happens that the most

trivial performances of the medical official are blazone

in the local press. A man falls in a fit in the street;

next morning there is a glowing account in the daily pa-

ners of how the sufferer was promptly relived by Dr X,
*. A

the energetic District Surgeon. A laparotomy performed

at the hospital is followed by a highly coloured account

of k'-."
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<bf ho?/ Dr Y successfully performed a brilliant operation

A case of trephining will 'bring out a series of laudatory

aragraphs on the consummate skill of Dr Z. Periodically

ja reporter will pay a visit to the hospital and present

the public with several columns of the wonderful things

that are being done by the Surgeons of the institution.

How if there were only official medical men practising

in the island, or if these gentlemen were not allowed

the privilege of private practice, no invidious dis-

tinction would result from the publican1 of these "puffs",

but when the private practitioner has to compete in

every day work with the official whose fame, real or

otherwise, is constantly being boomed in the press, the

former suffers by comparison, and the public after a

time accepts the idea that private practitioners as a

class are inferior in ability to their official confreres.

This belief, if tested on reasonable grounds, may or may
not prove to be justified; my present purpose is not to

contest it, but merely to record its existence, and the

process by ?jhich, as. a matter of fact, it is acquired.

Another point to which I desire to draw atten¬

tion is the pant played by the local press in the dis¬

cussion of professional matters. To begin with there is

no medical publication in the colony and practitioners

make use of the daily papers fof the ventilation of

their opinions on medical affairs. That this is a
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a regretabInstate of -things "there can be no two opin¬
ions. It is necessary however to bear in mind that in

pronouncing judgment upon the fact due weight must, be

given to the different conditions which obtain in t*he

less developed parts of the King's Dominions beyond1" the
i

Seas. The smallness of the country and the limited

sphere in which medical men operate, frequently with

clashing interests, foster petty jealousies which, at.

anjr. rate, are not so apparent, if existent to the same

|extent, in large centres. The distance from the recog¬

nized schools of learning and the utter emancipation

from the authority and the chastening influence of the

masters of medicine tend to breed a feeling of independ¬

ence, more often of the blatant kind, in young and old

practitioner! alike. As each individual competes with

the other directly or indirectly, there is no recognized

public opinion among the medical body to which members

are prepared to defer. The general public is the bar

oefore which each one strives to shine, and hence medi¬

cal disputes are referred to the lay"press for the ver¬

dict of the vulgar and IB* profane.' Keeping these facts

n mind we may now refer back to the effect of the in¬

spired paragraph# declaring the alleged smallpox to be

nothing more formidable than the simple cutaneous erup¬

tion known as glass-pox" Whilst the fears of the public

were promptly allayed by this pronouncement it was gen-

rally felt that I had committed something in the nature

of treason to the colony for creating an alarm which

not
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not b&jug -propab 1-e would be regarded as being founded

on fact by the rest of the West Indies in general, and:
was an

Barbadoes in particular. But as it s» unlikely thingA

that Trinidad would be quarantined for smallpox if that

disease did not exist in the place, I simply resolved

to pursue the even tenour of my way and,await«t develop

ments. That, however, was a more difficult matter

than I had anticipated, for hardly a day passed that I

did not find myself constrained to defend the position

, I had taken from the assaults of friends, acquaintances

reporters and others who conceived themselves qualified

: to place me on my trial, and, as it were, haul me oyer

| the coals for my alleged blunder. By dint of patient

| argument I had already begun to succeed in convincing
'

I a certain number of my outraged fellow citizens,

amongst whom were some of my best patients, that even

assuming that I had committed an error of diagnosis?
the lesions of smallpox and chickenpox were such that

it was possible to confuse them without necessarily

being written down a hopeless imbecile. But the aspect

of affairs was changed by an occurrence which took

place at the Victoria Institute, a local memorial- to

our late Queen providing technical instruction on a

variety of subjects, and accommodation for various

.UBoard meetings. It appears that during a meeting of

the managing Gommittee of the Institute of which I am

an ordinary member, the question of the Duncan street

cases cropped up, whereupon Dr Knox who was present
mentioned

uv
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mentioned my name, and said "that I had committed a gross

blunder, my so-called smallpox being plain cases of

glasspox. He further went on to explain that whilst

in smallpox the pustules are concave, in glasspox they

are' 'convex and since the lesions in the dis¬

puted cases exhibited the latter feature, the diagnosis

of glasspox was as plain as could be. The committee

consisted of several official heads of department and

other prominent members of the community whose opinions;

oount for a great deal locally, and who on# the strength!

of what had fallen from the Acting Surgeon General were j
.

i

not slow in expressing there disapproval of my "irres-
J

ponsible" conduct. Apart from this circumstance, the
$\JL& c,

mere fact that this blow^cfjme from so high an authority

as the Acting Surgeon General invested it with an im¬

portance which I could not affect to disregard, espec¬

ially as it was most unlikely that the story virould lie

buried within the precints of the Institute. Moreover

I was amply justified in coming to the conclusion that

the Acting Surgeon General had. shown me up to the acJZrt^
Governor in a similar light to that in which I had been

focussed before the Committee, hence it became

absolutely necessary that I should take steps to correct

the unfavourable impression which had been created re-
I

garding my professional ability. I was well aware how¬

ever that it would be difficult, if not impossible, to

ersuade those interested to adopt any other view than

that of the Acting Surgeon General, but seeing that the
""

plain
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plain cases of glass-pox had given "the latter so much

anxiety that after examining them with me on the Sun¬

day, he visited them at the break of dawn on the next

day, confidentially, with Lr Lota, and again on the

(Tuesday with the Health officer, Dr Lota, and myself,

at which consultation we found sufficient ground for

argument to keep us together for more than an hour; and

further, that although the official diagnosis of "glass-;
pox" was persisted in,the Health officer was instructed

to continue to visit, and, as a matter of fact, did
ftrf

visit the cases of several days afterwards, I thought

that, even assuming tfeaet I had committed an error, the

; knowledge of all the attendant circumstances would on

their own merits convince the public that, at any rate,

I was not guilty of frivolously mistaking a plain case

I of glasspox for one of smallpox. But it is not an easy
matter to reach the ears of those who are disinclined

to hear, and I clearly saw that nothing but the most

palpable proof of the correctness of my contention
■ would extricate me from the invidious position in which

T&cut
I was placed, proof obviously lay in the

direction of Barbadoes^and after due consideration I
o

came to the conclusion that it devolved upon me to take

the necessary steps to find out whether the Barbadoes
n it

smallpox and Trinidad glasspox were not one and the
j

same disease. I therefore wrote to the Governor of

Barbadoes asking for permission to be attached to the

smallpox hospital on Pelican island for the purpose of

studying the cases there. A few days afterwards I re¬

ceived ■ ;i f
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received a reply to the effect that owing to the lack

j of accommodation and the fact that there were not more!
I

cases under treatment than could be attended to by one

Medical officer I could not be attached to the hospital,

but that the Governor would be pleased to give me every

facility for studying the disease. This was indeed good
A*

news, and I prepared to leave by the next regular mail

for Barbadoes on the 5th December. But what was the
77, e

position of affairs in the meantime ? out-break re-

! mained strictly limitedtso far as I happened to know

at the timeto No 45 Duncan street, and beyond the

original five no fresh case occurred, except the infant

child of S.G., (u

B&te&vr-For some months before the Duncan

street out-break rumours were afloat in Barbadoes that

smallpox existed in Trinidad, and at one time those ru

mours became so persistent that Sir Frederic Hodgson

cabled to the Acting Governor of Trinidad.inquiring

whether there was any foundation for the reports of

smallpox in Trinidad. Sir Courtenay Khollys on the ad

vice of the Surgeon General, replied there was none

whatever; and yet, in the light of1 information which Se.

was subsequently made public, it ts&s extraordinary tha

he should have done so, for in an annexure to the Sur¬

geon General's annual report issued after the disease

had become epidemic there appeared the following accou

of the "Origin and history of the epidemic" prepared

by the Health Officer, and Dr Lassalle, another member

of the Medical service. *• .—

-*■''12*. :.V 2i £' 2:-"The

nt
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"The first case of which there is any record

was that of an inmate of the Lunatic Asylum

at St Ann's. The Asylum is situated in an

isolated position beyond the limits of the

town. This patient had been an inmate of

the Asylum for some years and developed the'I

disease on ... April 16, 1902. The case was

isolated on the appearance of the rash, but

other cases, appeared during May. June.July

and August until 19 inmates and attendants,
adults

all were Effected. The source of in¬

fection could not be traced, and must either
!

have been a visitor, or an attendant who haj
a mild attach and escaped notice. The cases

returned as Varicella, but the Medical Super¬

intendent has since reported that they were

similar to the cases @f!,leruptive fever'' now

occurring, and in one instance, that of an

attendant who had the disease in August 1902,

a few pigmented marks identical in appear¬

ance with the macules already described,
*

were visible up to a month ago. It is of

interest that of the 19 cases ten were

vaccinated and six unvaccinated persons and

in three the evidence of vaccination was

doubtful. The most severely attacked were

an inmate vaccinated in infancy and an at¬

tendant re-vaccinated in 1398 and showing

^ it nkfcn </£—6 three
(•rvtU-A (rt. "tka. fc,. $
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three good marks of successful vaccination^
A

a

On May 2nd, 1902, a similar case to an adult

was reported from Woodbrook, a suburb to the west of

Port of Spain. Gases next occurred in Dundonald street,

in the North-west of the town, in September. Early

in October a woman who had lived in a barrack yard in

the South-east of the town developed the disease within

a fortnight of her arrival from Yrapa in Venezuela.
i

About the third week of October a case, that of a trader

■vv;ho had recently come from Guiria, in Venezuela, occurred

in Duke street, about the middle of the town. Both of
■

these: cases lived in largely tenanted barrack yards, did

not seek medical aid, and were not reported at the time.

Other inmates of these yards were subsequently afflicted

but this fact was discovered only in the early part of

pecember and after they had recovered.

During November eleven cases occurred in the

middle and South-east of the town, and though in all

probability the two cases above quoted were the sources

of infection, yet there is ground for believing that in

three of these cases the contagion was derived from

other sources. Five of the cases occurred in one yard

n Duncan street (No 45) in the first week of November.

and of these, the two who showed most distinct vaccina¬

tion marks, were most severely attacked.

During December eight cases were reported from

the Eastern, South-eastern and middle portion op the

town. Of these one was a vagrant who developed the

, \Y-;: disease ■; t
'■■A';. . '
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disease within a week of1 his arrival from Yrapa.

In January 1905. a house to house inspection was

instituted, other cases were discovered in various

parts of the town and the disease began to assume epid¬

emic proportions'', it happened that many of the

cases occurred in an institution governed by the Medi¬

cal Department, room is certainly left for doubt whether

in advising the Governor that there was no foundation I

for the report current in Barbadoes of the existence

of smallpox in Trinidad, the Surgeon General did so With
,

a full sense of the responsibilities of the situation,

and after careful consideration of all the facts in

connection with the cases which must directly' or in¬

directly have come under his notice.

I arrived in Barbadoes on the fcth December,. 190.

and it is necessary that I should make some reference

to the state of affairs there^ One of the first things

which I found out from the Poor Law Inspector, (a medi¬

cal officer whose post corresponds to that to the Sur¬

geon General in Trinidad), was that the story of the

Garrison doctors' diagnosis of "indian pox" was a myth

which had.no foundation in fact. There never was any

divergent view among the medical body of Barbadoes as t

the nature of the disease, though many of the general

public who were strongly anti-vaccinationistn expressed

among other opinions against the necessity for vaccina¬

tion, that the disease was not even smallpox but some

kind of harmless eruption commonly met with in the East

"Whilst some doubt existed as to the precise

place

p>
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place of origin of -the Trinidad, disease, in

Barbadoes "there was no such difficulty. The first case

was imported from Halifax in the person of a fireman

named Miller who landed in Barbadoes sickening with

smallpox from the S.S."Oruro" on Feb# 20th, 1902.

Whether intentionally or otherwise the man not was not

repotted ill at the time the vessel was boarded by the

I Health officer, and she was allowed pratique, it not
'

being customary to impose quarantine on vessels arriving
I

from infected English or North-American and Canadian

p orts.

It appears that the man had been railing from the

19th and was not seen by a medical man until the 21st,

that is the day after his arrival. A rash appeared on

his body on the evening of the 22nd, and on the follow*

ing day the doctor in attendance concluded that he was

suffering from smallpox. The case was notified to the

Health officer who confirmed the diagnosis and removed

the patient, together with four contacts, to the isola¬

tion hospital on the Pelican Island. .

Two days later, on the 25th, Miller, whose case

turned out to be one of confluent smallpox, died and

his body, was taken out to sea thrown overboard. This

procedure which was repeated on several other occasions

turned out to have been very ill-advised, and had to be

stopped, for later, when the out-break assumed epidemic

proportions, great difficulty was experienced in get¬

ting the people to report cases occurring in their

hbmes for fear lest they should be taken away to the

Pelican.



Pelican island and buried at sea in case of death. The

local fishmongers also were much aggrieved for their

trade slackened in consequence of the objection which

many of the lower orders had to consuming fish which,

possibly, may have fed upon the corpses of their rela¬

tives. Of the four contacts, two of which were vaccina

ted on admission to hospital, none took the disease, and
3.

they were all discharge,, after a period of 18 days deten¬

tion. The next case was discovered in a^iouse half a
mile from that of the man Miller, on March 22ndA and, un¬

fortunately, only as late as on the 9th day of the erup-
Cnv2-

tion. This^was a female^, and it appears'. that she had
been visited" by Miller on the day of his arrival in Bar-

badoes. She had heard of his fate^but fearing that she
would be sent to the Pelican station as a contact she

concealed herself at her mother's house where she sick¬

ened and remained until she was discovered and promptly

dispatched to the isolation station with fifteen contacts

eight of whom developed smallpox there. That batch did

not include a sister of the case mentioned above who
• /

happening to feel ill, sought relief at the general hos¬

pital where three days afterwards she developed a small¬

pox rash and was sent to the Pelican island to join the

others. On April 8th an unreported contact who had con-

tracted the disease from the original female appeared in

the out-patient department of the hospital with confluent
!

smallpox in the maturation stage. On the same day an un-

vaccinated nurse who.had been in attendance upon the

- first.
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first hospital case developed the characteristic rash
island.

and was sent to the Pelican Altogether five

caees were sent to the Pelican island, and of twenty

seven contacts, nearly all of whom were vaccinated on

admission, eleven developed the disease, making a grand

jtotal^ of sixteen cases of smallpox. On April 23rd
fifteen days after the last case was notified clean

bills of health were issued to the shipping, and on May

25rd the last patient was discharged from hospital.

Owing to the precise manner in which the origin

of the disease in the man Miller was traced to Halifax

where an epidemic of smallpox was known to exist, and

bearing also in view the subsequent history of the case,
:

there can be no reasonable doubt that it was a case of i
/- I"

genuine Variola, and the source from which the other

cases origniated. It may also be stated that, before

death, Miller explained that one or two days prior to

ihis leaving Halifax he had slept in a lodging house in

which a man had recently died of smallpox. It is im¬

portant that this point should be made clear, for when

; the Trinidad epidemic was proved to be identical in

character with the disease existing in Bartiadoes, the

I local press inspired by the Health Department was loud

: in maintaining that the diagnosis of Varicella still

held good for the reason that the Barbadoes epidemic

itself was not one of Variola. After the quarantine

against Barbadoes was raised all apparently went well

until July 13th when a case of smallpox was notified fijan
a house in one of the lower quarters of Bridgetown ar

u ■■ ^ - - . sent ,: |
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Barbadoes smallpox.

The original case of the second out—break.

This girl escaped 10 miles into the country and infected

several persons.
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sent to the Pelican Island. On the same day a woman

who lived in an opposite quarter of the town, fully a

mile distant from the first case of what was now called

the SECOND OUT-BREAK, appeared at the Parochial Buildirg;

in a populous part of the town seeking for relief. For

some unexplained reason, before she could be taken charge

of by the authorities,, and, as it turned out, after she

had infected one of the parochial officer, she had fled

from the building and escaped some ten miles into the

country where she was1discovered next day and sent to

the Pelican Island. It was subsequently found out that

she had stopped for a short time at a house in Bridge¬

town where she infected two inmates, one of vjhom devel

oped the disease thirteen days later. This person be>

longed to another parish and on feeling ill had gone

home, and remained there until he was discovered, having

been freely visited by friends in the meantime. This

case proved to be the origin of one of the worst local

out-breaks in the course of the wide-spread epidemic

which was destined to follow, no less than four hundred.

cases resulting from it. At that period Barbadoes was

c,
practically in a defenceless condition as regards

vaccination, and the epidemic gradually spread until

every district in the colony was infected. Quarantine

was re-imposed throughout the whole of the West Indies,

many of the more important colonies making the termsrso
severe that the firade and passenger traffic was vir¬

tually ifened. In order not to be quarantinefit-at other

> ports
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ports of call, steamers refused to take passengers from

Barbadoes and trade was further damaged by the fact

that in many colonies the importation of produce from

the infected inland was forbidden. The effect of this

action was that the peasant class, who had hithereto
<3

maXe a living from the exportation of their surplus

market produce, found themselves and their families in

dire straits. Large numbers of stevedores, quay labour¬

ers, carters, porters and other wharf hands who previous¬

ly found regular employment in loading and discharging

vessels and in the carriage of goods, were thrown out of

work and became a menace to the security of property

in the island. The Royal Mail Company's headquarters

were by this time transferred to Trinidad, and tourists,

gave Barbadoes a wide berthj the tourist# season was
completely ruined, and the.merchants and hotel-keepers

met with great losses. They even had to endure the
4

postponment of the Christmas visit of the North Ams?&i-
ivs

can and West Indian N3aant when the "handy man" freely

spends his money ashore. The merchants also lost all

the trade that would have been brought to them by the

balls and festivities usually given in honour of tl

officers and men. The Health authorities after getting

over the preliminary confusion which in their unprepared

condition this fresh out-break entailed, seriously tool:
s

in hand the task of grappling with the difficult situation

tie

and of stamping put the disease. Previous to this

brti' ak ■
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no regular system of vaccination existed in the

colony, and of the population of 196,000 only a portion

jof the well-t«>do class had been vaccinated, the great

bulk of the people being unprotected. On May 10th, 1902

the first Vaccination Act was passed making vaccination

by the Parochial Medical Officersfree to paupers,and

open to all others at a fee of 6d per head, the govern¬

ment in every case supplying the lymph without charge.

The people who had been well primed with anti-vaccinist

literature toy one of the local papers were rendered blind

to the benefits of vaccination, and would not ascail

themselves of the privilege to which they were entitled

under the provisions of the bill.

On August 22nd, when the second out-break had

totalled about one hundred cases, an Amending Act was

passed providing for the appointment of lay as well as

Medical vaccinators. By this Act every person appointed

by the Governor as such, was, after a course of instruc¬

tion under a qualified medical man, deemed to be a pub¬

lic vaccinator, and empowered to perform the operation

on all who desired it for a fee of 6d. The total num¬

ber of public vaccinators thus appointed was two hundred

and fifty nine. The advantages of vaccination were wide

by advertised, and on this occasion the operation appear

ed to have become more popular for in a short time no

less than 59,000 primary vaccinationSwere performed.

Owing however to the fact that in many instances heads

of labouring families were incapacitated from work by
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septic conditions following vaccination, a circumstance {
no doubt favoured by the number of unqualified vaccinal!#^
•Lion-iat that#. had been let loose upon the public, diffi¬

culty began to be experienced in getting others to con- J
sent to the operation, and the legislature found it

necessary to pass a further Amendment (vaccination) Act

on October 29th, by which each person successfully vacciin
I ■

ated or re-vaccinated was entitled to a bonus of 6d. The

sum was small in itself, but the bulk of the working

class was in very low water indeed, and in the case of a

|household having four or five children, the amount whic

the sixpengt® solace"^, as the bonus was derisively called
by the anti-yaccinists, seaaefca&es brought in, went a long

way, in many instances, towards keeping the wolf from

|the door. At any rate full ad&vantage was taken of it,

and by December 31st upwards of 103,000 persons had been

successfully vaccinated. Later statistics shov/ed that

before the epidemic was over, taking into consideration

he number of people who had had themselves vaccinated at

their own expense, no fewer than 150,000 of. the total

f 196,000 inhabitants of the colony underwent the opera-
>

tion, a year's record of vaccination which would be hard

to beat in any community. Besides vaccination other

useful measures for checking the progress of the

were enforced. These were principally the isolation

of the sick, the vaccination of all contaats , and the

disinfection of infected houses and fomites by chemi-j
cal agents. In a few cases, where this was impracticable

huts
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huts were burned down and compensation given to the own¬

ers. In order the more efficiently to carry on thjfe.
_ (i&et

salutary virork,^a system of house to house inspection^wasI
adopted in all the parishes, and those responsible for j

the concealment of cases were vigorously prosecuted be-
t

fore the District Magistrates and fined or imprisoned.

Towards the close of the epidemic an important Public .

Health Amendment Act was passed empowering District ,

Health. Commissioners to declare any parish or district

under their jursidiction infected with smallpox "to be

an infected area within the meaning of the Act", after

which proclamation, it became unlawful, under penalty oi

fine or imprisonment, for any person to leave the in¬

fected area, or any house within it in which smallpox

existed at the time, unless he or she had already suffeji

ed from smallpox or had been recently vaccinated. All

these measures told with great effect, and after reach¬

ing its maximum in the month of September, the number of

cases reported steadily declined, until at the time of

my arrival there was no more than 60 cases under treat

ment at the Pelican station. But what was the attitude

of the other colonies in the meantime T Were they

relaxing the severity of the quarantine measures T Not

a bit. On the contrary, they declared that "now was the

time to redouble our precautions lest, in her anxiety

to be set free, Barbadoes might prematurely declare the

epidemic to be at an end, and an unperceived case, find

its way to our shores". They recalled the fact that on

April

?■ f- .

It
-"J--!"'-
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April 33rd, Barbadoes had issued clean bills of health

followed a month later by the discharge of the last
•

patient from the Pelican island, and yet a fresh out- I

break began on July 13th. Did the incubation period \
of smallpox extend over 11 weeks, and was the first

t

case of the second out-break a direct infection from

the last case of the first out-break? Or had the

\

Barbadians played them false and concealed the cases

which formed the links between the first and second

epidemic ? "We can't be too careful", they ^;saidj and

in Trinidad they proceeded -to introduce fresh quarantiiB

legislation with a view to making the regulations more

stringent. St Thomas, St Lucia, St Kitts all had theif

shaje of making things unpleasant for Barbadoes, and
as if to crown the latter's troubles, Sir Palmer Ross^

the Surgeon General of British Guiana, in an official

speech declared that arrivals from Barbadoes should be

subjected to a mild form of quarantine for a period!

six months after the cessation of the epidemic "just_
for precaution's sake". No wonder that th'e poor Bar-

badians were simply driven ir trade was

at a standstill, particularly their shipping trade,

and to such an extent was this branch of business

paralyzed, that well do I remember the joy and excite¬

ment caused by the arrival, during Christmas week, of

a large liner from the United States. She was a passen¬

ger vessel built in one of the Eastern States, and was

bound to San Francisco,- round the Horn, to be delivered

to
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"bo her owners. She came in for coal and provisions,

and ho get- medical aid for an officer who had been in-
I

jured. The appearance of this ocean going steamer in

Carlisle Bay, and the money that was expected to cir¬

culate among those concerned in supplying her wants

formed the topic of the day, and brought home to one,

almost more than anything else could, what evil West

Indian quarantine could work in a port where under nor¬

mal conditions such an event would have been a mere in-
|
cident in the day's routine, not calling for any special.

ve^-y
notice. And while they were doing their

to stamp out the disease, to put the whole island into

a proper sanitary condition, and to fulfil all the
• ' 1 ))bizarre regulations which the other colonies

only
declared that their safety demanded, sfel the recogni-

A
tion they obtained was a most galling distrust, a dis¬

belief in the genuineness of their sanitary efforts,

and in the veracity of the reports which were cabled -to

the other colonies showing the diminishing case

rate. They could see no daylight through their sad

plight, and what added a grim sort of irony to the sx1ub

bion was the fact that whilst they were suffering from

his economic crisis, and daily depleting their impover¬

ished treasury in whole-hearted attempts to quell th@

disease, they all felt convinced that Trinidad who had

grabbed the lion's share of their trade, who hadu)&&ectfqL
away the Royal Mail Headquarters from them, ana

. . . .. who
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who was second to none in the matter of devising new

quarantine cruelties, was herself infected with small¬

pox under the pseudonyns of glass-pox and "black

measles"; and not only were they aware that Trinidad was

doing nothing to prevent its spread, bi.it they had as it
and contemplate

| were to . look on impotently, the offending colony

serenely issuing clean bills of health all the while

raising howl after howl of righteous indignation at

the wicked Barbadians who perversely refused to be

vaccinated, and who kept potatoes and poultry intended

for export under the beds of persons suffering from

smallpox, with a view to spreading the infection far
and wide. This of course was a very painful thorn in

their flesh, and though I often had occasion during my

stay in Barbadoes to deny the allegations that cases of

smallpox had been concealed in Trinidad, believing as

I did that the rumours to that effect were incorrect,

yet, in the light of the report of the Health officer

to which allusion has already been made that the disease
had really appeared in Port of Spain in the month of

April, cropping up every month in various parts of the

town from that time onwards until the alarm was raised

in November, I say, that in the light of this knowledge,
one is bound to admit that the Barbadians' grievance

was a real one, and moreover, considering that no restifle-
-

v ■ ; ' : >on
tions were placed the passengers from Trinidad who

during v

landed without let or hindrance in Barbadoes 1m the

interval./between the two epidemics, the theory advanced

by a large and important section of the people that the
second

I
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second, out-break was caused by infection from Trinidad

is by no means far fetched.

From the foregoing 'it may be possible to form

a fair conception of the state of affairs in Barbadoes

at the time of my arrival there. Soon after landing I

received a message from the Governor requesting me to

call on him. Next day I presented myself at the ap<»

pointed time, and His Excellency came forward to greet

me in a friendly and informal manner. He said he

would like me to tell him frankly how I stood, and

whether I was accredited by my government, or had I

come in a quasi-official capacity. I replied that I

had come entirely on my own responsibility, and referred

to my letter of application in which the object of my

visit was correctly stated. Even this did not seem to

satisfy him, for he immediately asked me in a confides

tial tone whether I was associated with a syndicate of

doctors. The $ idea of a syndicate of doctors in

Trinidad, and I of all persons, representing the "com¬

bine" at that particular juncture amused me considerabl;

and I again assured His Excellency that I had undertake

feen the visit for my own information. Though the cause

of his suspicion in regard to my real status was not

apparent at the time, later on I became aware that it

was founded on fears which had formed the subject of a

lively discussion at a meeting of the General Board of

Health to which my letter of application had been sub¬

mitted. So far as I could make out from what was re-

ported to me, it appears that when my letter was read,

. one

i
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one member said that I should not be allowed to come

as he had no doubt that I was being sent on a secret

mission to spy out the land since the weekly bulletins

reporting the decreasing number of cases of smallpox

were not believed in Trinidad, and the government

wanted some excuse to still further increase the sever-

hWell then^returnedity of the quarantine regulations*
Le

a sapient member "if that is- so, let Dr Masson come by

all means, for our reports ate true and he will be able

to inform his government of what he sees with'his own

eyes'.' It was then agreed that my request should be

granted, and I was communicated with to that effect,

though no intimation was given to me of an important

reservation which was made, namely that I should be re

quired to inform the Governor, whether( after I had

been over the Pelican station, I considered the cases

there similar to those which I had seen in Duncan stree

Of course I had no suspicion of this at the time of my

first interview with the Governor, and it was only late

on in the light of information received that I under¬

stand why I was at first an object of suspicion, and why

in his r ply^ nirr up qii il i m, to my letter of applica¬

tion, the Governor has careful to state that there were

"not more cases*(at the Pelican station) than can be

t.

attended to by one officer. My status having been
fylaJj"

shed to Sir Frederic Hodgson's satisfaction he^there-
upon proceeded- to^mark that he knew pretty well what was;

^oing on, in Trinidad; that I had reported certain cases

. •' tr"\Vv as '
tr'-V-- •- - ; ■'*: -f, .. '
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as smallpox but the Surgeon General and the Health offiper

cer rightly or wrongly agreed to call the disease "chic¬

ken-pox". Well now he continued "I take it that you

are not satisfied with the diagnosis of your confreres,

and that you have come over to satisfy yourself and to
I

see whether the cases we have here bear ang simil/arity:
to those you have in Trinidad". He then paused, evid- i

ently waiting for a reply, but for obvious reasons, I

made none. The way I viewed the matter was simply this;

I had not set out to join in the issue between the Health

Departments of the two colonies. I was merely a private

practitioner whom circumstances had compelled to lay

|down my scalpel for the time being and, so to speak, take

J up arms to fight my own battle;^ but I had no desire to
be implicated in the differences of other and stronger

i

parties, who were well able to take care of themselves.

■All I wanted was to see the cases at the Pelican station,

|draw my conclusions, make them known in Trinidad, and

[let those responsible for inter-colonial affairs vrork
out their own salvation. Abandoning the vexed smallpox

question Sir Frederic passed on to the subject of quar

antine. He not only deplored the stringency of the re¬

gulations, but the capricious manner in which each col¬

ony seem to vary them without notice to the infected col-

ony in spite of the common agreement which had^arrived
at by the Demerara Conference. "If they would only give
us notice of what they require of us" he sighed "or what
they intend to do, we could take the proper precautions;;
but as it is we don't know where we are", I agreed with
him that the practice was bad, and suggested .—

that
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that steps should be taken to have it abolished alto¬

gether, and a system of marine sanitationrbased on what
j

is now observed in England, introduced. At this
I

stage the Colonial Secretary came in, and the Governor

re-capitulated all that had passed between us. He then

inquired when I would like to begin. I replied "at onc^'
\

whereupon he instructed the Colonial Secretary to make

the necessary arrangements with Dr Bridger the medical

officer in charge of the smallpox fiospital. We met soon
island.

afterwards, and together proceeded to the Pelican
itie loM&r
It^is a small strip of land lying to the north of Bridge¬

town some four hundred yards away from the shore with

which it is connected at low tide. It is roughly

rectangular in shape ,and is of not greater length than

00 yards in its long axis which runs from north to

south, and about 120 yards in the short axis which faces

east and west. Ordinarily it serves as a quarantine

station at which persons landing from infected ships are

housed and kept under observation during the prescribed

period. It is permanently equipped with a small hospi¬

tal for the accommodation of those who happen to fall

ill. But at the time of my visit four more pavilions

had been erected to meet the demand caused by the great

nrush of cases when the epidemic was at its height.

These buildings afforded shelter for over 250 patients,

and were constructed of wood. Each one consisted of

a long airy ward flanked on either side by an open ver¬

andah running along its entire length. Thes^ wards weiB

ventilated
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ventilated by means of numerous windows and dorrs, com¬

municated with the verandahs. As there is very little

shelter of any kind on the island beyond a few stunted

coconut trees, the sea-breeze, which is fa usually stiff in
that quarter^ swept all day long through and through the
wards practically subjecting the patients to a bracing

open air treatment. There fa can be no doubt that the

dilution of the smallpox poison by this means, at a per-

. iod when the wards were overcrowded, accounted in a

|large measure for the low mortality which ensued.

At the time of mjs arrival the force of the epid¬

emic had already been spent, the number of cases was ra-f

pidly decreasing, axxsL there were only 48 patients, 51
females and 17 males.,in hospital.

I must confess that it was with some trepidation

that I entered the first ward. Would the result of my

observation there mean that I should have to go back to

Trinidad, cry peccayi, and eat humble pie before those

who had opposed me so strenuously; or would it be that As

a compensation for the hard knocks I had endured I ?irould

acquire the certainty that I was right from the beginning

and thus find myself in a position to treat with indif¬

ference any further attacks,, confident that the truth
-Q/yi-CL. 1 r\*-

would come out in the edn ? - "What was the truth ?" I

ii >)
speculated, and would it be on my side or theirs ? The

i

answer fa was not long in coming, for in the long pavilion

which 'I entered I -saw 51 females in all stages of the
•

... .A A .

disease, some with the rash in the shotty papular and .fa.
vesico-papular stag§^7some with vesicles and pustules in
different stages of maturation, others
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pustulating all over, tense convex pustules, pearl-like

and glistening, with a dark nucleus about the centre of

the dome; - others undergoing absorption and show¬

ing a depressed, unbilieated surface. Many exhibiting

the palms of their hands and soles of. their feet*- swolleh

and painful from the distension of the pustules beneath
-

the epidermis; some scabbing, the characteristic dark

brown or black disc-like scabs which fell off in large

numbers on the bed, from whence they were collected and

burnt. A few patients who had nearly finished desquama-
(jj&tt-

ting aaaa digging out the dried inspissated contents of

unruptured pustules from the horny epidermis of their
. ......

soles and palms in order to hasten the period at which

they would be declared free from infection and get thei£

discharge. Lastly the scarring and pitting which marked
: - 1.

the ffaces of the convalescents-told their: own tale. In

the male wards which I next visited confirmation, if any

was needed, was afforded to my views by the presence of

a few frankly confluent cases two of which were then

moribund, and actually did die a day or two later, one

evidently of sppticfeia, and the other of an intractably

diarrhea. Their general appearance and the sickening

cadaveric odour which they exhaled, and with

which the room was filled in spite of the abundant venti¬

lation, left absolutely no doubt in my mind that wh&& I

had before me was smallpox, and that taken as a whole tljs
same

cases were of the nature as those which I had reported
i\

from Duncan street in Port of Spain. And # just here I

wish
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wish to relate -a carious instance of what I might call

the uncertain reaction to external stimuli of the various

psychological processes which we sum under the name of

"human natureV It goes without saying that all through
Ul
I^hoped and wished that I would turn out to be right,
and my adversaries wrong, but stEsngely enough, my first

feeling after being convinced of the identical nature of

the disease in the two colonies was a sense of deep re¬

gret. It seems that I immediately lost sight of the un¬

pleasant disagreement with my colleagues and the incon- I

veniences which I had suffered, and the idea which now I

dominated my mind was the great danger to -the public
.

health of Trinidad which an out-break of smallpox in that

island involved. Though I was indubitably glad to be

able to turn the tables against my opponents, the satis¬

faction of as it were- scoring over them* was so very
/ *

small in comparison with the harm which an out-break of
-

... : '• ■'
smallpox would do to the country, that I frankly wished

the victory had been theirs. After my first visit I re

turned to the Pelican island daily and made a brief sum¬

mary of the principal clinical facts in connection with

f!he cases present in the wards. This gave me full oppof

tunity of observing the disease in all ifcstages and of

becoming impressed with the fact that the supposed

difference in character between it and the usual type-of

Variola were, apart from the low mortality, more appar-

ent than real. My observation having been completed

and being now in a position fully to sustain the opinion

which

*
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which I had expressed at the beginning I tried to get a

passage "back to Trinidad, but in this I experienced
!

great difficulty since the intercolonial steamers all re

fused to take passengers from Barbadoes in order to es¬

cape quarantine at their next port of call. It there¬

fore became necessary for me to try to charter a sailing:
b oat

to take me over to Trinidad, but most of the

vessels were "out of commission" for lack of trade, and

being skippered, as a rule, by their owners who made it

a point of spending Christmas week at their homes I

could not induce any of them to undertake the voyage ex¬

cept at a fancy price. I had even to consider the ques'

tion of returning home via Hew York. Whilst waiting for
! "
I ' ' ' '

something to turn up I thought that nothing could be

gained by withholding from the authorities in Trinidad

the information that I had found the cases at the Peli¬

can island to be identical in character with those I had
• -

-
.

.. - • • , - - .

left in Duncan street. I accordingly reported to Sir

Courtenay Knollys the results of my observations, with

some comments thereon, in a letter whicfe' was subsequent-
I : "7v!-V. ,'Vw ' .•
ly laid on the table of the Legislative Council, and

printed as a Council paper. When Sir Frederic Hodgson

became aware of what I had done he requested me to send

him a copy of my report, but I declined to do so on the

ground that I had no desire to furnish the Government

of Barbadoes with material which possibly might be used

to the disadvantage of my own colony. Hot being satis¬

fied with my refusal he cabled to Sir Courtenay Knollys

for
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for a copy $ of the document which was duly transmitted

to him. After a considerable amount of difficulty I

succeeded in making arrangements with the gaptain of a

small schooner to take me over to Trinidad for the sum

of £10. Mow, cohsidering that the first class cabin
|
fare by the Royal Mail liners is a little less than a

Qtil
guinea, this expence may be taken as a fair sample of

the injuria,fits manner in which quarantine operates on

the intercolonial passenger traffic. We set sail on

Saturday might the 3rd of January, 1903, and with a

favourable wind we succeeded in casting anchor off Port

of Spain at sundown on the following Monday. Of

course we came in flying the yellow flag* and the vessel

was not allowed shore ^omnniniGafcion. # I was landed at
6UAJL>

the isolation station, twelve days afterwards, that is to

say, fourteen days from the time I left Barbadoes, I
was duly released from quarantine. On my arrival in Port

of Spain I learnt that Dr Bridger had been commissioned

by Sir Frederic Hodgson to investigate the out-break

of eruptive, disease in Trinidad and was shortly expected

to arrive in the colony from Mew York whither he had

gone in the first instance in order to allow a period

of fourteen days to elapse between the time of his leav¬

ing Barbadoes and arriving in Trinidad and thereby es¬

cape the inconvenience of quarantine. A day or two after

wards I had an interview with the Governor, (Sir Alfred

Moloney) and the Surgeon General (Dr de Wolf) both of

whom had by this time returned to the colony and relieved
Sir Courtenay Knollys and Dr Knox, who were also present

'

■" • h at • t '
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at the interview, of their acting appointments. After
■ i
going into the subject of my report, the Surgeon Gener¬

al advised the Governor that these were no grounds

for altering the view which the Health department had J
formed of the nature of the out-break^ . iince^even

;granting that the Trinidad eruptive disease was identi

cal in character with that which was epidemic in Bar-

badoes, he had no proof that the latter was small-pox.
J

fnstead of improving my relations with the public, the
A

results of my observations in Barbadoes only made them

worse,and though the Surgeon General declared my re¬

port to be inconclusive,yet it was felt that it had

furnished Sir Frederic Hodgson with an excuse for send-j
j
ing Dr Bridger to investigate the disease. This they

resented exceedingly, and the press was loud in its
■

.

denunciation of what was described as the high-handed

action of the Barbadoes Government in daring to doubt

the solemn assurance of Sir Courtenay Knollys that thQEre

was no foundation for the reports which were being cir¬

culated in Barbadoes that smallpox existed in Trinidad.

Hot only were flaming tirades published against the

"Bims" as the Barbadians are known inter-colonially, but

Br Bridger himself came in for very severe handling,

At an earlier stage of the controversy the Trinidad

press had confined itself to stout denials of the fact

that any formidable infectious disease existed in Trini¬

dad, and ridiculed the idea that notice should be taken
of an out-break of Mglass-poxM. Ho efficient measures

Gf prevention were V& undertaken by the Health de-
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department, and fresh cases were freely allowed to come

into the island from the neighbouring coafet of Venezuela
J

As Dr Bridger's arrival was now imminent, suggestions
|

began to pour in/that the infected Venezuelan ports
should be quarantined. But the Health department knew

that if Trinidad quarantined Venezuela for a disease of

which scores of cases had recently been admitted into

this port, the other colonies would not unnaturally

quarantines Trinidad without delay. Instead of running

such a risk, the Surgeon General commissioned two doc¬

tors, one of whom was in the medical service, and the

other being Dr Lota who had already rendered the official

party yeoman service, to proceed to the Spanish Main

"to investigate the nature and effects of an eruptive
cu

fever reported to be prevel^nt there, to ascertain the
rate of mortality due to the disease, and to decide de~

[finitely whether the malady was true Variola or not."

Having carried out their instructions they duly returned

to Trinidad and sent in a report which is annexed ^here¬

to. I will only quote one or two sections.

"That vaccination does not protect In Trini¬

dad we have bee^t searching for the origin of the erup-

tive fever which has been prevalent in Port of Spain for
for® j ,

the last tow or three months; ihere is no doubt that

it comes from Yrapa with which we are in daily communi-

sation, and where the disease^as been in full swing for

the last ten months.

In conclusion we may state that the epidemic whidi
•

•, gu . not ..

is prevalent in Guirla and Yrapa is smallpox, and in

our -
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i

our opinion there ia no need, of precautionary measures

against the Venezuelan ports in the Gulf of Paria

I
We be? to thank you for the high mark of your apprecia-

i tion in recommending us for the mission which we hope

we have carried through to your satisfaction".
'

Whether the Surgeon General at the time regarded j

jthe mission as having been carried out to his satisfac—
I
jtion or not, it is impossible for me to say; but consi

dering that at a later stage of the controversy he not
1
I .

only found it necessary to declare strict quarantine

iagainst the Venezuelan ports, but actually had to employ

two extra assistant medical officers of Health at great
■toc*£-

expense to the taxpayers to watch arrivals from Venezue¬

la and vaccinate them, and considering also that the
free circulation of Venezuelans still in the infectious

stage of smallpox throughout Port of Spain spreading in-

feetion right and left had eta«#©d no end of suffering

and misery,had cost the Government thousands of pounds,

and had caused the colony to be put in quarantine with

all its concomitant disadvantages, I think it is not tod

much to say that the report of the two Commissioners was

not worth the paper on which it was written.

It was anticipated that Dr Bridger would arrive

about the 17£h February, and the still unsettled condi¬

tion of^the official camp was betrayed a fortnight be¬
fore that date by the despatch of Dr Knox to Jamaica to

nvestigate the nature of an eruptive fever which was

Reported to have broken out in that colony and locally

called
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called, smallpox, with, a view to comparing the cases

with those existing in Trinidad. It was curious to

observe how, in spite of the fact that my pioneer work

in that direction,at my offn expense, was loudly con¬

demned in Trinidad, medical missions became the fashior.

able thing of the day. In less than six weeks from the

time I left Barbadoes we had the mission to the -Spanish.

Main, the appointment of Dr Bridger to special duty in

Trinidad, and Dr Knox'^expedit ion to Jamaica. Truly a

wonderful change had come over the medical department.

Dr Knox went, saw, and reported a diversity of opinion

among the medical men he had met as to the real nature
0-£ fa jp/iri j

of the disease, some^c considering the epidemic a mild
form of smallpox,while the majority believed it to be

some aggravated form of Varicella or other eruptive fe-

ver not generally met with1*-. After carefully ava.Tnfr>-ing

all the cases, he had no hesitation in coming to the

conclusion that they were of a similar nature to those

in Trinidad." The report is appended in extenso. and

along with it an extract from the annual report of the

Superintendent Medical Officrer, Dr C.B.Mosse, C.B. ,

C.M.Or, dealing with the epidemic of eruptive fever* in

Jamaica. In this report reference is made to Dr Knox's

visit, and his observations and conclusions are dealt

with in so trenchant a manner that it is unnecessary for

me to.do anything more than to draw attention to the

two documents and let them speak for themselves. It may

be interesting to mention that on board the R.M.S "Kile"

the boat in which Dr Knox made his return journey from
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Jamaica, there vras a case of eruptive fever which the

Health authorities in Jamaica had pronounced to be smal[L

pox, and, in consequence, had refused the "Nile" shore

communication, " *

r

On her arrival in Trinidad, however, the ship

was allowed pratique, and the passengers allowed to land.

Had the ship been quarantined as would have been done up-

der ordinary circumstances, the other colonies would

have probably closed their ports to arrivals from Trini

dad, and the local health authorities obviated this by

allowing free pratique, contrary to all precedent, to a

vessel quarantined for smallpox four days before in a

British port. The press now began to vtecili&tpdreadfully
and all mannem of wild reports were published. Among

other things they declared that the first outbreak in

....

^Barbadoes in which the original case came from Halifax

was true smallpox, but that the second outbreak which

was similar to the Trinidad disease was only "eruptive

fever". As the cases were now spreading with great ra¬

pidity, it was felt that the Surgeon General as Chair¬

man of the Board of Health should make some,pronounce-

■>U.

h--: v.f:
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ment at a regular meeting of that body which was to be
- ■"

held on the 4th February. Nor was the public aisappd:

i '1 •?

■ -'' 'vp, .
■ ...c : -'.C: ■ ■ : *

ed, for in consequence of a letter from Dr Lawrence, an

unofficial member of the Board, asking that a report on

the eruptive skin-disease in Port of Spain be laid be-

fore the meeting, the Surgeon General* made a statement

which I append herewith as it appeared in the public

print

.
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At a mooting of the General Board

j^fHealth held yesterday in the 'Council
Dbamber there were present: Dr. the
glph de Wolf (Surgeon General), in the
.chair, the Hon. H. A. Alcazar, K.C.,
Dr. H. Alston, Dr. 8. Laurence, Dr. C. ■
Fi --Knox, -Dr. R. H, Knaggs, Dr. J. R.
DI^sbou, Dr. Prada, Dr. Eakin, Pro¬
fessor Oarmody, Mr. L. M. Hobson
(Mayor of San Fernando and Mr. H.
W. fi|a$hwaite (Secretary). __J

TheLminutes o! the last meeting-
rea,dvahd confirmed. >' .

THE SUKOEON-aENEUAL ON CHICKEN-POX.

The Surgeon-General read a letter
from Dr. Laurence, asking, in view of
the eruptive skin disease in Port-of-
Spain, that a report on it be
n^ade before the meeting by the
Surgeon-General. H- said before re-

•

. ng that letter he had proposed to
feting the matter before the Board
,tp-4ay. There had been a great
".•al oi public talk about the existence

: of an eruptive disease here and a good
■ deal of wild remarks had been heard ;

he therefore thought it was only right
he should lay before the Board and the
public the information he had acquired
with.regard to the disease. The first
case, as far as he knew occurred about

1 the beginning os October last, some
where in Dundonald street, and they all

■ agreed it waB undoubtedlj chicken-pox.
l; Later some cases occurred in Duncan

street and afterwards one in Duke street,
: which seemed to be a slightly more
i severe type andgave rise to controversy.
( All the "medical men hero, with the
^.cgption of one, agreed they were fibt

small-pox and some of the cases were
traced to Venezuela where, especially

r in . the ports of Carupano and
fYrapa, there were many hundreds
,of„ cases of lech'ma,, which was
jfche Spanish equivalent of chicken-pox.,
•The cases, of lechina, were not known to
Jhave occasioned any deaths. Early in
lasi year, before he left on leave, he '
eent out circulars to-all the physicians

tasking. them to report .'all -cases of
^TOp|iya.ppx. He had received reports|ffrom Drs.-Laurence and otters and bad"

ordered house - to - Bouse inspection.
Neatly all, the cases. reported by the

• imtary Inspectors were seen by the
assistant Medical Officers of Health and

. joine by Dr. Knox. A considerAbl
^limber were .sent to the Colonial Hos-

GiPt'i but eeveral others deolined to go

uary from the beginning of October
was 119.

The Surgeon-General here read Dr.
Dickson's report, showing what
streets in Port-of-Spain and suburbs
had been affected between those months
and the number of eases in each—mak-
ing the total of 119 (inclusive of 20

tt^sre.' He had the report of Dr. Dickson
oh the affected localities, and the dis¬
tribution of the disease was illustrated,
by the two spot maps of the ■ town which
had been prepared by Dr. Dickson' and
'were before the memberd. The total
I n am ber; of .cases no to (he end of Jan-

now at the Colonial Hospital and 4
being treated at the Health Office), He
had also had Dr. Alston's report of two
cases in the country and four at the
Tacarigua Orphan Home, and 10 more
had broken out at the Home since that.
From Blanchisseuse he had also had a

report a of case that had broken OHfc there
and was sending a medical officer to
see it. He did not suppose that meet¬
ing was the fit occasion for a scientific

[discussion as to the differentiation be-1
:tween chicken and small-pox. He might
■say that with the exception of one all
the profession here was unanimous in
the opinion this eruptive disease was
not small-pox. It was a disease sui-

■ generis and was described as swine-pox
and also as Indian-pox The general
opinion was that it was a
severe form of varicela or chicken-
pox and one confirmation of I
that view was that concurrently
with this severe form of the disease,
even in the same house there were cases;
which were unmistakably chicken-pox j
and i a one case—the worst case that came;

fromYrapa andcertainly a very startling
one—the man made rapid recovery
and one of the nurses who attended him
developed unmistakable symptoms of
chicken-pox. He would just state
briefly the principal points of differen-J
tiation, marking the eruptive disease

| here from small-pox. First, as regards1
ithe eruption, successive crops of;
i vesicles were observed in every case, ,
which were more marked in some than
in others. ■ Secondly, ' the superficial
character of the eruption involving
the cuticle and skin and the very slight
amount . of inflammation of the sur¬

rounding skin. The vesicles were
uni-cellular and there was no

maturition properly speaking, nor
was there any . secondary fever.
The Vesicles' dried tip early, those
■Etbout the body leaving marks on skin
level; while those . on the face were
mostly elevated, instead of pitting as in
email-pox. This prominence gradually
disappeared, as also the discoloration.
The differentiation with regard to the
• op titutional symptoms was still more
marked. The Disease was usually
ushered in by fever of about three days'
duration, with headache and sometimes
pain; m the back. On the appee -ance
of the'etfiiption the temperature usually
fell to" normal and there was no

subsequent; recurrence' of fever.
-In none of the cases had there
been any serious prostration or con¬
stitutional disturbance and no bom
plicationt whatever had arisen. The

-ntTtT



print,. A& this speech was hailed with delight by the

public, particularly those who were directly interested

in quarantine, and flourished by the newspapers as a new

shiboleth against my dangerous and absurd theory of the

variolous nature of the epidemic, it becomes necessary _ .

for me to make a few remarks upon it. In the first

place he began by stating that "the first case, as far

as he knew, occurred about the beginning of October last ?

somewhere in Dundonald street, and they all agreed it Piliii
was undoubtedly chickenpox. But this statement was. at

variance with the subsequent report of the Health Of- ' ~

ficer and Dr Lassalle dlluded to, in which -it'was stated^
that the first recorded case occurred on April 16th at* ■'

the St Ann's Asylum, and that other cases appeared there . .<J|
in May, June, July and August. Besides these a case oc

curred in Woodbrook, a suburb of Port of Spain on May
.

, ;■■i-'-f' I - '

2nd, and in Dundonald street, in the North-west of the - i -

In the light of these facts it istown in September.
the

clear that statement that the first -case occurred

in October was misleading, and betrayed a lack of knowlf,." ' " ; - "" " "

s*- .

edge of facts which as Surgeon General of the colony heL i

should have beSn cognizant of. And that was

only inaccuracy, for one finds on comparison that the J .

further description of the, origin and history of the I
epidemic

report of

bears a marked discrepancy with the detailed

Drs Lassalle-and Dickson*-

Continuing his remarks the Surgeon General said

"All the medical men here, with the exception ofone

agree
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patients usually walked about during
Jhe whole course of the disease, unless
disabled by the occurrence of erup¬
tion on the legs and feet. Vaccina¬
tion appeared to have no effect in
warding off-or modifying this disease
it seemed to occur indifferently amongst
both vaccinated and unvaccinated.
In two cases vaccination was suc¬

cessfully performed whilst the pa¬
tients were convalescing from
the disease. There had been one

case' of reinfection,' the subject dis¬
charged from the hospital having
developed the disease the second time
within two weeks of her discharge.
Concurrently with the same form of
disease,. and often in the same house,
ioccurred eases of ordinary and unmis-
Itakable chicken-pox.
j. Dr. Prada said one hundred cases of
i chicken-pox were not an unusual num-
'1161 in this town, when that disease was
'epidemic. How many of the 119 were
f xt raordipary cases of chicken-pox 1 A
-third ?

"

Dr. Dickson replied much less than
a third. It was rather difficult to state
definitely.

Dr. Knox said mpst of the mild cases
^scaped observation altogether.

The Surgeon - General said among
pLoca\'medical "officers who had seen
•• ?se cases and were of opinion they
we're certainly not small-pox were Dr.j
Bmssihre and .' himself, " who passed
through the epidemic here of '71
'and '72.
r Dr. Knox said DrBolssidre had passed
ithrbngh that of 1862.

■ ThecSurgeon-General said Dr. Lota
. as "oraierly o: the Freach navy , and
was in abarge;Qithe smalirpoj. hospital
loTcmion. Dm J£aox, Dicksoa and
LasSttllehad all had experience of small
pox. Dr. Laeaalle had just returned
from England where he had made a
point of studying small-pox cases. He
(Dr. Lassalle) said as the others did
that these eases here were certainly not
small-pox ; some of them were unusual
cases of chicken-pox. Dr. Bass also had

px^griencse -of small-pox epidemics in theIDnited; States and had expressed the
[same opinion
|xDr. -Laurence said he did not believe
fall the cases to be simple chicken-pox
fhowever modified, and while. Dr. Lota
(held they wero not small-pox, he at the
fe^e time held all the cases were not
piicken-pox. Both of them had
{compared notes, investigated the
matter and agree; that some of the cases
were very unusu&l chicken-pox however
modified. The incubation periods
mpnitory synaptoms, the character of
th r->. ih wer , not in some cases what
one found in chicken-pox. Dr. Lota

< s he did th« j a large number
oqmid not be placed in either category.

* i i so jmagin® that chicken-

tta' 1 J ■' t »• -<l
demies of chicken-pox before and no one
could be called inexperienced with
regard to it. While, therefore, he
decidedly held it was not small¬
pox, he equally held that all the cases
could not be classed under the general
head " chicken-pox."

The Surgeon-General: We all agree
that it is not small-pox and that the
disease is not a dangerous one.

Mr. Alcazar: That's the most im¬
portant consideration.

Dr. Laurence : Still it seems to be
spreading steadily.

The Surgeon-General: It is.
Dr. Alston said the eruption vasj in

one case very marked on the forehead j
and face on the second day and on the
third (a Sunday) the patient was,
able get up and positively refusedi
to submit to treatment, saying she felt;
quite strong.

Dr. Laurence said h9 had heard froip;
Barbadoes. It was the rumour there
that extra accommodation had to be
built for the small-pox patients at San
Fernando. He would like the totally
unfounded character of the rumour to
go from the Chair.

Dr. Eakin (of San Fernando), to
whom the Chairman referred the- ques¬
tion, replied that only within the last
month had there been any
recent cases of chicken-pox, and
three of the common garden type
had broken out. The rumour from

5 Barbadoes was absolutely untrue, and
there was no case of the kind in the
hospital, nor had there being any
necessity to erect a. tent or provide
further accommodation. Every year
there was an epidemic either of chicken-
pox or measles, but they had nob beep

(Severe. ;
Dr. Laurence said his only object was

to have an official statement of the
facts.

' Dr. Alston asked whether the medical
(■ten in Barbadoee -'ere unanimous
about the disease there -being small-pox

The Surgeon-General said hadid not
know whether thecivilian doctors agreed
on the point, but Dr. Knox Could Say
the Garrison medical officers thought
it was not smallpox.

Dr. Knox said one of the Garrison
medical officers, who had come here, had
said it was not small-pox, but Indian-
pox. That doctor was not in Babadoes
how. He (Dr. Knox) had hunted up

1 books here add could not And " Indian 1
1

pox," and he asked Dr. Ireland of the
coolie snip, who said; he had seen cases
in the hospital in Calcutta^' but ihey
were simply sin aggravated fbtrrt of

i chicken-pox and the. general description
of it corresponded with what they had

'here. '.j.'
■ There behig- mdjhing further before
the Board, t t ig te? nnat<1
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I "agree they were not, smallpox, and some of the cases

i "were traced to Venezuela, where, especially in the
- - ' • ' - :

. • ' J ,-^f
i"ports of Oarupano and Yrapa there were hundreds of cases

| "of lechina, which was the Spanish equivalent for Chicken

i"pox". The statement regarding the unanimous opinion

I *Jof -*all the profession here except one that the erup-

|tine disease was not smallpox", he reiterated in the
v :

-

■ ■ !
course of his speech, and not only that, but by way of

contrast he mentioned several of his medical supporters

by name, cracking them up at the same time as regards j

their previous experience of smallpox. My best friends

now came to the conclusion that I was overdoing matters

Some of them frankly told me that while they fvery

confiden&e in me otherwise, it was futile for me to ex¬

pect anyone to believe that I was right in my contentio
\

and men of experience like the Surgeon General who was

in practice before I was bom, and who had been througb

the epidemic of '54 and '71 were wrong. At first I

tried to convince them of their fallacious reasoning by

argument, but I had to give it up as it soon became

clear to me that nothing would appeal to them but the

obvious non-sequitur that all the doctors" held one

opinion, and I held another; therefore "all the doctors

were right, and I was wrong* To return however to the,

rest of the Surgeon General's statement I must now deal

with his remarks on the clinical aspects of the casesi

First of all he said that "the principal points at

differentiation marking the eruptive disease here from -

smallpox were (1) as regards the eruption, - successive

.'.v ' . ,
.. crops

n/
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crops of vesicles were observed in every case (2) tlie
superficial character of the eruption involving the

|
cuticle and skin, and the very slight amount of inflami

j mation of the surrounding skin. (3) The vesicles were!
i unilocular, and (4) there was no maturation properly
I '
j speaking, nor (5) was there any secondary fever and fur

I
ther (6) that no complications whatever had arisen.

As against this statement I would beg to refer to

thesis for the M.D., degree, entitled "On an epidemic

of SmM-lpox of Irregular Type in Trinidad during 1902-

1904" submitted in the earlier part of this year by Dr|

Raoul Scheult, the Government Medical Officer who had*

|

charge of the eruptive fever cases treated in -the isold

tion wards of the Colonial hospital. On page 42 Dr

Scheult who dealt with Upwards of 560 cases stated
j

"Generally on the fourth day of the disease (i.e.the
,. "■ • • • - - ;; - ' ... . • ..: . • -I'

fourth day of the initial fever) small papules appearec^
on the forehead and face, then on the back of the hands

and. about the wrists. The eruption gradually extended

to the arm, trunk and lower extremities. ( Cjh,-1 supra)
The rash on the face was often shotty and usually a day

in advance of that on the trunk, and two or three days

in advance of that, on the thighs, whilst the legs and

feet became affected at a still later period. During

the first two or three days, especially in the severe

discrete and confluent- cases, fresh papules Jcept on ap¬

pearing even on the parts which were more or less thick

ly covered. The papules gradually enlarged and became

% hard
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hard and resistant to pressure, and in about 24 to 36

hours they Yfere all transformed into vesicles; the vest

jcles were multilocular ( tj- 3 supra) and their contents
were expressed only with great difficulty.

The vesicles increased in size until about the sixth

day of the disease when they became surrounded by an

inflammatory areola, which appeared red or black accord¬

ing as the patient's skin was irhite or black. The con-
1
I r
tents of the vesicles began to become tubid and the cen-

tral depression to disappear at about this time. On
i
I

the seventh or eighth day of the disease the vesicles or

1^he face were fully converted into pustules, and this
transformation gradually extended to the trunk and limbs.

In a large proportion the scalp, ears, scrotum,

penis and vulva were invaded, especially in the confitu-
• j • V -'- , ■ • ■■ . ; -. r" "■
dnt and severe discrete varieties. The mucous membrane

cjf the wai», palate, fauces, uvula, pharynx, nostrils,
■ t

meatus uninarius, and the conjunctivdt-were not infre-
!

uently implicated in the severe cases, and occasionally

jin the mild discrete ones the re'sisting power
i " ■" iV . . :-hV"'vi '
of the vesicles and pustules showed that they were in¬

vested with more than the mere cuticle of the skin

Moreover pitting which resulted in a fair proportion of

the cases indicated the depth of the lesions (^2 supia )
Secondary fever was absent in the abortive attack and

also sometimes in the mild discrete cases, and when

present in these, its intensity and duration varied very

much

1
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I much. In "blue severe discrete cases and confluent varie

ties the secondary fever was generally severe, but its

severity was not commensurate with the abundance of the

lesions. In a few instances however the secondary feve

was very severe and prolonged ( oj- 5 supra) It began
with the process of maturation 4 supra) and its

duration, and severity depended more or less upon the

abundance of the pustules. It lasted five or days, but

iwas not as high as that of the primary fever. The morn-
. ■ '

I

:remissions were well marked.

At this period of the disease in the severe

cases all the painful and distressing symptoms of the

prodromal stage returned, and to them were added pain
Tjv

all over the body due to the tumefaction of the skin,

especially on the face, hands and feet, and discomfort

in the throat and other mucous membranes where the vesi

cles appeared. Even in these cases the constitutional

symptoms were mild in comparison with the abundance of

the rash.. .In a few cases however there was
I

great prostration usually associated with fever of a

septic nature", Complications occurred in all stagjes
of the disease and vrere in some instances of a grave

character" ( zj- 6 supra) As these complications are
given at considerable length, I shall merely refer to

them briefly under their respective headings.

A - In the invasion of an early eruptive stajge

(.1) RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

(a) DYSPNOEA.
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2-. NERVOUS SYSTEM

(a) Delirium

(b) Convulsions

(c) Aphasia coming after delirium

I In two cases the defect of speech (motor aphasia) was

| still marked, mk at the time of their discharge, one

145 and the other 48 days after admission.

5. ALIMENTARY SYSTEM

(a) Diarrhoea

(b) Melaena and haematemesis

1
URINARY SYSTEM

(a) Albuminuria in 1 u</o of the cases

(b) Haematuria - in a haemorrhagic case:
1

REPRODUCTIVE. SYSTEM

( a) Me trorrhagia
A

B In the pustular and desiccation stage

(1) RESPIRATORY SYSTEM.

(a) Bronchitis

(b) Catarrhal Pneumonia

g NERVOUS SYSTEM

(a) Low muttering delirium

(b) Paralysis of the Bladder

(c) Peripheral Neuritis

5 > ALIMENTARY SYSTEM

(a) Diarrhoea, fatal, in two adult ca^es.
(b) Salivation

(c) .L ( c) Vomiting
URINARY
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10

ly f

URINARY SYSTEM

(a)

(b)

Pyuria

Albuminuria.

INTEGUMENTARY SYSTEM

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Boils

Abscesses

Carbuncles.

Gangrene of the toes

Skin eruption such as ecthyma,

Acne pustulosa, rupia and pustular

scabies.

REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM

(a) Orchitis

(b) Ovaritis

7 CIRCULATORY SYSTEM

(a) Phlebitis

L0C0M0T0RY SYSTEM

Synovitis

H
LYMPATIC SYSTEM

(a) Adentis

ORGANS OP SENSE

Eye

Conjunctivitis - I

W -

>-v - j--'.: a
* v\



(b) Keratitis

(c) Panophthalmitis, complete des¬

truction of both eyes following

in one case.

B EAE

(a) Otorrhoea

(b) ' Mastoid abscesses

OTHER COMPLICATIONS

(1) Malarial fever

(2) Typhoid fever

It is only 51, left for me to add that the usual

^equelxe* were not wanting, and among thn important erf
thesi which came under his observation, Dr Scheult states,,

under the heading of Integumentary system:-

(a) Pitting showed itself in a cdrisider-

able number of the severe, and in a

fffi*w of the mild cases. It was con¬

fined to the face, and affected especi

ally the forehead cheeks and nose,

(e) Exfoliation of the skin of the hands

and feet was observed in four very

severe, cases. The skin of these parts

, ; were cast off entire like sj/glove or

slipper.

CASES ADMITTED. TOm THE MATERNITY WARD:-

•.T,0f 51 women who had the disease during

p regnancy
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pregnancy, 11 aborted, 9 gave birth prematurely".

."In a few cases the foetuses were born with cutaneous

"lesions characteristic of the various stages of the

"disease".

From these records of Dr Scheult who as Chitf .

of the isolation wards had the best opportunities for

observing the nature and progress of the disease it

will be apparent that the real condition of £ffairs

was very much understated by the Surgeon General.

As regards his remarks that "vaccination ap-

"peared to have no effect in warding off or modifying

"the disease; it seemed to occur indifferently amongst

"both vaccinated and unvaccinated". I will again

quote Dr Scheult, not that I lack direct proof of the

fact, but because Dr Scheult happening to be one of tie

|Surgeon General's officers, it may be assumed that he
|
is not likely to overstate the case as against his

chief.

On page 67 of his thesis, the doctor says "vacci-

"nation had a decided influence upon the disease.Of the

five hundred and sixty four cases that came under my

care 103 occurred in vaccinated and 461 in unvaccina¬

ted persons. The patients"word as to success of pre¬

vious vaccination was not accepted without verification

by careful examination of the scarB. Among the vaccin;-.

ated the proportion attacked vms in an inverse ratio

bo the number of marks presept. Thus 43 cases occurred

among those who showed one cicatrix, whilst there were

8
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eight amongst those with tliree scars. The percentage

of mild or abortive cases was greater in the vaccinatec

j than in the unvaccinated and no confluent or haemorrha-

gic case was observed in the former class. All the

deaths thirteen in number occurred in unvaccinated sub

jects. These facts clearly indicate the role played

by vaccination in relation 0 to the disease".

Here again the statement of the Surgeon General

upon what'was undoubtedly the most important point in

relation to the diagnosis of the disease is confuted

by one of his own officers peculiarly wwell qualified

to do so in virtue of the post he held during the epid
. . I

emic.

With regard to .the statement that "concurrently

"with the same form of the disease and often in the

"same house occurred cases of ordinary and unmistakeabl

"Chicken-pox". I must point out that during the entir

course of the epidemic it was ciftomary for certain medi

cal men to describe the mild discrete, or abortive case

as chicken-pox, and the severer forms as "eruptive feve

or a disease sui veneris. In the joint p letter of Drs

Knox and Dickson criticising my Barbadoes report we see

the same dogmatic statement made on the mere strength

of the patients' appearance without the production of

any evidence based on clinical tests. "Of the five

cases" they said "three were unmistakeab^y cases of chi

;f:en-pox, one, the wife of the worse case" On one aaeesss

occasion Dr Lota similarly begged the question in regar

to

e

e

r"

JL



■to five juvenile members of Barbadian family which, he

was at"tending. He showed me the cases declaring them

to be undoubted varicella, although the apparent source

of infection was a severe case of "eruptive feteer" I

suggested that they were all cases of smallpox, and as

i it happened that none of them had ever been vaccinated

before,we decided to settle the matter by the vaccina-

| tion test. When' the patients had finished desquamating

we vaccinated them with human lymph, each case being

paired with a non-immune control. In due course all

| the controls "took" perfectly, but the others failed to

| do so having, of course, been previously raidered immun

to vaccina by their recent attack" of smallpox. It was
A

shortly after this experiment that Dr Lota reported the
I

jdiscovery of a case of true smallpox, avec tous les
/

| sacrements. greatly to the consternation of the Govern¬
ment party who, in consequence of his much-talked-of

experience at the fortress of Toulon, had hitherto hailed

him as a tower of strength. El^fswhere (p,$i et seq) I

have already dealt with the question in which vaccina¬

tion was said to be successfully performed during con¬

valescence from the disease. For the moment I would

ask to draw attention to the remarks of Dr Lawrence fur¬

ther down in the"report of the Board of Health's proceed

ings still under review "Dr Lawrence said thafwhile Dr

Lota held thev were not smallpox, he at the same time

held the cases were not chicken-pox. Both of them had

compared notes, investigated the matter and agreed that

some
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some of the cases YYere unusual chicken-pox, hoi/ever

modified. The incubation period, premonitory, symptoms

and the character of the rash were not in some cases

what one found in chicken-pox. Dr Lota held as he

did that a large number could not be placed in either
|

category.

This it will be observed, fully corroborates

the statement in my report to vfhich Dr Lota had taken

exception, and with reference to Yrhich the Surgeon Ger

•eral in his minute to the Colonial Secretary had re¬

marked "It will be seen that he (Dr Lota) claims that

Dr liasson hafi incorrectly reported him" Bearing in mind

however, the independent remarks of Dr Lawrence, and the

fact that in less than as many months Dr Lota had com¬

mitted himself to at least six different opinions in

regard to selected cases of the same disease, viz

(1) Indisputable chickenp'ox.

(2) possibly^ swine pox of Willan.

(3) at first sight, smallpox,

(4) not smallpox,

(5) neither smallpoxaor chickenpox.

(6) smallpox.

I think that, even admitting* all these opinions were

formed "after reflection"^it is hardly necessary to
"size up"their value, and the only thing left for one

to do is to reflect with amazement on the lack of just

fication for his claim that "auand acres reflexion ie

me suis fait une oninion, ,ie -m'd tiens'L and that I had

incorrectly reported him.

By

l—
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By the end of that month , February, the number

of cases reported totalled about 400. Lest it should be

thought ^.that by taking any action the Government had

|altered its opinion regarding the nature of the disease
I

absolutely no precautions were taken to prevent its

!spread, and persons scabbing and desquamating, and in

|various other stages of the abortive and mild discrete
|varieties were allowed to circulate freely about the town

and in the shops spreading infection right and left.

The annual Carnival was also celebrated about this time

and numbers of infected persons mixed freely with the

ilarge throngs that gathered in the streets to view the
'11' % ' » -v ;s h ■

;procession and join in the gay frolics of the masqueradr
• V' ' •

jers. The result was that within the next fortnight th:

; attack rate went up tremendously. But before the month

jwas ended an important chapter in the history of the co

troversy had commenced with the arrival of Dr Bridger,

the Barbadian Commissioner, sent to investigate the na¬

ture of the epidemic. The first thing the press did wa£

to attempt to browbeat him with threats, ridicule and

n-

(XncL



THE SMALL-POX SPECIALIST.!
Y|^<VVVVvA>^ Z.7

[By Peteb Peeping.]
I was one of the first to meet the

small-pox Specialist, Df, Ponter, on his
-arrival from New York, The doctor
handed me the following resolution,
passed in Barbadoes, as his authority
for coming here:

" Whereas it would be a source of great
and peipetuai delight to the Rood Chiis-
tiaa people of Barbadoes if the island of
Trinidad were quarantined and its trade
paralysed for two years( be it resolved
that Dr. Pouter be sent to Trinidad to
investigate the cases of black measles,
yellow scarlet fever, green whooping
cough and foul chicken-pox, with the
sincere hope that the money paid to him
will not be money thrown away."

While he was in quarantine at the
Islands, I received the following letter
from my friend, Dr. Onmass, which I
now make public " Dear Peeping,- As
you know, when I was in Scotland (for
two or three weeks), I made a special1
study of small-pox, large oatmeal and
medium haggis. Owing to the inability
of the medical men in Trinidad to
understand that it is utterly impossible
for me to make a mistake in diagnosis
of a case as one of small-pox, I was
determined to get medical men, noted
for their great intellectual quali¬
ties, to agree with me. I decided
that such men were tb be fbund in
Barbadoes, where the phosphorus con¬
tained in flying fish and sea eggs pro¬
motes the flow of thought and produces
brains somewhat resembling mine, and
yet without plagiarism. It is simply
wonderful how the medical men in Bar¬
badoes have seen eye to eye with me
and have supported my diagnosis with¬
out even seeing a case in Trinidad. To
verify: their invisible diagnosis Dr.
Pouter is fib be sent over, and he is, to
be placed under my guidance as I am
the- Scotch Specialist; and he is only a
Barbadian one. I .have shown him
some kindness and took him about.
Let him see the Diego Martin Water
Works and taste the tar water. Tell
all the people of Trinidad, my native
land, that I love them,, and that if they.
really believe that I have tried my best to
_faelp to put the island in quarantine \
and get its trade paralysed for two-
years, they must try and forgive me.
I, a son of the soil, rejoice that I
have done something to make my name
ever remembered by the Trinidadians
whom I love so well. I shall not
refuse the C.M.G. when it is offered to
me.—Your sincere friend, G. Ostmabb."

' The following correspondence by tele¬
graph was seen by me when I was
hypnotisedPonter to Governor of
Barbadoeg. " None of the cases I have

"seen show any sign of physical pros¬
tration, and none die. Will look ridi¬
culous in England if I pronounce them
small-pox cases." Governor to Ponter.
" Let the people of Trinidad know that
our mortality rate here was 8 per cent.,
and that the refusal of some of the
Trinidad cases to die is regarded here
as an insult to Barbadoes." Ponter to
Governor. " I find that Trinidad is a
better place than Barbadoes, small-pox
or no small-pox. I want to stay here1
altogether. Will you accept my resigna¬
tion ?" Governor to Ponter. " I see
that good money has been wasted on
you. What does the great Dr. Onmass
say ?" Ponter to Governor. " Onmass
nearly killed by the people. Leaves for
South Africa to study the Veldt sores!
so as to find a remedy for ground itch.!
Tried to get him to go and settle in
Barbadoes. Nearly killed me for sug¬
gesting it. Farewell."
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and abuse. He was -told that Iiis mission was an imper-

tinent one, that, in any case no weight would be attached
■ ' "

- ' ■ «5 .. V i
to his opinion; that he knew nothing about smallpox and
j ' 1
that it his report were unfavourable to Trinidad it

would have to be reviewed by a smallpox expert from Eng¬

land. It was further suggested that he had come to

;Trinidad ITV semsch employment and better pay than
was , j v

he was getting in Barbadoes. Of course as I considered
A ,

, noC
to be the fons/et origo mali in this matter I was left in

7 ■ A

the cold. One paper published a satirical article en¬

titled "The smallpox specialist" in which as "Dr On-Mass

I appeared in the title role, wlthDr Bridger as "Dr Pon-

ter". It was intended to be witty at my expense, but

having laughed at it as.much as those for whose special

delight it was published, I feel that I thereby disquali¬

fied myself of the right.to quote it as a grievance. It

is appended below. Another sheet tried to fan up the

flames of public feeling against me by publishing an

article in which the following appeared "The Commission

of Enquiry through Dr Bridger is an impudent gratuitous
t " ' • •-•-thy-,

insult offered to government.and the Medical pro¬

fession of the Colony. Certainly though Dr Masson, with

the long alphabet after his name, thinks differently; th

colony can boast of eminent physicans and surgeons who

mow and could easily diagnose smallpox if a case turned

up. I will not call names nor cite cases, but this much

I can say that for the insult offered us we have to thank

Dr Masson". The conservative paper and organ of the

official
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official party in a review of the events which led to
! !

the dispatch of Dr Bridger to Trinidad, after alluding
. I

to the transfer of the Royal Mail Company's Headquarters
i

i f
from Barbadoes to Trinidad, declared that "this was a j

"second blow to, Barbadian pride and, given a convenient;
!•
j"opportunity^the transition was not difficult from a

"state of irritation to one of suspicion of foul play

I "on our part. Such an opportunity was found when it
j

; "was reported that a medical man from here had stated
j

"that cases of so-called chickenpox here were not dis-

"similar from Barbadoes smallpox. This convenient spar;

"exploded the pent up wrath of our Barbadian fellow

j"colonists, and it was only the force of circumstances

."which prevented them from blockading us and otherwise

"treating us as England and Germany are treating Vene-

i"zuela". Dr Bridger was not long in setting to work,

and while the medical department professed to be eager

to render him every assistance, he soon detected an
!

absence of frankness in their Palings with him. Refer—
ic

ence is made to the fact in the report wh«*h he subse¬

quently sent in showing among other things ho?/ cases ex¬

hibited to him by the Assistant Health Officer at the

request of the Surgeon General to show that the disease

occurred in vaccinated and unvaccinated alike.proved on

inquiry to be

(a) cases occurring in adults vaccinated or

said to be vaccinated in infancy, i.e.

after
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after the period of protection conferred
I •

by the primary vaccination had lapsed.;

.(b) persons vaccinated obviously after in¬

fection, the disease appearing a few j

days after vaccination and running con»-

currently with it (See Dr Bridger'-s

report p.15 - vaccination statistics)

Dr Bridger also complained under the heading

(p.14) of "The eruptive disease in relation to vaccina

tion" that cases upon which he had experimented were

discharged from hospital by the Senior Surgeon without

his knowledge, thereby precluding him from verifying the
k.

<(

success op failure of his tests.
"I feel that I cannot leave the discussion of

"the experimental cases" he reported, "without saying

"how much I regret the action of the. Hospital Authorities

in discharging these experimental cases. . ISiy experiette-e

Tfere not being $ carried out in any hole and corner

fashion. The Senior Surgeon supplied the lymph, and

was cognizant of the scientific object with which the

experiments were made. He was evidently an interested

observer of it, for he regularly inspected the arms of

these persons, as.1 was-informed by the nurses". The

difficulty of the situation was still further increased

la.when Br Bridger discovered that, in spite of the official

assurances that'there had been no:deaths from the disease

and the fact that the ^Mortality 'Returns Up to the 31st•
>• - -i,ir

axi.. 7-Wff;
g/:

J
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BOARD OP HEALTH.
Ua.^'L I.h o% - P-c ->

At a meeting of the Board of Health,
held in the Council Chamber yesterday,
there were present : Hon. J. A. de Wolf,
Surgeon-General (presiding), His Wor¬
ship L, M. Hobson (Mayor of San Fer¬
nando), Drs. 0. F. Knox, J. A. Eakin,
H. M. Alston, R. Knaggs and E. Prada,
Mr. A. D. O'Connor and H. W. Brath-
waite, Secretary.

The minutes of the last meeting were
read and confirmed.

THE ERUPTIVE EPIDEMIC. '

The Surgeon-General said in continu- ■
ation of the statement he had made at,
the last meeting, he thought it right;
that he should inform the Board of the

progress of the eruptive fever, The num-.
jber Of cases notified and discovered from
house to house visitation in town, up to the
^8th of February, numbered 38?. These
must have been some cases which had
escaped their notice, and roughly speak¬
ing he would say that there was a tot al;
of about 4ii() cases. With regard to the I
mortality, it had been nil up to the
present. There had been two deaths
registered with the Registrar General.
,in which the word varicella had been
used on the certificates. One of them
had been attended by Dr. Gomez. It
was an infant prematurely born and ex-
jtremely feeble and died at the age of
five weeks. It had suffered from
chicken-pox previous to its death,
land the body was seen by Dr. Dickson,
who found that the rash had fallen off
and that the child had been rather puny
'and premature. They could not say that
the chicken-pox had in any way caused
its death. The other case was treated at
ithe Health Otfi.ce by Dr. Knox, In tills
instance the child was three months old,
jand death was stated to be due from
bronchitis, enteritis and chicken-pox. Dr.
Knox added that the child was suffering
from other complaints, and that there
iwas no doubt that chicken-pox was not
the immediate cause of death,

j The Surgeon-General said with regard
jto vaccination in this disease, they
[were endeavouring to test the ques-';
tion as to whether vaccination had any |
^Influence in modifying the disease, Up!
to the present time they were scarcely j
in a position to pronounce any record
about it, but the impression they gained
was that it attacked, the vaccinated as

well as the unvacciuated. A woman

living in Charlotte street was vaccinated
(on February 18, and on the fblldwiHg day
the eruptive fever appeared,—running
concurrently with vaccination. The case
was seen by Dr. Dickson find himself;
In another case the fever developed the
following day after 'vaccination, ' In the.

third case the rash developed eight days
after vaccination. In the case of a woman

named Murray, rash appeared after a
period of about seventeen days. He
might mention that there had been
several cases where persons who had
suffered some years ago from undoubted |
small-pox, and had the mack of small-pox,
the attack of chicken-pox was in no way •i
modified. He had given instruc'ions v 1
have vaccination performed p> ■■ ■. . -uy
far as it could be done ou the premises
where such cases occurred, with a view
of testing the point thoroughly. They
would then be able to speak with author¬
ity on the matter.

Dr. Alston asked if there had been
any vaccination after the disease had
appeared.

Dr. Knox said there had been some,
but as far as he remembered vaccination
had not modified it.

In reply to the Surgeon-General, Dr.
Eakin said there had been some cases

of f'ue pox in N^parima district, and in
tv particular cases the attacks were
rather severe. In the second case the
man was suffering in hospital from the
results of an accident, and when he had
almost recovered the rash appeared.

Dr. Alston said Dr. Keid had made
mention of a very interesting case in
the Tacarigua Orphan Home.

The Secretary read the report of the
medical expedition to Yrapa to inspect
cases of chicken-pox there.

The substance of the report has al¬
ready been given- in an issue of this
paper.
| The Surgeon-General said he had heard,
haofficially that there was small pox in
'Jamaica,' whereupon the Governor sent
ft telegram to the authorities in that
island, and had received the reply that
there were a few cases of chicken-pox in
the interior, which had been isolated.
The Governor thought it desirable to
send a medical man to Jamaica to com¬

pare the cases there with the eruptive
diseases here, and Dr. Knox .was selected,
—-Dr. Knox's report was-then read. It
will be published as soon as transmitted
to the Government. ,

The Surgeon-General said the Board
had received some communication from
the' British Consul- in Bolivar concerning
a similar eruptive disease which ;had
broken out there. There , were no
deaths
'■ Jt was announced that,the Adminiay
trator of Dominica had declared quaran¬
tine against Trinidad. >

The Surgeon-General remarked that,
the disease (chicken-pox) was spreading
all through the West indies and
Korthern South America,

Th< Board then/rose.
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January, published in the Royal Gazette, we re silent

on the point, two oases, one on the 2nd of December and:
i

the other on the 27th of January, had died of the pre- j

vailing disease and were certified, the first by a Dr

Gomez as "Chickenpox; Asthenia;" and the other by Dr

Knox as "Enteritis; Bronchitis; Varicella". This led

to the belief that deaths were being concealed.' On in-f

quiry for particulars at the Health Department the Sur¬

geon General who appeared to be ignorant of the facts

procured the necessary information from the Registrar

of Deaths and sent it to Dr Bridger. The latter comment

ing upon this incident in his report says "From this I

take it that the Surgeon General was officially unaware

of the occurrence of these deaths until he obtained -the

particulars of them from the Registrar General in reply " j
to my inquiry. He was then able to officially announce j

them at the March meeting of the Board of Health. This

is all the more curious and inexplicable when one notices

that in one case Dr Knox, late acting Surgeon General^was
the medical officer who signed the death certificate;

in the other case Dr Dickson, 'Assistant Health officer

viewed the body after death",,- I may add that the officer

. who prepared, the:,mortality?refurns , for:fhe-: ;^ als

pr Dickson himself. When the matter came up for dis~
oussion at the next meeting the Health Department showed

itself quite equal to the .emergency, -and it was stated

as a- reason for nothaving mentionedihthe^f^■

•.T>r-U.: 'V; -w

d eaths from Varicella, was that

v-Mi:

-.wastthat they .related to, "twdf

i> '7--;;.-'r r-7i
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Weak and puny infants who would have died in any case,

v 1/
"the occurrence of varicella being merely incidental.

As was to be expected both of these infants were un-

vaccinated, but instead of that being regarded as a
i

factor favouring death from smallpox, it was advanced

by Dr Knox, as regards the ce.se in which he was per¬

sonally interested, as a proof of his contention that

the child was a weakling from binfcth who had escaped

vaccination on that account at the statutory age limit

of six weeks. At this, the second meeting of the Board

of Health since the epidemic became general, the state
Ch u£.CcfL

ments.of the Surgeon* apart from the manner af the two

deaths were explained away, were very interesting from

the point of view of the effecti| of vaccination in re

lation to the disease. He repeated the opinion that

"the impression they gained was that the disease at¬

tacked indifferently the vaccinated and unvaccinated

and he proceeded to give examples of "one or two in¬

teracting cases" of which he had taken notes. One

was a woman in Charlotte street (Delta Active) vaccine,**

ted on February loth; ahe developed fever on February

19th and both conditions, vaccination and eruptive
ft.

fever ran concurrently. It was 'typical case'i he saw
*

it, and so did Dr Dickson. The next case was that of

Furse Ross which was of a similar character. Fever

developed within a day^and the vaccination and the
disease ran together. The third case was that of

Frances Pantin; she was vaccinated and the rash devel

oped
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criticising what most medical men would regscsd as some-i1
A

in the nature of a quibble on the part of the Surgeon

General in suggesting to the Board for the benefit of

the public that vaccination did not protect against the

disease because a certain woman had been vaccinated one;
I

day, and the symptoms of invasion had appeared the next,}
I shall merely reproduce the following extract from the

doctor's report (p.15) in which the matter is dealt with.
a
Dr Dickson took me to see Nos 1 and 2 at the request

f<of the Surgeon General.

r< Wo 1 Delta Active in Charlotte street,
.

k vaccinated on February 18th. She
"

develpped fever on the 19th and

'I « the rash appeared on the 22nd.

f( I saw her on the 28th February and she presented typical

^vaccination, and the eruptive disease was moderately

fi severe; although eruption was discrete and was then in

'fthe pustular stage. There was no modification of the

Ct disease whatever. In other words taking the incubation

^period of the disease to be twelve days, (that is what

;Dr Dickson, Assistant Medical Officer of Health states
ff it to be)' we find that Delta Active got infected on the

''7th February, and was vaccinated on the 13th or eleven

fdays after infection, and the symptoms of iirvasion began
I

r" the day after the 19th. The rash came out on the 22nd
|- • " ' " ■ ~ ..." - ;

R February.
r •' .'T' V • - 1 . • . i

! ■ - • " V ■ : ' .,'.1
A « i- :=■■ . - - No^
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Cc No 2. Prances Pant-in (shown me by Dr :

' " Dickson) was vaccinated on the |
I

'' 14th February, the rash appeared
|

•< on the 21st, the first symptoms

n on the 18th, that is she was

,, vaccinated four days before the

t commencement of the invasion

,, symptoms and eight days after in

i, fection. This woman had a mild
.

,, attack of the disease.

No S. (< That of Nurse Ross who was vacci-
- !

nated one day, and the fever
&<K UfiAJ

„ commenced^the following. As re-
- if

i, gards this case the Surgeon Gen-

,( eral did not mention that this j
n unfortunate young woman and an-

" other were both oil day duty in
"
the eruptive disease ward at the

"hospital. Ross who had never

"

been vaccinated in her life until

*too late developes the disease

11 the other,vaccinated as a girl,
escapes".

Sommenting on this Dr Bridger remarked that "%o mention!
ehese three cases at a meeting of a Board of Health as

evidence that this eruptive disease attacked vaccinated

and unvaccinated alike (vide minutes of Board of Health

meeting
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meeting of March. 3rd, 1903) and so inferring that it

could not be smallpox, was evidently to impress the lay

public with that idea. To expect an unbiassed medical,

man to accept these cases as negativing smallpox would

be futile, and I am sure the Surgeon^knows that as well,
as I do". With these remarks I entirely concur, and ij,
is only left for me to say that at a meeting of the

General Medical Board of the colony summoned at the re¬

quest of the Governor to discuss Dr Bridger's report,

the Surgeon General made no attempt to defend his posi-j-
tion or call upon those who had supplied him with such

worthless information to explain their notions of the

-relationship of vaccination with smallpox. But he mere¬
ly contented himself with a bald declaration that he s^w
no reason to alter his views and that all he had said

had been stated in good faith. I am however anticipat¬

ing somwwhat, for it was nearly a week after the Board

of Health meeting of the 3rd March that Dr Bridger's

report was handed in. Excitement ran high in the in¬

terval, and nearly every day paragraphs of an uninformed
and irresponsible character were published in the papers
attributing to Dr Bridger a variety of statements in

regard to the epidemic. To-day he had found it to be

Chickenpox,' tomorrow the same disease as in Barbadoes^
but neither chickenpox nor smallpox,' the *day hfher

something else, and so forth, according to the fancy,

the desire, oS the imagination of the sub-editors. But
while all this was going on, and the eruptive fever

was
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was as it were on its trial before the Barbadian Com¬

missioner, unvaccinated contacts, recent sufferers only
4

partially desquamated, and still in the infectious stage
I

\

of the diseasejwere freely leaving the island and landing
I .

without let or hindrance in the ports of the other West-j-
ian colonies. As was to be expected the disease in this

manner foafraam general in the British colonies, and of

these Demerara was the one to suffer most. Pinning his

aith too closely to the opinion of the Trinidad Medical

officials the late Sir Palmer Ross, then Surgeon General

took no active steps to prevent the spread of the erup¬

tive disease when it appeared in Georgetown the principajl

city of Demerara. The cases were reported as chicken-

pox and nothing further was thought about them. When j
Barbadoes raised an outcry and threatened to quarantinej

]}emerara as being a place infected with the same epidemif

disease as that existing in Trinidad, smallpox to wit,

Sir Palmer Eoss rid^iculed the idea, but Barbadoes was

ersistent and the other colonies took up in the clamourj
for quarantine. To precipitate matters the disease,mild

in type at first, soon began to assume a graver aspect,

and finally ended by impressing the fact of its variolous
(fto*

character v&m. the minds of all unbiassed persons able

to judge, even that of Sir Palmer Ross himself^ too

late, however, to prevent an epidemic, too late to es- j .
cape the dreaded quarantine I The result was that the'

Municipal Council of Georgetown became terribly wroth I
;

with the Surgeon General for not dealing with the rjffiisease

at
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at "the proper -time. Severe recriminations followed and.
• |

I as the cases increased to an alarming extent the Council
t

got at loggerheads with the medical department over |
the question of providing property equipped isolation

hospitals, a necessity which each of the two bodies
: " ■.. ■ . . V- ■

i considered was within the province of the other to sup¬

ply. When the crisis came Sir Palmer, brave and ener¬

getic man that he was, put his shoulder to the vfheel

and did his best to mitigate the evil which, had result^

ed from his too great confidence in the diagnostic
"

i
acumen of the Trinidad Medical- officers, and also, in |

i

no small degree, from his hesitation,bred of the perni-
f

cious quarantine system, to undertake legitimate sani¬

tary measures lest suspicion, with the possibility of

quarantine,might be aroused in the other colonies. But

he had already served the country honourably and well

for many years; now he was no longer young, and his

healthynone of the best at the time gave way under the
• v ' ■■ h .■ -

strain, and thus it came to pass that before another

year had elapsed, in spites of a well earned and much

needed rest in Barbadoes, he completely broke down, and

one sad morning the cables all over the West Indies

announced the mournful tidings of his death. Sometime!

before the sad event took place, he wrote to express
J

his satisfaction at. the positive results mt had obtained

in variolating a monkey with matter from one of the

cases of so-called varicella at the Colonial hospital,
of a

He also sent me a copy recently published report wfefeh
/\

fc=atpp^nd herote of the medical officer in charge of thb

.. .cases
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»
cases under isolation in Demerara "from which he re¬

marked sadly "you will observe that the disease with

which we are dealing is smallpox".

Returning to affairs in Trinidad, the suspense

and anxiety created by Dr Bridger's presence in the

colony were at length relieved^,on March 8th he present¬
ed his report to the Governor and sailed for Barbadoes

on the same day. All sorts of rumours v/ere rife prior

to the publication of the text, but soon it became known

that the eruptive disease had been declared to be small¬

pox and the tongues of opposition were let loose in all

their unbridled wrath. Summing up the results of his

observations Dr Bridger reported as follows

"In conclusion I may say briefly that the

weight of the evidence points to the

eruptive disease being none other than

smallpox, of a mild type it is true in

most cases, but still smallpox. My rea¬

sons for coming to the conclusion that

this disease is not the common cutaneous

eruption known as glass-pox are:-

1. The# prodromal symptoms of the disease

and their duration before the appearance

of the rash, together with the fall of

temperature on its appearance.

2. The %u!gority of the cases being in adults .

- 3. The constant appearance of the rash first

on the face.
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4. The distribution of the rash is typical

of smallpox.

The fact that the palms of the hands and

the soles of the feet were always the la^st

to become clean.

6. The fact that the lesions are not super¬

ficial.

7. The evidence of vaccination influence.

A day or two after Dr Bridget's departure the Sur¬

geon General at the request of the C-overnor called a

general Meeting of the Medical Board (of which every

medical man practising in the colony must be a'member)

to consider the report. Government Medical officers

stationed in every district of the island were "whipped?'

up to the city to attend the meeting. At the appointed

hour 36 members of the Board met, and of this number

two thirds were officials, some of whom remarked^, in

conversation before the meeting, that they understood
H II

that they were expected top vote solid. It so happened

that hardly any of the medical officers who had come up

to town from different parts of the country had up to

hat time seen a single case of the disease, the infec¬

tion not having yet invaded districts as it was

destined to do later; nevertheless they weire expected

to vote, and vote they did. The meeting having been de¬

clared open by the Surgeon General, and the purpose for

which we halL met/ explained, the Health officer, Dr Dick¬
son, proceeded to read the report. Comments were then

invited
.. ■
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invited, but instead of dealing with. Dr Bridger's

statements and refuting them if they could, an octogen
r

apan member of the Board, long retired from active

work.got up and in a desultory fashion began to relate

his experiences of previous epidemics of smallpox when

the people died like sheep, ahd when the odour of putr

faction was so great that persons passing in the street

could always recognize any house in which a case exist

ed. A strong point was made of the fact that over

5000 sailors of a squadron of the United States navy

had recently landed in Trinidad without a single one

among them falling a victim to the disease. To argue

that this fact was only another proof of the variolous

nature of the disease since the American tars are all

proper vaccinated, was merely to court ridicule, and
€4.

the meeting seem.to agree that the naval Surgeons would

not have allowed their men to land and roam about the

town if they had considered the epidemic to be one of

smallpox. Beyond heading. the report to the meeting

Dr Dickson from whom every one had expected a spirited

defence of the official position, never said a word,

nor did any medical. off icer in the service rise from h^s

seat and give adequate reasons, based on experiment^""

why Dr Bridger's opinion should be discarded. Dr Dick^

son who had full access to the isolation hospital could

give no statistics bearing on the influence of vacciftu-

tion on the disease beyond the report of the few unsat¬

isfactory cases which had been quoted by the Surgeon

General
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General at, the recent meeting of the Board of Health.

Hot that the time for doing so, or the number of cases

from which any reliable deductions could have been made

were insufficient because in spite of the fact that dur

ing all this strife I was engaged in practice I managed

to include in the notes which I had prepared for the

meeting a table showing an analysis of the age period

of 50 cases taken at random from over 70 cases which I

had treated, and also the results I had obtained in the
Of/ru/ls

vaccination of a number of cases before, during,^after
the occurrence of the disease. Several months later

when the Health Department.published its returns re¬

garding the age incidence based on an analysis of over

4000^it was remarkable how closely the percentages agree*

with the figures I had obtained from my fifty cases. I

say therefore that with nearly 400 reported cases at th3

end of February the Health Department had ample materiaL

to test the disease and to supply reliable data in sup-
\

port or otherwise of their side of the contention* At

any rate after most of those who had anything to say had

spoken I proceeded to read the notes on the observations

I had made, and to give reasons based on clinical evid¬

ence why I agreed with Dr Bridger that the disease under

review was smallpox. In the midst of my speech the

country members noticed that the hour at which they re¬

quired to leave to be able to catch the train to their

districts had arrived, so one by one "they rose and askecL

bo be excused. Before quitting the room, however, each

t*ne approached the secretary and left his name to be re¬

corded
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recorded as having voted for whatever motion the remair

ing officials members would agree to. After the inter

ruption ceased I continued my address, but when I re¬

sumed my seat all the response I elicited in the shape
<L

of argument was a b$ld statement by the Surgeon General

that he saw no reason to alter his opinion, and so far

as the remarks of Dr Bridfeer in relation to him were

concerned he could only assure the mefeting that all he

had said at the recent meeting of the Board of Health,

he had said in good faith. After this, and evidently

in accordance with a prearranged programme, the same

old gentleman already referred to rose and moved "That

"no such disease as mild smallpox exists in epidemic

"form, and that the eruptive fever now prevailing in

"Trinidad is not smallpox". To this I moved as an

amendment "That in view of the age incidence, the in-

'vasion, the type and course of the eruption, the -dis¬

tribution of the same, the evidence of vaccination in

"relation to the disease, and the other clinical facts

"set forth in my address and Dr Bridger's report, and

also in view of the opinion of Dr Montizambert of OttaweL

and Heman Spalding, of Chicago on fiaA similar epidemic S

in Canada and the United States, this Board is of opin-

ion that the prevailing eruptive^is smallpox". The
amendment was seconded by Dr Yilain, who expressed him¬

self as being entirely of my views, and supported.* by

Dr Savary. On being put to the vote no other supporter

were forthcoming and the amendment was lost. The origin
klaj

al motion then put and carried, the three of us voting
Ar

against
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against- it,, whilst, Dr Camps, another practitioner who

had not, yet made up his mind, declined to vote. Later

on, however, he joined the minority and became one of

my staunch supporters. The result of this meeting was

in a measure disastrous to the position of the C-overn-
riuM iuoJi tdXKitd IkovrJr f

ment party, for although by means of what was'nothing
A

else but a .packed meeting, considering that many of

their supporters had left before hearing what the goverfn
ment motion was, and probably remaining for days in the

interior of the country without knowing what they had

voted for; yet the fact that practically three other

medical men besides myself were in disagreement with

them, exploded the legend about "the unanimity of the

entire profession in Trinidad, except one", and broke

the spell with which the Health Department had previous]-
ly chained the public.: People began to think that per¬

haps I was not so lost to reason after all, and as if

to make them realise the situation in a more practical

way, Barbadoes promptly cabled that she had proclaimed

quarantine against Trinidad. This was a signal
'it CfMii ti^ POt

for all the other islands to follow suit, and thus in
i-

. P ■

epite of a good deal of wQitCttng, and indecision, and

half-hearted action on the part of the Health Authori¬

ties for several months, during which Trinidad freely

infected the neighbouring colonies, the yellow flag wa

at length raised against her, and the people began to

pay the penalty that was inevitable under such a lax

and short-sighted- sanitary administration. But curious

- '' - '■ to
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THE QUARANTINE QUESTION-

' WE have unfortunately but little
Space to give to this most important
question. Dr. Bridger has declared
that small pox is epidemic in Trinidad
and already the neighbouring islands
are taking protective measures. The
Medical Board have met and by an
overwhelming majority have declared
that the disease is not small pox.
Whatever that may be, there is abso¬
lutely no danger. The mortality is nil,
although there must have been up
to now considerably over 800 cases in
town. It is therefore far less fatal
than measles or whooping cough.
That a prosperous colony like Trinidad
should allow itself to be quarantined j
and s^ut out from the world for
such a benign disease is out of the
■question. It is the duty of
the Governnient]to protest against the
quarantine and to immediately com¬
municate with the Colonial Office, and
if necessary ask for a comissioa of
specially qualified medical experts
to be sent out at once. Dr. Masson is
the leader of the three advocates ofsmall
pox - he moved an amendment at the
Medical Board to the effect that the
disease should be recognise as small
pox. We quite understand that Dr.
Masson should be anxious to sub¬
stantiate his first diagnosis, but if he
succeeds he will hardly have earned
the thanks of his fellow countrymen !



"to relate it was not against the Health Department

that the public dissatisfaction was felt. According

to their way of reasoning, that body had done its best,

to prevent the colony from being quarantined^ and, if

anything, deserved their thanks. That its doing so in

volved the spread of infection throughout the West In¬

dies was a mere matter of detail. I on the other

hand had done all I could to get the true character of

the disease recognized, hence I was a person to be exe

crated. "It is the duty of the Government to protect

against the quarantine" wrote one of the Editors in a

leader on "The Quarantine question", and to immediate

ly communicate with the Colonial Office -- and', if

necessary, ask for a commission of specially qualified

medical experts to be sent out at once. Br Masson is

the leader of the three advocates of smallpox; he movejd
an amendment at the Medical Board to the effect that

the disease should be recognized as smallpox. We quitfe

understand that Dr Mas son should be anxious to substan

tiate his first diagnosis, but. if he succeeds he will

hardly have earned the thanks of his fellow countrymen

ITotwithstanding the great moral support which the Heal

Department received -from the continued sympathy of the

public^, after the proclamation of quarantine against

the colony throughout the West Indies, there can be
•' " t» ■ •" «. ' . i- ' "v' '•: '"s . •« • G."

no doubt that the officials had now been aroused to a
'• -«'■■■■ .v.- v- .. : , : ' - > - • ^ '••"•a

■ ■' ; " , y?

greater sense of their responsibility and they were

ready to do everything in their, power, save calling

it smallpox, to check the spread of the disease, more./

th

particularly %

St----
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1HG BOARD OF HEALTH.

the kind of water we are drikking.

iVMAA^L «^avt. ^ M /f/3
dr. laurenoe determines a case

of small-fox.

There was a meeting of,, the
Board of Health yesterday afternoon
in the Surgeon-General's Office, and at
which were present : the Hon. Dr. J. A.
de Wolf (Surgeon - General), in the
Chair, Doctors Prada, Alstou, Lau¬
rence, Knaggs and Eakin, Professor
Carmody, Mr. A. D. P. Owen and Mr.
B. W. Brathwaite (Secretary),

Dr. Laurence then put the following I
questions, of which he had given notice
to the Secretary, to the Surgeon-
General

1. How many cases reported to
date ?

2. How many cases reported in
March ?

3. Number of deaths.
4. The extent to which country dis¬

tricts have been affected.
5. The incidence, of the disease.

(a.) Among vaccinated gene¬
rally.

(b.) Among recently vaccir
' ated.

(e.) Among unvaccinated.
6. /.Iffect;: of vaccination. "■

(a." In preventing the disease
(:>) In modifying it. jmx
(t On convalescents. fe.;'

7. No. persons vaccinated spec
as a preventive measure against
disease.

„ i
8. Are ceses of this disease treated at

the Pauper Belief Stations in Port-of-
Spain along with ordinary sick persons
or separately ?

The Surgeon-General said it was his
ir tention before these % questions had
been submitted to liim to make some

statement in regard to the present
epidemic. He had to say then, as he,
had said before, he did not think that'
Board was, the place to enter upon a
discussion of such a technical character
as was involved in this question—the
five forms of distinction in* shia disease.;
He, therefore, thought..she information
which would be given there should be
of a nature to benefit the public—in¬
formation of a general character. The
form in which the questions ,had now
been put was a most •jjpa'venien.t. one,
and he should answer them in detail
according, to such details as he had been
supplied with. The Surgeon-General

.then pointed out from, his papers
"that

, up to tiie 1 day-' before
'there had been (counting from the
commencement of the outbreak) 1.804-

cases, and out of these only 8 deaths
had occurred, and those comprised in
dividuals either.adults or children who
wer3 in an enfeebled condition; one
man died the day after his arrival from
Venezuela, In the country districts
there had been 116 cases, and no
reported deaths. Begarding the inci¬
dence of the disease, the Surgeon-
General said that out of 1,125
cases 813 had been unvaccinated and
312 had been- vaccinated at various
ages and at various periods. Generally
speaking, the medical officers who had
been specially detailed to look after this
matter had given it as their opinion
that vaccination had decidedly had
an improving effect upon the
disease. The Surgeon - General
then went into some other
matters of a technical character.

Considerable discussion took place as
to the effect and non-effect of vaccina¬
tion upon the disease.

Dr. Laurence then announced that at

| the outbreak of this epidemic he had
been, one of those who held that it was not
small-pox, and such eases as had come
under his notice he was sure did not
come under that category, but within
the pant dav or two he h&jjjeen a case
which was undoubtedly one of small¬
pox, and in that diagnosis he had had
the concurrence of opinion of Dr. Lota.
He advised isolation of such esses.

After some discussion, Dr. Laurence
.moved the following resolution

"That in the light of the informa¬
tion before the Board' respecting
the current epidemic of eruptive
fever, the Board is of opinion
that Ordinance 11 of 1893 should be

i proclaimed by the Executive to meet
any emergency."

there was no seconder, and Dr. Prada
moved as an amendment the foliow-
ing:-

11 That in view of the spread of the
prevailing disease, the Governor be
advised to proclaim Ordinance No. 11
of 1893."

Unanimously'carried. 1
On'the motion of Professor Carmody, (

seconded by Dr. Knaggs, a resolution :
was adopted—

" That circulars be issued to the
public by „ the - General . Board of:
Health, recommending that such'steps-
be tafctfa by them >,as may be thought:
advisable for pretenting'the spread of
the disease.'!

Upon the motion of Dr; Kjaaggs, a
committee comprising the Surgeon-
General, Professoy Carmody and him¬
self was appointed to prepare the JJ
cular. ' : ."

There being, no further J>us,
Board separated. *' 1
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particularly as the cases came pouring in at an appal¬

ling rate, and filling up their temporary hospitals one

after the other as fast as they erected them. ; At the

meeting of the Board of Health which took place on Marc,

3rd the number of cases reported was stated to be rough¬

ly 400. A month later at the next regular meeting of

bf the Board the Surgeon General stated that the number

had risen to 1804, being an increase of 1400 cases bet¬

ween March 3rd and April 7th. But that was not all,

eight deaths had been recorded! That, of course, under

ordinary circumstances would have been a very insignifi

ant mortality rate, "less than -§•$" said one of the .mem¬

bers who nowthat there was no need to represent th$

iisease as "not spreading", but every reason that the

death rate should be viewed in microscopic proportions,

volunteered the opinion that the actual number of cases

bo date must have been fully 2000, since many were not:

reported.. The real importance of the eight deaths was

that it showed that the "simple cutaneous eruption"; was

sometimes attended with fatal results.. On thi,s occasion

again, as at the March meeting the Chairman attempted tc

make capital of the fact that of those who died one was

'prematurely, born infant^ and another "was a Venezuelan

Tjfho landed here one afternoon after exposure in the gulf

and died the next afternoon",' However much the medicaD

officials solaced themselves with that consideration, -

rhe facts remained that their "absence of mortality*' • de¬

fence was another outer-work which they were now compelljec
L~o abandon while holding their main position. By thisi
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•time also the disease had spread to several country

istricts from which 678 cases were reported. As the

Surgeon General is also Medical Officer of Health for

the whole colony, his responsibilities were consider-
{rt

ably increased by the disquieting reports sent mfthe

District Medical officers.. More important however than

anything yet stafeed# was the admission by the Surgeon

General of the influence of vaccination upon the disease

"Amongst the vaccinated" he said at a meeting of the

oard of Health "the general results were out of 1125

persons, 512 were vaccinated at different ages, and 815

were amongst the unvaccinated. Generally speaking the
i
medical officers who had been specially engaged in con¬

ducting these investigations were of opinion that recentb

vaccination had a decided effect in improving the diseas

[but 22 cases were marked cases to the contrary". A
! • •

very halting and half-hearted admission it will be ob¬

served, but none the less an admission "for a' that" of

the influence of recent vaccination in warding off at¬

tack by the disease. The effect of this acknowledgment

ven late in the day came as it came, on the subsequent

cbntrol of the epidemic cannot be overstated. The Sur-

Igeon General as it would appear was entirely in the
3-6

hands of his subordinates, and I sfepd not propose to quos
I

tion his bonaf ides .but considering that according to

the official reports published from his own department

119 cases were notified to the 50th January, and 400

oases February, this conclusion vfhen the number of cases

■' • had
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had -tot-alled 2000, was only arrived at after gross and

Unpardonable delay on the part of the responsible offic-
I
jers, a circumstance rendered all the more serious when
i
I

one considers how important it was from the standpoint

of prophylaxis that the influence of vaccination upon

the disease should have been determined as early as poss-
I

jible. This judgment was subsequently borne out by the
I
jrapid decrease in the case rate which took place when

vaccination began to be practised on a large scale as

a result of an announcement from the Health department

that it was an effective measure of prevention. Hot

only, therefore, were the Health officers, in my opinion

directly responsible for much of the misery and suffer¬

ing associated with the disease, and the economic evils

which resulted from a prolonged period quarantine extend

ing over tv^elve months, but they fully justified the state

ment in my report of the .17th December to the effect that

"Reviewing all the circumstances of the case there can

be no doubt that the Medical Authorities failed to rea¬

lize the grave danger which I pointed out, and in decide

ing not to isolate the Duncan street cases of smallpox

they seriously jeopardised the Public Health and lightly

undertook a terrible responsibility which no economic

side issues could possibly justify".
that'

But with all the official cup of bitterness was
A

not yet emptied, for towards the close of the meeting
MifcDtyiufa/

still under Dr Lavirrence, one of the unofficial members
q

Of the Boardj reported that he had come across a case
which
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Which, he considered ho be one of true smallpox,"He had

J

publicly stated his belief' he said, "that the disease

was not smallpox, but he had seen a case that mornf-

ing which presented appearances identical with small-
i

pox. He did not want to oppose the current opinion butj
his latest views of the case was that he should withdraw

[
his first opinion". i

The Chairman: You base the argument on one

case. !
J

Dr Lawrence: I have seen more than one

case of the same kind.
i

The Chairman: I have seen the case Dr Lawt

rence referred to, and the !
man was cheerful and bright,

with no signs of depression!
. i -

about, him at all.
i

. Unfortunately for the Surgeon General's argument1
- j

the man's cheerfulness and brightness were a delusion i°
;

and a snare if it was concluded therefrom -that he was not

seriously ill, for he died a few days later, and his

death aroused a considerable amount of public interest |

for he was a white man, well known in the community, an£

in easy circumstances, while hitherto it had been adduced

as a proof against the theory of smallpox that the

disease only attacked the native population,and of those /
only such as lived in squalid and otherwise unfavourable

surroundings. Such then was the condition of affairs

at the time of the Board's meeting of the 8th April. •

With the officials compromised to the extent of acknowlt-
> ; V " - ;; ; ; t hut,..

-. - . edging .
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jacknowledging" the protective influence of vaccination
; I „ „

against the disease; with their no mortality argument
[: 1 •
hereft of force by the records in the office of the -*

Registrar showing a commencing death rate, principally

among "premature infants" and "old men", it is true, "but
M
still a death rate-,—with all this added to the fact that

La member of the Board of Health itself had not only cer¬

tified a case as small-pox, hut declared that he had sedn
many similar ones, it would he supposed that a sufficient

ly strong case had heen. made out against the chicken-pox

theory to convince the Health Authorities of the error of
I
I i

their views, and that the time had come when those views*,

hotly as they had heen contested^could he frankly aban¬
doned; hut they showed no inclination to adopt this --

course, and though fully convinced that the measures ~

necessary to control the disease' were the same as those

usually required in dealing with small-pox, namely, -

vaccination, re-vaccination, isolation and disinfection

their first apparent care was to"save their face" from

j what was probably considered the indi^ty of climbing
down. The dilemma in which they now found themselves

was quite evident, for to withhold the necessary pre¬

cautions any longer would have heen to

write

i



write themselves down as being guilty of something in

the nature of malice towards the public, so they dis¬

tributed broadcast a number of hand-bills in which use-,

ful information to prevent the 'spread of smallpox was

detailed, but in which that word was conspicuously ab¬

sent, the disease being referred to as the "Pox" or "Th

prevailing epidemic". A specimen of those "slim" bill

is appended herewith for further information. Not wish

ing, however, to bear entirely on their own shoulders

|the responsibility for their half-hearted production^
before publicly distributing the leaflets they sent a

copy to every medical practitioner in the town with a

covering letter as follows:-

Surgeon General's Office.

20th April, 1904.

The Prevailing Epidemic

I beg to forward the enclosed handbill of advice

to the public with regard to the prevailing epidemic of

"Pox" for your information. ,

Should it meet with your approval I shall be glad

if you would append your signature as an endorsation.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your Obedient Servant,

(sd) J.A. de Wolf.

Surgeon General.

•••

Although
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Although its lack of coherence was manifest to all, ye
to

this leaflet was endorsed "by many unwary practitionerss

including^ I am sorry to -say, one of my supporters who

urged me to sign on the ground that "Well, you see, the;

might think us disagreeable if we don't". My frienda

however, was very much mortified later on when he

found out that what was submitted to us was only a proof

scheet, and that the copies subsequently issued to the

public through identical in the text, were fortified

with a footnote to the effect that "the above recommen¬

dations have been submitted to the medical practition¬

ers and have been generally approved of by them".,. In

this instance I again found myself in the minority, for

not knowing any disease except smallpox which required

vaccination, revaccination, disinfection and isolation

to check its spread, I had a"conscientious objection" to

endorsing similar recommendations for an ill-defined pox

the nature of which was, to all appearances, affected

not to be understood by the persons who drafted the re¬

commendations. "Tardy precautions" was the heading of

a leader in one of the local papers when it became knoi/fn
1 •

that the Health Department was about to issue directioijis
for the guidance of the public. "Tardy precautions"

wrote the e'ditor, "in fact very much like the policy of
closing the stable door after the mare has bben stolen*,

Several years ago some cases of fever broke out in the

town and were certified by a young medical graduate thdn

fresh from Edinburgh University as yellow fever. The

reports got into the papers and the Government of some

of
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of -the other colonies cabled bo Trinidad bo find oub

whebher bhere v;as any brubh in bhe press repoxhs, wibh

a view bo bheir proclaiming quarantine if necessary.

A meebing of bhe Medical Board was prompbly held in

order bo decide bhe point and furnish bhe Govemmenb

wibh a reply bo bhe urgenb enquiries. After a solemn

debabe in which every feabure of bhe disease was care¬

fully considered a verdicb was arrived ab as follows

"Nob yellow fever, bub indisbinguishalble from bhe samd!

Well might bhey on bhis occasion have declared bhe

erupbive fever bo be "nob smallpox bub indisbinguish-

able from smallpox'.' . Ib happened however bhab bhey did

nob require bo use bhis weak precedenb, for one of bh^r

Disbricb Medical Officers who had been on bhe alerb, jn

bhe nick of bime unearbhed a paper enbibled "Varioloid

Varicella" by Dr Izebb Anderson, published in bhe pro¬

ceedings of bhe Epidemiological Socieby of London, fox1

1867. In bhab paper was described an epidemic of an

erupbive disease which occurred in Jamaica in 1063, and

which according bo Dr Andersonrcpresenbed bhe general

feabures of varicella, bhough in some cases ib was apb

bo be regarded as variola by inexperienced persons. Ib

abbacked young and old, and snared neibher bhe vaccinab:

ed nor bhe unvaccinabed: bhe invasion period which lasted

bwo days was marked by bhe presence of malaise and fe¬

ver, bhe labber nob being of any inbensiby. A papular

rash made ibs appearance on bhe third day on bhe face *

especially in bhe severe casesj bhis was transformedb*

• b V-;■ -• : h- within b;:. h;-?
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within twenty four to forty hours into umbilicated

;vesicles which at this stage either aborted as in the

mild cases or became pustular, attaining their fullest

development on the fifth or sixth day of the eruption

when desquamation began. In the majority of cases there

was an absence of constitutional disturbance and the

patients were not confined to their beds. Secondary fe-
.

ver or anything approaching to it was hardly ever pres-

jent. In some instances macules and pitting follwed des¬

quamation. The epidemic lasted for four or five months

and was apparently not attended by any mortality". Such

in brief is a summary of the salient features of the

epidemic as described by Dr Anderson, and save for the

■■aape+y+i i I'.y regarding^prote11ion afforded by vaccination,
I

the description given does not read very much unlike what

iwould hold good for some of the milder cases of the

epidemic under review.-' As against Dr Anderson's views

however it may be well to state that a certain Dr Bolyfer-

bank then practising in Kingston, wrote as follows in a

memorandum on the disease "To me it (the disease) looks

much- more like "varioloid" or modified smallpox. Most

;of the vesicles suppurate and in some instances are dis¬

tinctly umbilicated and are sometimes confluent. I never

saw varicella like this before'.' But the name "Varioloid

Varicella" given to it by Dr Anderson was just the very

thing which suited the Health Authorities, in the diffi¬

culty in which they had placed themselves. The "varioloid

in it was calculated to overcome the fastidiousness of

those who could not swallow the idea of vaccination as a

preventive • \i
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prevent.ive against, chickenpox; and. the"varicella" re-
i

mained to emphasize the fact that while the disease had

a touch of something "varioloid" - something in the

nature of smallpox, about it, yet it was essentially the
j i

simple cutaneous eruption,. commonly known as glasspox.

Accordingly at the next meeting of the Board of Health
i
the disease was officially proclaimed as"Epidemic Vario¬

loid Varicella". Of course the Surgeon General knew

that medical men would at once remark that if Dr leett-

Anderson's description of the Jamaica epidemic was to be

taken as correct, the disease could not possibly be the

same as that which existed here, since in Jamaica it

attacked vaccinated and unvaccinated alike, while in

Tiff inidad after careful investigations, certainly not

biassed in the drection of securing positive results,

the Health Department had declared that vaccination was

an efficient protection. If, on the other hand, Dr

Anderson was mistaken with regard to the influence of
I

j vaccination, then Dr Bowerbank was right and the epidem>
ic of 1863 and the epidemic under discussion v/ere of the

same nature, namely variola, from which it would follow

that the term "varicella" however qualified*-was mis¬

applied in regard to the disease in the first instance,

and could not on any scientific grounds be adopted afresh
I ' '

by the distracted medical officers to suit the exigencies

jof their awkward situation. But it must be borne in mind
. . ' - ft . . - .

that in handling such matters the opinion of the medical

;profession was entirely set at nought by the Surgeon

iGeneral, His remarks were not addressed to them but was

intended : •



intended for "the satisfaction of the profane and unin¬

itiated. This he made clear from the Chair at the

April meeting of the Board of Health when he said that

"he did not think this Board was the place to enter

"into a discussion on the diagnosis of the disease.

"The information he gave there should be for the infor

"mation of the public and of a general character". Prom

that time onwards the disease became known as "Varioloid

Varicella". The name was taken up and ridiculed by very

nearly the entire West Indian press in which the term
O

"Varicella officialis" was suggested as a m£re appro¬

priate alternative. However much the Medical official^

congratulated themselves on the dignified manner in

which they had abandoned their untenable position theiv

retreat from the glasspox theory though accomplished

under cover of the "varioloid" catchward, was tantamount

to a victory for my party, and very little was now v

wanting to complete their rout. That this event was not

to be long delayed became apparent when it was announced

that in consequence of certain representations made to

the Colonial Office by the Government of Barbadoes in¬

structions had been issued to Sir Patrick .-Mans on to come

to an understanding with the Medical Department of Trin:

dad for the purpose of getting reliable information on

which the true nature of the disease could be decided.

Accordingly Sir Patrick proposed that in addition to

furnishing a clinical report with photographs/charts

and so forth the Health Authorities should carry out

certain tests principally in relation to vaccination

and
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I . The monthly meeting of theffJoard of.

Health was hold at .the. Surgeon-General's
Office ' yesterday afternoon. Dr. de
Wolf, (Surgeon General) presided, and
the members'* present were, Professor
Oarmody, Dr. 1 rada, Dr. Dickson, Dr.
Eakin, Dr. K%d, and Mr. H. W,

i.Brathwaite (Secr'Stary).
mortality.

The usual monthly returns were read.
During April there were 172 deaths in

1 Port-of-Spain, equivalent to 37*43 par
I thousand :.sf the population. There was
j. n'o malarial but foil r deaths from.typhoidI fever, three deaths - from varioloid1 varicella and one death from suialhpox.

On the-motion oi ProfessfOr-Carmody,
it war agreed-, that the Assistant Medi¬
cal Officer, (Dr. Dickson),, should. pre¬
pare a report on the high rate of mor¬
tality among children'under one year of
age. The opinion was expressed that
arrowroot and other heavier diet than
milk or Hour pap was the probable cause
of much indigestion and als'6: diarrhoea.

the ro.t.
.

It was statecf that in the first week of
May there were 348 cases of the prevail¬
ing pox reported in Port-of-Spain- The
nuutber was reduced- to 18Q in the last
week of May. The total muriber of
eases reported was 4,038 to May 30, and
the total number of deaths had been'
17. During the month of 'May there
were 0 deaths from the pox, The dea'h
rate was under | per cent. The disin¬
fection of promises was reported in three
cases. .The only apparent increase of the
disease was in some of the country di-s-

, tiicts, such as Tuna puna, 'where a great
many cases had lately been discovered.

The Chairman read statistics of vacci¬
nation, showing that many of those who
were vaccinated imtpediatply-or very
soon after recovery from the disease,
failed to a take," but "there had been
eleven easesrof 'entire)y success!'ul vacci¬
nation, and .20 or more others gave par¬
tial re-action. Some .of the authorities
liad been. consulted and they thought
that where vaccination failed it would
show that this-' disease was smallpox,
but as a (matter of fact therf; was evi-1
dence on both sidesc .A ..number of-J
-vaccinations had failed, buif a number
of others had "taken,'' so that the ex¬
periment still left the question open to
doubt as to the true n'ature of the dis¬
ease. The observations "requested by
the Secretary of State were being con¬
tinued. A number of." persons who
suffered front this diseasa'had" previously
suffered from undoubted smallpox. .

Di Read said that the photographs
taken at rt certain stage-of the disease
would lead anyone to' believe that it was
real smallpox. ', ■

sanitary matters.
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and submit the results to him. This having been agreed

upon the work was put in hand, and was, as usual, slow-j
. ... - -

ly proceeded with, no information as to the results

being forthcoming until the June meeting of the Board

of Health when the Surgeon General read statistics of

vaccination showing that many of those who were vaccina

ted immediately or very soon after recovery from the

disease failed to "take", but there had been eleven

cases of entirely successful vaccination, and twenty

or more others gave partial re-action... "Some of the

authorities" he went on to say "have been consulted and

they thought that vfhere vaccination failed it would show

that the disease was smallpox, but as a matter of fact

there was evidence on both sides. A number of vaccina

tions had failed, but a number of others had "taken" so

that the experiment still left the question open to

doubt as to the tz*ue nature of the diea disease. The

observations requested by the Secretary of State were

being continued". "Whereupon Dr Read, an official mem¬

ber said "The photographs taken at a certain stage of the

disease would lead anyone to believe that it was real

smallpox.^ This admission was merely a sign of coming

events and greatly encouraged the "minority" which by

the way,, was no longer the lonely ont that it had been •

at the beginning of the controversy, but was gradually

by the influx of an increasing number of converts, as¬

suming the proportions, if nobfa majority, but, at any

rate, of a very respectable oppo^bion. As if too add

to the difficulty of their situation Dr Rodriguez,one

of
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(of1 "the prij(|vate medical practitioners who had thrown in

ihis lot with the Government party, possibly in compliance

I with \\ a suggestion which appeared in one of the news¬

papers that"some medical man should rise and demolish th^

Barbadian Commissioners report as a whole';? undertook

the publication of several columns of "Observations on

Dr Bridger's report" in one of the local dailies. In

this interesting specimen of destructive criticism-Dr
Rodriguez hot only outdid the medical officials in his

denial of the accuracy of Br almost every statement in

Dr Bridger's report which told in favour of the small¬

pox theory, but in his anxiety to be of use to his party

he suggested that the Authorities had gone too far in

qualifying the previously adopted name of varicella

With the suggestive epithet "Varioloid"; in fact he de¬

clared the new compound name to be altogether^ incorrect

much to the consternation .of his allies and of the now

diminishing section of the public who was still ready

to pin their faith to official pronouncements on the sub

ject. These "observations" apart from causing some in¬

convenience to those personally concerned, made no im¬

pression on the profession at large and I merely propose

to quote two of the most interesting sections, namely

the introduction and conclusion:-
i " :
... ' ' ' • ■

/nKa^fe."Although it is not generally considered right to dis¬

cuss medical questions in the lay press, yet the matter

Is of such urgent importance to the Colony that I hope

to be forgiven for making public the reasons which ledd

me to believe that Dr Bridger has erred in his diagnosis

I of
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of the cases of fever now existant in Trinidad. I shall

not. begin as Dr Bridger does by curtly dismissing the

possibility of the disease being a disease sui veneris.

] but propose to postpone the whole question of a diag-
1

! nosis until I have considered the body of the report

and in doing so I propose following his divisions into

j headings
"

!

(tpruJu^roTuIs this disease chickenpox, or is it a hitherto unnamed

and undescribed specific entity ? Although the latter

is possible, yet the disease especially in the early

vesiculation of the papules, and during the whole vesi¬

cular stage bears such a close resemblance to chicken-
'

pox that I am inclined to believe it is; though a very

Isevere and ususual form of chickenpox, it is still
I . !
chickenpox. I cannot conclude without referrfing to the

[name which it has officially received here. To call
j r- ■ ' . |
lit "Varioloid Varicella" is altogether incorrect; there;

lis nothing variolous in its nature,. If a name is re¬

quired for it, one more in accordance with its character

or appearance should be sought, and in my opinion either

of the two following names which have suggested would be

jbetter. These are Varicella Pemphigoides on account of
the close resemblance which the pustules bear to the

blebs of Pemphigus, and Varicella Pustulans" By pub¬

lishing his views Dr Rodriguez instead of affording the j
i
i -

assistance he intended, became a source of weakness to ,j

the official party who promptly disclaimed all responsi¬

bility
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FpiAowiNG is <mie agenda 6f a regu¬
lar meeting of the General Board1 of
s Health to be held at 2 p.m. on Taes-
?day next :— .. V-;'^Y,

1. Usual monthly and quarterly re¬
ports from sanitary Inspectors, and the ,

: assistant Medical Officer of health. : 'X .1
■I. Ih'ainage and disposal of excreta in

f,F&t-dfd8gn>jj> Beport of Committeey:
3. Special report on cases of typhoid

fever by the assistant Medical Officer of |
; health. '

. ; ' • v c|
4. Typhoid fever—notification of—as I

■ an- infectious disease under Ordinance II |
i;of;1893,::v-rg;? I0:Y - +' ; — J|

5. Special report On the water supply
I of l'ort-xf Spain! by the Government
|iAnalyst.1 ■ I \ - -i ■■ - I..'I ;'II 6, Letter from Dr. llasson ou the pre-
jjvailingepidemie, '5-~ V?-V

• 7, Despatches front the Secretary of;
State '..accompanying-'' papers relative 'to"|
tte s'cientific investigations of. capcer ands
ntaliguantdisease. I

.r.

II :£ ■:

■ ■- r
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responsibility for the production, although free access j

- r* ' r i

jiad been alloired the author to the patients in hospital j
■

- ' • W

|ln order to afford him every opportunity of maturing
I

opinions which it is fair to assume were expected to be

favourable to the official version. Referring back to
! ~ "•• •. - ■' V •
the experiments in which the Medical Departments were

supposed to be engaged, very little beyond what was

reported at the June meeting of the Board was heard of
ii

i^l., until the 4th. of July when ^he con¬

sideration of a letter from Br. Mans on on the prevailing

epidemic" was announced on the agenda of the next regu¬

lar meeting of the Board of Health. It so happened tha

by a slight typographical error,which however made all

the difference in the world, Dr Masson" was printed

instead of "Dr Manson". and I had to reply to many en- !'

quiries regarding the nature of my (?) communication.

The curiosity of those who like myself were naturally

anxious to hear what Sir Patrick 'Manson had to say pn

the subject was sadly disappointed when on the day of the
'

$<ML
meeting the Surgeon General referring to the matter that

//V

the #notice with regard to Dr Manson letter .had. been

placed on the agenda by mistake "There was some corres

pondence", he went on to say*, with Sir Patrick, but he

did not think it would be desirable to read it until it

was completed". In Spite of this reticence a rumour

somewhat got abroad that Sir Patrick Malison's decision

had been unfavourable to the contention of the Health

Authorities,: but no official information was forthcoming

and we had to possess our souls in patience until the

August i
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GENERAL BOARD OF HEALTH-

Thf.re was an adjourned meeting of
the General Board of Health, held in
the Surgeon-General's office yesterday
afternoon, at which were present ; the
Hon. Dr. J, A. de Wolf (Surgeon-Gene¬
ral), in the chair,Doctors-—R-—H. Mr
Knaggs, Prada, Laurence and Reid, with
Mr. hi. W. Brathwaite, Secretary. Pro¬
fessor Carmody entered the room and
took his seat at a late stage of the pro¬
ceedings. >- -

The Surgeon-General read a letter he
haql received from Dr.'Laurence, asking!
that Dr.. Manson's report to the Colonial
Office, of which he is the medical ad-,
yiser, on the prevailing epidemic belaid
before the Board. The Surgeon-
General, after reading the letter, went on
to say that he cuuld not produce the cor.!
respondence on this matter, lie had
read it and had forwarded his report r
upon it to the Government. Bub 1 he I
would say this, that Dr. Manson con¬
sidered that the disease was small-pox, j

; basing his conclusion upon the circum-.!
i stance that six consecutive eases of

„ .. • ; u—J

f'S >ns who had just recovered from the pox
"wjro vaccinated, aud .tlie'v all - faded tOj

"bike."T Ho Dr deWolf) had since report¬
ed that sixteen cases had taken who were,
vaccinated immediately after,: and that
twelve cas°s of a-second attack were"3ie-i
ported with periods varying from one to two;
mouths.' Another thing aas "the excessive¬
ly low mortality up bo the present time,nob
only iu-Trinidad where the population wss
vaccinated but in the unvacciuated popu-;
lation,of Venezuela..

Dr. Lawrence said he had found it very"
difficult to get any information oh the sub;
jectrasa member of the Board!, . - i ">

The Chairman said it must be remember;
led that this was a mixed Board and not a
medical association; - "'v

After some/further discission the Board

I . '
*

L

X ■>
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August, meeting of1 "the.Board when in reply to the request

of one of the unofficial members that the correspondence

with Br Manson be laid on the table, the Surgeon Gener.

al said that "He could not produce the correspondence.

He had made a report, and Dr Manson on the strength of

the information before him was of opinion that the -hi

disease was smallpox. Dr-Manson had.based his opinion

on the fact that six persons who had just recovered frc

the pox were vaccinated and failed to take". He (the

Surgeon General) had since reported that sixteen cases

had taken who were vaccinated immediately after, and

that twelve cases of a second attack were reported with¬

in periods varying from one to two months. Another

thing was the excessively low mortality up to the pres¬

ent time not only in Trinidad ¥fhere the population

vaccinated, but in the unvaccinated population of Yene4

zuela". Protesting against the failure of his efforts
remarked„ ,

to get at the correspondence, Dr Lawrence^that He found
it very difficult to get any information on the subjec'Aj
as a member of the Board". To which the Surgeon Gener4-'

al retorted that "It must be remembered -that the Board

vms a mixed one and not a Medical Association I" By

this time it was clear to everybody that-the Government-

party hadn't got a leg to stand on. Already the control

versy had attracted the attention of the Medical press j
in the United Kingdom, and several articles adverse

to the views of the official party appeared in the "Lan¬

cet" and the British Medical Journal. First among

these was one in the "Lancet" of April 18th, 1905 en- j
titled
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j entitled "Smallpox in the West Indies". Next followed
another on May 2nd, 1903, under the heading of "The

Varioloid Epidemic in the West Indies". On June 20th

a fresh article appeared entitled "The Trinidad Epidemic*'

In the British Medical Journal the principal article on

the subject was published on May 25th, 1905, under the

title of "Smallpox in Trinidad". In each case the

Health authorities declared that they were the better

judges, and that no reliance could be placed on judg¬

ments arrived at from data which may or may not have

been correct. Now^ matters were changed: the referee

was the Colonial Office expert, the data were supplied

by the Medical Department itself which, most important

of all, carried out the mutually arranged vaccination

tasts. Nothing could have been more satisfactory from

their point of view. They were allowed full scope to

carry out their experiments and to say all they $ had

to say in support of their contention; and yet having

failed on the strength of evidence supplied exclusive'

ly by themselves to obtain a favourable verdict, instea

of accepting the inevitable after having done their bes

according to their lights, they immediately proceeded tfc>

declare that luck was against them. . They groaned that

while the specifically conducted experiments proved un¬

favourable to their contention, they had had no diffi¬

culty in successfully vaccinating convalescents from th

disease when, later on, they tried their hands, presum¬

ably "just for fun", on a fresh set of cases. And not

only that, but finding that the sad tale of their ill-
■ luck
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luck only provoked, an amused smile wherever it was re¬

cited, "they stooped to finding fault with the judge who!

had decided against them. It is not inconceivable that

just as they had lauded to the mountains the little tin

experts who had supported them in their views, so would

have glorified Sir Patrick Manson to the skies if his

judgment had been in their favour. But under the cir- |

cumstances they began to depreciate his qualification

to decide the disputed point, and they wanted to know

by what right he claimed to pose as a smallpox expert.

In fact, so far as they could see, the main point of

distinction between Sir Patrick and me in that respeot
S-ttr

was in the third letter of our respectiveonames. All

this, however, merely served to emphasize- the utter hopie

lessness of their position, and even those who had been!
*

previously been their warm supporters, on looking back i

to the past, were noU» affronted at the great lack of

frankness with which the question had been handled by

them from the beginning. Curiously enough my relations

with the Surgeon General were now vastly improved. We

were both invited by the Governor to join <f> a Select

Committee of the Legislative Council appointed at the

instance of the Secretary of State for the Colonies to

revise the fcontentious Water-works bill which had cause

the Riot in Port of Spain, determined the recall of Sir

Courtenay Knollys, and, unfortunately, wrecked the ca¬

reer of Sir Alfred Moloney himself. We sometimes dis-
... .' • '

cussed the still vexed question, and though the Surgeon

General continued to uphold his originally expressed

opinion,
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opinion, it was never difficult to perceive that policy,

official policy, was a greater "barrier between our views

than the clinical facts which had been observed and ap4
I

preci&ted perhaps tardily in his casey owing to the j
blurring effects' of sidelights precaution "to the situa

tion but still appreciated by him and I alike, j|ndj ;

now there were many signs that the Health Authorities j

were losing courage: deserted by some of their staunch-jI
est supporters, embarrassed by disensions in their own

camp, compromised by the unfavourable judgment of the

medical adviser to the Colonial Office, and baffled

by the relentless logic of clinical facts which they

could no longer successfully disguise from the public

so dear to their hearts, and whom they had so strenuous

ly endeavoured to" carry with them in the controversy?" i(t

was almost with the'recklessness of despair "that they

made their final sortie. This movement was accomplished
i

under the leadership of two of their best officers, in

fact the only two in the service who had had special

training in Public Health and, to complete the military

metaphor, bore the distinction of D.P.H., the one of

the London Colleges and the other of Oxford University.

Their supreme attack on the positions which had already

been carried by.the minority took the form of the joint"

ly constructed paper already quoted and entitled "Vario¬

loid Varicella in Trinidad* Observations on its Nature.,

eaad Origin, and Mode of Spread, based on the observa¬

tion of 4029 cases".

This composition was not without a certain amount of

assurance
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Assurance sent "bo England as a contribution to the Pub-

jlic Health section of the Autumn meeting of the British
Medical Association held at S?ra.nsea last year. Subse¬

quently, as I have stated;, it A/as published locally in

the Royal Gazette as an annexure to the annual report

jof the Surgeon General. It is not on record v/hether
}

jthe paper vsras v/ritten to order or whether it v<ras a

spontaneous

jn.lt! ducfftrw
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production, and it is difficult to conjecture what ex-

lactly the authors expected to result from its publica
!

it ion, but certainly no doubt was left in the minds of j

[those who had the privilege of reading it locally as to
I i
[the kind of reception it would get from impartial critics

at home when it was observed, that possibly as a result

of the influence of their early impressions, the authors

had committed blunder-the curious blunder of drawing a

clinical picture of varicella in the body of their paper,
I j

but in the end recommending vaccination, revaccination

and isolation as the measures which experience had shown

|to be most useful in dealing with the disease. In
I

point of time the imagination of those who dwelt upon j

I the subject vjas not given much scope, for within a few
"

' ' : i
jdays after the publication of the paper in the British i
! I
Medical Journal.Dr-RiW.Marsden, the Medical Superintendent

Jof the Manchester fever hospitals, wrote a letter dated;
September 30th which vras published in the same Journal [
on October 17th, 1903, adversely criticising the pro¬

duction and completely pulverising the two unfortunate !
I

officers. After reciting the gist of the paper which
• . -

he described as being "most unfortdnate" in its present;

|form, and strongly condemning the term"Varioloid Vari- ;

cella^ Dr Marsden sums up as follows:- "Prom the

"evidence then which we possess it seems perfectly clear
~ "

• " • * ' ' * I --

"that the epidemic was one of varicella, and one must

"account for the particulars showing•its relationship

"oh rather want of relationship to vaccination by the

"wide spread opinion which seems to have existed that the

disease
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(>:disease was really variola. From "the title of the com-

!"munication one is bound to assume that the contributors

| "did not hold this opinion, and one is there-r
i
|

;fore at a loss to understand their recommendation of
i

ivaccination, revaccination, and isolation*1' as the mea-

|"sures most useful in dealing with the disease. It seeiis
|"to be distinctly regrettable that Drs Dickson and
"Lassalle had not the courage to take a more definite

u

|stand. On the contrary in the final paragraph under
["General Remarks" they apparently stultify their commun:.

cation by the statement "that in some respects it is

"analogous to the epidemic in America of what has been

"termed irregular o^ktypical smallpox1"'. The only concl.u
sion which I have been able to come to after perusing

the article is that the contributors have very hazy ideds

of the relationship or the reverse of smallpox, vaccina

"tion, and varicella, and that the result of their ex¬

perience has been to complicate and obfuscate a clear

"issue". And as if that were not enough Dr Marsden con¬

cluded with a cclup de grace. "I cannot help feeling

that with so indecisive a contribution in our own time

s

pontaining apparently $uch marked contradictions, it is
hot to be wondered at that the literature of smallpox

is hampered by amazing discrepancies". This letter was

reproduced locally in the very papers which had so boldljy

supported the authorities^but which had now lost heart,
p,nd the controversy died a natural death with its publi-

m • ' "
i

Oation. The disease still continued to be officially

jreferred to as Varioloid Varicella, but the name degen
erated



degenerated like the sea serpent into something which

people joked about, but in the reality of which they

did not believe.
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